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ABSTRACT 

 
 This study seeks to examine life and identity at the Perry site (1LU25) through 

osteological and archaeological analysis. The Perry site, located in northwestern Alabama, is a 

multi-component site dating to the Archaic and Mississippian time periods. To better understand 

life and identity for the people of Perry, a multi-scalar approach is used. At the largest scale, 

patterns concerning the entire populations of both time periods are considered, followed by an 

investigation of the different group identities for distinct subsets of the population. Finally, 

identity is studied at the individual level through the creation and consideration of archaeo-

biographies. I define archaeo-biographies as all the various facets of an individual’s life and 

identity, accumulated through their lifetime, that can be examined through archaeological and 

osteological analysis, including, but not limited to: age, sex, genetic relationships, status, rank, 

health, and traumatic physical experience. By considering all aspects of a person’s life as a 

whole, a more complete view of a person’s individual identity can be understood. 

 Further, three hypotheses were also tested. The first seeks to understand how genetic 

relationships affect burial clustering, if at all, and if this changes from the Archaic to the 

Mississippian. To test this hypothesis biological distance analysis was conducted using dental 

metric and non-metric data. The second hypothesis seeks to understand how identity affects 

burial, and the final hypothesis examines grave good distribution patterns to better understand 

society and social organization between the two time periods. It was found that genetic 

relationships in both time periods do not appear to have been an important factor in burial 
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placement. The only exception to this appears to be related to the only structures at the site, 

where close genetic relations are interred within and around the buildings. Secondly, identity, 

and its different aspects, were found to affect how individuals were interred, specifically 

regarding grave good allotment and burial location. Finally, grave good distribution patterns did 

not differ significantly between the two time periods, with both appearing to have been 

achievement-based societies, rather than based on ascription. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 Archaeological studies of identity have become prominent in recent years, with 

researchers attempting to understand the relationships people have with other individuals and 

groups in the societies of which they are a part. In this study, identity is defined as how one 

identifies themselves as well as how they are identified by others (Amundsen-Meyer 2011:1), 

with these identifications stemming from perceived similarities and differences that are deemed 

to be socially important (Peeples 2018:6). An individual’s identity is constructed over a lifetime, 

and is made up of all the varying social roles and conditions of life (sex, disability, age, etc.) that 

apply to that individual. Typically, identities, such as age or sex, are parsed out and studied 

separately as single aspects of an individual or a group of individuals. This practice has been 

beneficial in some regards, as it has highlighted some of archaeology’s prior shortcomings 

regarding women, children, and the elderly. Researchers are now working to illuminate the roles 

these groups had as both producers and consumers of society and material culture. However, by 

focusing on merely one aspect of an individual’s life, a full picture of an individual’s life in the 

past cannot be achieved. Identities in the past were fluid and multiple; a woman was not just a 

biological female – she may have been a mother, a potter, a ceremonial dancer, and a respected 

elder. While some aspects of life cannot be recovered archaeologically, death and the associated 

mortuary rituals give archaeologists clues relating to how that person was viewed by society. We 

must examine all aspects of identity that are available through osteological and archaeological 

means in order to gain a fuller picture of the kinds of social identities available to people within 

past society, as well as the complexity of any individual’s identities.  
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This study tries to accomplish this using multiple scales by examining the archaeological 

and osteological remains from the Perry site (1LU25), which is located in northwestern Alabama 

and has components dating to both the Archaic (10,000 – 3,000 B.P.) and Mississippian (A.D. 

900 – 1500) periods. The first scale is large, and examines patterns at the general population 

level, followed by examinations of subsets of the population (such as different age cohorts and 

their particular archaeological associations), and then ultimately at the individual level. To get at 

this individual level, this study examines the “archaeo-biographies” of individuals from Perry. I 

define archaeo-biographies as all the various facets of an individual’s life and identity, 

accumulated through their lifetime, that can be examined through archaeological and 

osteological analysis, including, but not limited to: age, sex, genetic relationships, status, rank, 

health, and traumatic physical experience. By examining these different aspects of a person’s life 

and identity as an assemblage, archaeo-biographies can be constructed, providing a clearer view 

of life in the past at the individual level. Once we have a clearer view of life at the individual 

level, we can examine what role, if any, archaeo-biographies played in mortuary construction, 

which will be discussed in more detail below. In addition, the results from the Archaic and 

Mississippian components will be analyzed separately and then compared to look at the level of 

social change found at the site over time, as evidenced through archaeological and osteological 

analysis, in order to better understand social organization in both time periods.  

 

Hypotheses and Methodology 

The first hypothesis in this study states that there will be differences in burial practices in 

the Archaic and Mississippian along genetic lines. Specifically, I suspect that close genetic 

relationships will play a larger role in burial clustering among the Mississippian than among the 
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Archaic as Mississippian groups are generally more sedentary than Archaic peoples. Living near 

the cemetery, rather than travelling for a large part of the year, would make it easier for those 

groups to inter kin members who died in the same area of the cemetery. It is also hoped that 

through biodistance analysis community organization can be understood, hinting at whether 

these groups used matrilineal/matrilocal or patrilineal/patrilocal systems. If the majority of the 

females appear more closely related with males representing most of the genetic outliers, for 

example, this could indicate a matrilineal/matrilocal system. Historically, southeastern tribes 

were matrilineal/matrilocal. This study aims to determine if this system was in use in the 

Mississippian period at Perry, which is likely, as well as to determine if this system extends as 

far back in time as the Archaic period, or if not, to identify if another system (such as 

patrilineality and patrilocality) was in use. 

The second hypothesis tested here states that the different aspects of a person’s identity 

(such as age, sex, status, or health) will influence how an individual is buried. This hypothesis 

will examine identity as it is manifested in differing subsets of the population (i.e., different age 

cohorts, between the sexes, etc.), which will ultimately be used to help construct archaeo-

biographies for individuals at the Perry site. Method of burial will be assessed as well, including 

the location, the positioning, and the grave goods included in the interment. If, for example, 

certain individuals share some characteristic (such as treponemal infection) and they also have a 

shared, unique (to these individuals) grave item, this indicates that the group responsible for 

burying the individual acknowledged this difference in life and saw fit to also indicate it some 

way in death. Specific, socially relevant identities are likely to have been marked in specific, 

patterned ways (i.e., specific artifacts are interred only with a specific age groups). These 

markings may have been conscious or subconscious, and through detailed examination and 
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comparisons, we can begin to understand what aspects of material culture were being used to 

mark these identities (Wendrich 2010:215). 

 Burial treatment can also be assessed through the lens of biological relatedness to 

determine if certain closely related individuals were given differential burial treatment. The 

differing social roles a person held in life (through kinship ties, achievements, etc.) likely had an 

impact on burial treatment as well. Group elders, for example, may have been given specific 

burial treatments and grave goods allotted only to people of that status. Specific, socially 

important and relevant social positions are likely to be commemorated in death. Grave goods can 

be one further line of evidence to get at group membership as it is materialized in burial practice. 

Finally, it is hypothesized that the patterns seen in grave good distribution will change 

significantly from the Archaic to the Mississippian. Specifically, it his hypothesized that because 

Archaic societies are generally more egalitarian than later cultures, grave goods will reflect an 

achievement based leadership structure, and because Mississippian societies are generally more 

institutionally stratified, grave goods will reflect an ascriptive based leadership structure (see 

Walthall 1980 or Anderson and Sassaman 2012 for a broader discussion of the Archaic and 

Mississippian). 

 To conduct these analyses and test these hypotheses, several methods will be employed, 

the first being biological distance analysis (hereafter, “biodistance”). Biodistance analysis uses 

cranial or dental metric and non-metric traits to estimate genetic similarities among individuals 

or populations (Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:49). Here, only dental metrics and non-metrics 

will be used. Because data from the teeth and cranium should provide redundant biodistance 

results, teeth were chosen as the sole method for conducting this analysis as they typically 

survive in the archaeological record even when other skeletal material does not. By using the 
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dentition, this would hopefully allow for the greatest number of individuals to be included in 

analysis. Data produced by biodistance analysis can be analyzed using Gower’s Coefficient in R, 

which examines the non-metric data, and the Mahalanobis distance measure, which utilizes the 

metric data. Both of these statistical measures produce half-triangle matrices indicating genetic 

similarities among individuals tested, as well as dendrograms. The Mahalanobis distance 

measure also can produce multidimensional scaling plots, which can be used to quickly assess 

outliers in the population. Some individuals at the site will be more closely related to some 

individuals than others, as can be seen through dental size and morphology.  

Osteological data, such as age, sex, pathological conditions, and trauma, will be used in 

addition to the dental data. These data were collected by myself and other osteologists working 

for the Office of Archaeological Research (hereafter, OAR), a branch of the University of 

Alabama based in Moundville Archaeological Park. Rather than using just age and sex, as is 

typical for most archaeological analyses, this analysis also will utilize pathology and trauma to 

garner as much information as possible about an individual’s life. Studying all aspects of a 

person’s physical life is vital; as other researchers have put it, “perhaps the most important 

material correlate of communicating identity is the body itself” (Wendrich 2010:210). Congenital 

deformities, severe illness, or severe trauma could all impact how a person lived and was viewed 

within society; all of which would make up some salient aspect of that person’s identity that 

would contribute to their archaeo-biography.  

By estimating biological relationships through biodistance analysis, and then utilizing all 

the osteological and archaeological data available (including spatial clustering and placement of 

burials, patterns of pathology and trauma, and the patterning of material culture), it is hoped that 

a fuller picture of life for the people of Perry will emerge. Similar methods were used at the King 
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site (Hally 2008), and the author was able to determine specific, individual social roles for 

individuals in that community. Hally’s work at the King site was quite influential, and was used 

as a model for the current research. By conducting similar research at Perry, not only should we 

see how genetic relationships influence burial practice, but also differential health, sex, age, and 

social roles, and how these individual elements interplay, work together to create the burial we 

see in the ground. The model used by Wendrich (2010:215; emphasis mine) explains this rather 

well:  

“…a multivariate analysis of a complex multitude of factors is the foundation to 
decipher elements of identity. By studying the body, adornment and clothing, food ways, 
architectural styles, and find assemblages, we can define how particular concepts of 
personhood and identity relate to social factors such as class, rank, age, social status, 
profession, gender, and ethnicity, as well as ‘personal’ properties such as intelligence, 
strength, appearance, and health.” 

 

Organization of the Study 

 Chapter two provides background information on the Perry site and northern Alabama in 

general. Beginning with programs initiated by Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal, this chapter 

outlines the reasons for the immense archaeological undertaking by the Tennessee Valley 

Authority in the region. The chapter provides a brief geologic and historical overview of the 

Perry site, detailing its precise location and geological make-up as well as past owners, uses, and 

known disturbances. Dimensions of the site at the time of excavation are provided. Next, 

excavation techniques and methods are detailed, as are the stratigraphic layers encountered 

during excavation. The number of skeletons recovered as well as the cultural features discovered 

are briefly discussed. Following this, the chapter provides an overview of the previous research 

conducted at the Perry site, divided into sections based on the different categories of research: 

racial classifications, physical differences between the sexes, violence or trauma, status, 
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cremations, population biodistance comparisons, site function, stress, pathology, and the 

dentition. Finally, a brief overview of the time period and cultural setting are provided.  

 Chapter three provides a review of the history of identity theory, beginning with an 

overview of the foundations and criticisms of both the essentialist and instrumentalist points of 

view. How archaeologists have dealt with identity is reviewed next, from their initial 

unproblematic view of material culture and identity to a focus on individual agency in the past. 

Researchers became cognizant of the multiple aspects of identity that can be held by a single 

individual, as well as their intersections, when considering identity. Mortuary ritual can be useful 

in parsing out the social persona of the deceased. Redundant marking of status during the 

multiple phases of mortuary ritual allow the archaeologist to make assumptions about the social 

dimension. Work by previous researchers is recounted to demonstrate this, as well as to illustrate 

general findings about mortuary ritual and social organization worldwide.  

The chapter then turns to the categories examined in order to understand individual 

archaeo-biographies are discussed individually, beginning with biodistance analysis and the 

social impacts of genetic relationships. Biodistance is then discussed at length, detailing the 

requirements for traits to be included in biodistance analysis, as well as expectations and 

limitations for biological estimation. Previous research conducting biodistance is then reviewed 

to provide examples of what can be accomplished using this analytic technique, including both 

archaeological and forensic applications.  

The social implications of biology are then discussed in the chapter, using previous 

research conducted on prehistoric Native American populations. The many ways to examine age 

are described, particularly the chronological, developmental, and social ages, as well as how 

these are culturally contingent. To discover if there were culturally relevant social age categories 
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present at Perry, all children were aged using the dentition. The teeth provide the most accurate 

method of measurement for children, and can often age a child within a two-year window. By 

aging children in as small an increment as possible, it is hoped that socially relevant age 

categories can be uncovered. Dental aging methods are discussed, followed by archaeological 

examples of different aging methods employed by previous researchers. Biological sex is 

considered next, giving a brief overview of how osteologists can determine sex from skeletal 

remains. Ethnographic accounts of male and female roles, as well as sources of power, are 

recounted. Status and rank, two topics heavily studied in Southeastern archaeology, are then 

reviewed, beginning with the origins of the chiefdom model used for decades in the Southeast. 

Ethnohistoric examples of rank and status are outlined. Ascription, achievement, hierarchy, and 

heterarchy are reviewed. Health and trauma are considered next, looking at how these two 

categories can impact the identity of an individual. Archaeological and osteological 

investigations into the health and traumatic injuries of individuals are examined to highlight how 

they may be treated differently by society due to their differential health. Next, purely 

archaeological correlates of burial practice are discussed; namely artifact associations, artifact 

co-occurrences, and burial treatment in order to assess how what we find archaeologically can 

tell us about past identities. North American archaeological examples from previous research are 

provided to illustrate what can be garnered through careful mortuary analysis. Finally, social 

organization in the Southeast is discussed. 

 Chapter 4 outlines the methods and materials used in this analysis. First, the preservation 

of the collection is discussed, as well as the dental data collection techniques. Dental wear and its 

effects on measurements, both metric and non-metric, are discussed, as well as the confidence 

level associated with measurements at different levels of wear. Instances of tooth-as-tool use are 
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briefly gone over, as this can help provide information an individual’s habitual activities. Dental 

trait expression and the different levels of trait expression are illustrated and discussed, and the 

osteological work carried out by myself and coworkers at the University of Alabama’s Office of 

Archaeological Research (OAR) are reviewed. How to score tooth forms that are not included in 

the dental plaques used for nonmetric traits (such as peg teeth and congenital tooth absence) are 

gone over. Quantitative statistical analysis measures that were used in this project, specifically 

the Mahalanobis Distance measure and Gower’s Coefficient, are discussed detailing the reasons 

why these specific measures were used in this analysis and how they work. As the Archaic and 

Mississippian populations needed to be analyzed separately, the process for determining which 

individuals belonged to which population is elaborated. Site stratification and excavation 

techniques at Perry are detailed next, including how these natural and occupational zones can be 

used in determining whether an individual belonged to the Archaic or Mississippian. Sherratt 

diagrams were created for both the Archaic and Mississippian populations in order to visualize 

grave good distributions along age and sex lines. These methods are discussed, including what 

individuals were excluded from these diagrams and why. Finally, artifact classifications used in 

the analysis are gone over, as well as how they were used in the analysis.  

 Chapter five provides the results of the analysis conducted for this project. The results are 

divided into Archaic and Mississippian sections, with the Archaic being discussed first. General 

demographics are recounted to illustrate that this cemetery is representative of the entire 

population, and not a specialized or segmented cemetery that would exclude members of the 

population. After this, the number of artifact types and number of grave goods associated with 

individual graves in the cemetery are discussed, which both indicate that some sort of rank or 

status is being represented in the mortuary program. Next, the distribution of artifacts on the 
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basis of age and sex are considered. Then, artifact distributions in relation to biodistance are 

examined, followed by the co-occurrences seen between artifacts. The results of the biodistance 

analysis are discussed in relation to multiple burials, physical proximity of individuals within the 

cemetery, and differential health outcomes. Social organization (as determined through the 

current analysis) and atypical burials are discussed following this, and then these topics are 

covered again concerning the Mississippian results.  

 Chapter 6 provides an interpretation and discussion of the results across three scales of 

analysis: population-wide patterns by time period, group-level identities (i.e., aspects of a 

person’s overall identity that stems from things like age or sex), and individual-level archaeo-

biographies. Like the preceding results chapter, the discussion chapter is divided into Archaic 

and Mississippian sections for ease of reading, with the Archaic being discussed first. Artifacts 

co-occurrences are considered, as well as the relationship between artifacts and biological 

distance. Next, artifacts and their association with different age categories are reviewed, with a 

specific emphasis on possible social age categories present in the Archaic population. Wealth 

and wealth disparities are examined, followed by an examination of Archaic social organization. 

Residential patterning analysis and artifact clustering are discussed next. Results of the 

biodistance analysis and burial placement in the cemetery are explored. Following this, 

differential health experiences of discrete related groups are discussed.  

 While population-wide and group identity patterns are significant, this dissertation also 

addresses individual archaeo-biographies of selected individuals. To do so, certain individuals 

are chosen to illustrate this method of identity analysis as they had enough information from 

different sources (i.e., grave goods, health issues, unique burial, etc.) to build a personal, discrete 
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biography. All of these topics are then repeated for the Mississippian data, with the addition of a 

discussion about social structures present at the site.  

 Finally, chapter seven provides a summary of the work done and offers conclusions. Each 

hypothesis is outlined in a separate section to more clearly summarize the work. The first 

hypothesis results are reviewed; this hypothesis states that there will be differences in burial 

practice between the Archaic and Mississippian along genetic lines, with genetically related 

individuals clustering together more in the Mississippian. The second hypothesis, which states 

that the different aspects of a person’s identity (which make up an archaeo-biography) will 

influence their burial, is reviewed next. For this hypothesis, the discussion is divided into 

Archaic and Mississippian sections so that the different presentations of identity do not become 

confused. The final hypothesis is reviewed, which stated that grave good patterns will change 

from those relating to an achievement-based leadership structure in the Archaic, to a more 

ascriptive-based structure in the Mississippian. Concluding remarks and study successes and 

limitations are then given.  
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND OF THE PERRY SITE (1LU25) 

 

In Webb and DeJarnette’s (1942:1) original report on the Pickwick Basin, they describe 

the mighty Tennessee River as a “great highway” through which all manner of travelers, goods, 

and information passed. It is little surprising that so many people in prehistoric Alabama called 

its banks home. Individuals who lived on or near this river would have advantages that others 

further inland would not. While it brought access to goods and trade, it was also a protective 

force. Those on the islands within the river had a natural barrier protecting them from the outside 

world. Further, the abundant riverine resources provided an ample food resource for those living 

there, providing them with a steady source of nutrition for much of the year. It was, all around, 

an opportune place to live. 

In historic times, the Tennessee River Valley was plagued by extensive poverty. People 

in the Tennessee Valley suffered from malaria and hookworm, and their farming practices left 

the soil depleted and their lands eroded. High birthrates, low rates of literacy, low income rates, 

and an almost complete lack of electricity were widespread (Ezzell 2009:4). Efforts to develop 

the region economically were deterred by the frequent flooding and problematic navigation of 

the Tennessee River (Lyon 1996:37). For these reasons, the valley was one of the areas targeted 

by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal, which aimed to provide relief and recovery to 

the country in response to the Great Depression. To alleviate the flooding and navigation issues, 

several dams were proposed in the area; however, this meant the complete inundation of 
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numerous archaeological sites in the region. In an effort to gain and preserve as much 

archaeological information as possible, several salvage archaeological projects were quickly 

undertaken (Lyon 1996:37-39). Prior to these expansive projects, little was known about 

prehistory in the Tennessee Valley; but in undertaking this endeavor, archaeologists recovered 

and developed the largest regional database of prehistoric culture and taxonomy up to that point 

in history (Faulkner 2009:39). 

A survey of the Pickwick Basin, undertaken by the Social and Economic Research 

Division of TVA in conjunction with the University of Alabama’s Museum of Natural History, 

had a twofold purpose: to locate and describe all archaeological sites within the Pickwick Basin 

and to excavate these sites to preserve information and material remains (Webb and DeJarnette 

1942). In fact, the excavations undertaken in the New Deal led to some of the largest skeletal 

collections in the United States (Milner and Jacobi 2006:113). A 1936 survey located 323 

archaeological sites in the Pickwick Basin alone. After each site was found, classified, and 

plotted on an aerial map, certain sites were selected for excavation. Of these 323 sites, only 

nineteen were excavated completely or nearly completely (Webb and DeJarnette 1942), one of 

which was the Perry site (1LU25). 

The Perry site lies within the Highland Rim physiographic region, the smallest and 

northernmost physiographic section of Alabama. Within the Highland Rim there is an east-west 

ridge that divides the region into two valleys, the Eastern Highland Rim and the Western 

Highland Rim. This region is bordered by the Cumberland Plateau to the Southeast and the East 

Gulf Coastal Plain to the southwest (Nielson 2016). The Perry site sits at approximately river 

mile 253, and is underlain by the Fort Payne Formation, a calcareous and dolomitic silicastone, 

which contains bedded chert, cherty limestone, shale, and scattered crinoidal limestone lenses 
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(USGS ND). This formation dates to the Mississippian geological age (353 to 323 million years 

before the present) (USGS ND; Nielson 2016).  

More specifically, the Perry site (Figure 2.1) is located on the north shore of Seven Mile 

Island, which was formerly located in the middle of the Tennessee River but is now submerged 

due to the construction of dams. Prior to submersion, the island measured roughly seven miles 

long, and was located immediately west of Tuscumbia, Alabama. Historically, the island was 

owned by Frank Perry, from whom the site gets its name. Mr. Perry cultivated much of the 

property, except for areas where he had constructed barns and tenant homes. He erected these 

buildings on top of the shell midden, which was the highest point on the island (Webb and 

DeJarnette 1942:43). While these did disturb the midden surface, they also prevented cultivation 

and associated erosion from occurring in the area (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:58). The midden 

deposit was rather large, covering an area of about 200 feet (east-west) by 300 feet (north-south), 

and rising about ten feet above the surrounding fields (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:58).  

The site has large Archaic and Mississippian components, with some suggesting an 

additional small Woodland component (Futato 2002:84). Using trenches (Figure 2.2) and the 

block technique, the site was excavated in four different units (Figure 2.3) with excavations 

beginning on April 25, 1938 and ending on August 30th of the same year. Because of the general 

importance of the site and the exceptional skeletal preservation, excavators deemed the site 

worthy of continued excavation and further study after all other fieldwork in the Pickwick Basin 

had long been completed; excavations resumed in June of 1939 (Webb and DeJarnette 1948). 

Unit 1 consisted of the original zero trench, Blocks 1, 2, and 3 and their associated trenches. Unit 

2 contained Blocks 4, 5, and 6, as well as the 115-foot trench and the top two zones of Block 7. 

Unit 3 consisted of the remainder of Block 7, as well as blocks 8 – 12. 
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Figure 2. 1 Geographic Location of the Perry site (1LU25). Map redrawn from Webb and 
DeJarnette 1948:Frontispiece. 
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Finally, Unit 4 contained blocks 13-16 (Webb and DeJarnette 1948:12). The site was 

truly immense; the excavated area was almost exactly the size of a football field (including end 

zones), and its excavation was one of the largest single site excavations in the Southeast before 

the Pickwick Dam was constructed (Futato 2002:81).  

 

 

Figure 2. 2 Photo of trench excavation at the Perry site. 

 

Five natural zones were found at the site, designated as zones A through E. Made up of 

three smaller layers, Zone A was the uppermost zone at the site. This zone was roughly three and 

a half feet thick, with a black humic layer mixed with shell occupying the uppermost layer. 

Evidence of historic occupation was readily seen. The second layer in zone A was compact, 
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composed of mixed shell, ash, bone, rubble, and earth. Beneath this, the final layer of zone A 

was a looser layer of shell that contained little midden (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:60). 

 

 

Figure 2. 3 Perry Site Block Excavations, Color Coded by Excavation Unit. Map Redrawn from 
Webb and DeJarnette 1948:11. 

 
 

Zone B was much thinner, only half a foot thick, and contained a wealth of cultural 

material. Excavators concluded that the upper surface of zone B was at one time an occupational 

level, as it had numerous fired areas (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:60) as well as post holes in 

several of the blocks indicating the presence of former structures. While these structures are not 

extraordinarily clear, they do all surround a central fired clay area (Webb and DeJarnette 

1948:15-18). The vast majority of zone C was composed of shell, though some ash and cultural 

material also were found within the foot-thick zone. Zone D was even thinner, being only half of 

a foot thick, and also contained cultural material. Zone E was much thicker, around two feet. 
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Within this layer many pits had been dug into the silt zone below the midden, some of which 

were used for storage while others were for burial (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:61). In total, the 

site produced a total of 1,031 primary burials, with several of these principal interments having 

associated remains of other individuals that are most often partial or fragmentary in nature. 

These fragmentary remains are denoted with alphabetic identifiers, typically “B” or “C” (e.g., 

burial 176A also contained the remains of burial 176B). 

Despite the prolific nature of the sites excavated under the New Deal, these 

archaeological projects were abruptly ended in the months after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the 

Perry site included. Despite hopes that these excavations could be resumed after the war, the 

projects were never reopened (Milner and Jacobi 2006:115-116). However, much of the 

excavation notes, photographs, and burial maps are located in the Museum of Natural 

Collections at the University of Alabama, and are available for use in this study. 

 

Time Period/Cultural Setting 

 The Perry site is a shell mound and village site made up of both Late Archaic and 

Mississippian (likely dating to the early 16th century [David Dye, personal communication]) 

components. Unlike later burial and ceremonial mounds, the shell mounds found along the 

Tennessee River were not intentional in their construction. Rather, these mounds were created 

through an accumulation of cultural debris, namely mollusk shell and other waste, combined 

with riverine deposits over many generations. The mollusks in the shallow waters of the shoals 

provided Native Americans with a reliable food source that was abundant and easily obtained, 

making the area desirable for temporary settlement during the warmer months. At many sites, 

these shell mounds served as temporary base camps for these groups, evidenced by living floors 
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atop old refuse and scattered post holes suggesting temporary shelters. Some of these floors were 

lined with clay, and may represent the living quarters of nuclear families. It is likely that several 

families occupied a mound simultaneously, and may have belonged to the same band society as 

those living on nearby shell mounds (Walthall 1980:69-74).  

 Several other sites contemporaneous with Perry are located within the region along the 

Tennessee River. Aside from studies of conflict and violence, little research has been conducted 

on the interaction between these Tennessee River sites. However, it is highly likely that 

interactions between the individuals at Perry and nearby sites were not limited to warfare. As 

compared to Perry, excavations at nearby Koger’s Island (1LU92) uncovered a great deal of 

religious and ritual items (see Peebles 1971; Marcoux 2010). It is possible that Koger’s Island 

served as a ritual and political administrative center for the region within a wider network of 

connected communities during the Mississippian period (David Dye, personal communication; 

see Peebles 1971 for a discussion of regional and local networks). Given the different time 

periods of site occupation present at Perry, a brief overview of the Late Archaic and 

Mississippian time periods will be given.  

 

Late Archaic (5000-3000 B.P.) 

 Trends beginning in the Middle Archaic (8000-5000 B.P.), such as the emergence of 

long-distance exchange networks, the construction of earthen and shell mound complexes, the 

appearance of specialized burial areas, and variability in mortuary treatment indicating nascent 

differential statuses continued and grew during the Late Archaic (5000-3000 B.P.). Regional 

population levels rose, and the number of sites across the landscape increased as a whole 

(Anderson et al 2007:459-460; Walthall 1980:67). At this time, groups heavily exploited nuts, 
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shellfish (both maritime and riverine), and increased their use of white-tailed deer (Anderson and 

Sassaman 2012:105). This heavy exploitation of shellfish resulted in the characteristically large 

shell mounds found on the banks of the Tennessee River. In his study of various shell mounds 

from the Pickwick Basin, Morrison (1942:352-353) found that the majority of the mounds were 

made up of shells taken from the shallow shoals of the Tennessee River, rather than from deeper 

water. Further, if these people groups gathered shells from tributaries they did not transport them 

back to the large shell middens, as no tributary species were found in the midden debris. He also 

notes (Morrison 1942:380-381) that these groups utilized the majority of fresh water mussel 

species in the Tennessee River. Of 79 available types of mussel, 56 were found in the river shell 

mounds. Land snails also were consumed, with 22 types being used for food.  

These mounds were more than just piles of debris. Although the first settlements of these 

shell mounds occurred in the middle Archaic, the chief period of occupation occurred during the 

late Archaic. Substantial dwellings are not typically found on these middens during this period, 

indicating occupation likely occurred primarily during the warmer months of spring and summer 

(Walthall 1980:69). There is debate, however, on exactly how these Archaic shell mounds came 

to be, whether deliberate or incidental, has been debated over the years. As outlined by Peres and 

Deter-Wolf (2016), some argue that they reflect a certain level of sedentism or seasonal 

occupation at these locations because resources were so abundant. This model assumes that 

shellfish were being eaten in such great quantities because it was a plentiful resource when not 

many other resources were available. Others argue that these shell mounds are the result of 

corporate construction efforts, indicating a level of sociopolitical complexity. In this model, the 

mounding of the shells and their harvesting are deliberate actions in order to create architectural 

features on the ground. Burials and feasting events that occur in or on these locations are viewed 
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as actions meant to consecrate that location. Further implied or assumed are that these specific 

sites are then associated with specific groups or lineages (Peres and Deter-Wolf 2016:237). 

What is not debated is that shellfish did provide a major food resource, as did wild plant 

foods. Due to a lack of mortars or mullers at most sites, most plant resources gathered likely did 

not require much processing, such as greens or fruits (Walthall 1980:73). Some plant species, 

such as sunflowers, indicate that diets were beginning to be supplemented with domesticated 

plants as well, evidenced by morphological changes consistent with domestication (Anderson et 

al 2007:460; Sciulli 1997:511). Subsistence strategies and methods of food preparation, such as 

stone grinding, also resulted in heavy tooth wear for these populations (Larsen 2002:131-133).  

Material culture became more diverse than in previous times, with steatite and sandstone 

bowls being quarried and used for cooking and in mortuary offerings. Weaving techniques were 

known by this period, and lithic and bone technology had become far more diverse (Walthall 

1980:70). Some areas saw the invention of pottery in this period, such as the Stallings culture in 

Georgia and South Carolina (Anderson et al 2007:460), though it was not present during the 

Archaic period of occupation at Perry.  

 As noted above, dedicated burial areas were in use at this time. Formal cemeteries such 

as these are often discussed as indications of a level of cultural complexity that is unexpected for 

small, mobile hunter-gathering bands (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:94). However, 

archaeologists have begun recently to recognize that formal cemeteries, or the lack of them, as 

defined by western standards are not the only way to gauge complexity. Human remains, objects, 

and the built environment do not all have to occur within the same area for a group to be 

recognized as having a formal mortuary program or cultural complexity (Anderson and 

Sassaman 2012:100-101). Poverty Point, for example, a Late Archaic ceremonial site in 
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northeastern Louisiana, has produced no inhumations at all, despite incorporating six mounds 

(including Motley Mound) and six concentric earthen ridges (Kidder 2002:91). Mounds A, B, 

and E were all constructed rapidly, with Mound A being possibly constructed in as little as three 

months. This rapid construction points to some sort of organized labor force constructing the 

mounds, possibly according to a predetermined plan (Ortmann 2010:675). Thus, even where 

formal cemeteries do not exist, it cannot be assumed that complexity was lacking, too.  

 Southeastern mortuary practices were varied; corpse disposal involved cremations, 

fleshed inhumations, primary and secondary burials, and mortuary caching (Anderson and 

Sassaman 2012:94). The majority of these burial types are present amongst the Archaic 

population at Perry, with most burials being fleshed inhumations interred in the fully or partially 

flexed position.  

 

Mississippian (A.D. 900-1500) 

Similar to those of today, the temperatures of the Medieval Warm Period (A.D. 800-

1200) were particularly suited to maize agriculture, allowing the practice to spread rapidly across 

the region sometime after A.D. 900 (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:163). The rise and spread of 

maize agriculture has been linked to the increase of institutional inequality seen in the 

Mississippian period, given that maize was a reliable food source that could be stored long-term. 

Having such a reliable food source likely spurred population growth, and also allowed 

individuals to create food surpluses which they could use for, among other things, personal gain. 

Maize agriculture and Mississippian culture appear to be contemporary in origin, spreading 

across the region at or very near the same time (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:159).  
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 Previously, archaeologists used specific artifact categories (such as shell tempered 

pottery), subsistence methods (e.g., agriculture) and societal organization (a move from 

egalitarian to hierarchical) as ways to determine if a society was Mississippian (see Walthall 

1980). It is now known, however, that the Mississippian period cannot be identified by these 

markers alone, as these materials and ways of life have been seen in some areas earlier than A.D. 

900. Rather than considering individual aspects of the culture as being indicative of being 

“Mississippian,” researchers now look for a constellation of features that derived from the 

American Bottom sometime after A.D. 1000, involving religion, ideology, iconography, some 

facets of material culture and different forms of community organization. It is this group of 

features that spread throughout the Southeast, becoming what we now refer to as the 

Mississippian culture (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:156-157).  

  Mississippian settlements tend to be found within the alluvial valleys of major river 

systems with sandy loam or silt loam soils. These soils are fertile and easily exploitable for 

subsistence use. Much of what was cultivated involved maize, squash, beans, pumpkins, and 

sunflowers, which supplemented food that was gathered and hunted (Walthall 1980:190-191). A 

reliance on agriculture resulted in a marked increase in the consumption of carbohydrates, 

leading to a decline in dental health, and specifically, a marked increase of dental caries. 

Agriculturalists often boiled plant foods into a soft gruel, which allowed these foods to easily 

become trapped in the grooves and fissures in the teeth. These grooves and fissures are ideal 

locations for bacteria to grow and cause carious lesions (Larsen 1995:188). Indeed, the shift to 

agriculture not only initiated a decline in dental health, but also seems to have impacted the 

overall nutritional intake of many groups. Previous dietary strategies utilized a greater range of 

foods than were exploited by agriculturalists, with some of the new agricultural staple crops 
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being only marginally nutritious. This nutritional deficit led to the growth retardation of children 

in agricultural and mix-subsistence economies in prehistoric North America. (Larsen 1995:189-

190).  

While there are some drawbacks associated with the initial transition to agriculture, it did 

allow for a surplus of foods, enabling larger numbers of people to live in the same area than 

before. While Cahokia, the largest and perhaps most well-known Mississippian society had 

around 15,000 people living around the center at its height, the majority of Mississippian 

societies had a few hundred to a few thousand people (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:166). The 

Mississippian and probable Mississippian individuals buried at Perry number in the 700s. 

Generally, Mississippian societies were short-lived, typically lasting only a century or two before 

declining (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:166), and the Perry site was likely no different. 

Mississippian societies often had monumental architecture, typically mounds and 

structures around a central plaza (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:168). Large platform mounds 

often housed elite residences or public buildings, while others served as burial mounds for high 

status individuals (Walthall 1980:187). Each construction stage of these mounds functioned as a 

purification and renewal ceremony, and also added to or re-energized the authority of the leader 

who resided on its top (Cobb 2003:69). Smaller platform mounds may have been the base for 

charnel houses or other domestic structure (Cobb 2003:66). Some have argued that the size and 

position of the mounds at mound centers can be interpreted as a sociogram. At Moundville, for 

example, it has been suggested that the paired mounds are representative of ranked clans at the 

site. It is suggested that these clans’ mounds reflected their position in society based on their 

mounds’ size and location relative to the principle mounds (Knight 1998). 
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Distinct burial programs have been noted for large and small sites during this period. 

Sometime during the 13th century, Moundville ceased to be a bustling residential center and was 

used primarily as a necropolis for the kin groups in the surrounding areas (Wilson et al 2010:76). 

At this time, some kin groups began to inter their dead in spatially discrete cemeteries in areas 

formerly occupied by corporate residential spaces of the early Mississippians. By interring their 

dead within the boundaries of these former structures, they declared their affiliation to a specific 

descent group and the land rights that came with it (Wilson et al 2010:87). Even at smaller 

Mississippian sites, researchers have found evidence of distinct burial programs. At Koger’s 

Island (1LU92), located near the Perry site, research (Marcoux 2010) has shown that these 

individuals were interred in three distinct areas of the site. Sections two and three are for two 

corporate kin groups within that community. High status burials in both sections contained goods 

likely pertaining to ritual roles within that community, and people in these sections were more 

likely to have grave goods than people buried in section one. In section one, there is almost a 

complete absence of mortuary goods, as well as the only headless and limbless people in the 

cemetery. The author suggests section one was reserved only for people who were not members 

of the community (Marcoux 2010:171).  

During prehistory, there were not uniform burial practices throughout the Southeastern 

United States. However, due to its smaller size (as compared to sites like Moundville), as well as 

its proximity to Koger’s Island, it is possible that Perry and Koger’s Island sites may have 

similar, though likely not identical, burial practices. If a dual social structure, as outlined by 

Knight (1990) existed at Perry as it appears to have at Koger’s Island, we would expect them to 

be delineated in a similar fashion. Further, lack of purposeful, earthen mounds at the site 

precludes a notion of elite mound burial postulated at other sites (e.g., Walthall 1980:187; King 
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2007:106,111; Milner 1984:479). It is therefore assumed that if any type of status or rank 

difference is represented at the site (hierarchical or heterarchical) it will be distinguished through 

some other means. 

 

Previous Research on the Perry Site  

 The Perry site has been the focus of much research throughout the years, much of it 

bioarchaeological. There are several categories of research previously studied: early attempts at 

biological racial classification, differences between the sexes, violence/trauma, status, 

cremations, population biodistance comparisons, site function, stress, pathology, and some brief 

work on the dentition. The following overview attempts to cover these categories but is by no 

means exhaustive. However, it does provide a look at the research conducted on this prehistoric 

population and what we have been able to learn through its analysis. 

 

Racial Classifications 

 Unfortunately, much of the early work of biological anthropologists and biological 

archaeologists was concerned with the racial classification of individuals based on skeletal 

markers and measurements. Such work was conducted on individuals from the Perry site and 

others within the Pickwick Basin (Newman 1941). This study aimed to classify shell mound 

populations into their “correct” physical type, understand the variability of these types, and to 

conduct comparisons and determine the relationships between the different populations. 

Specifically, Newman examined populations from Perry (1LU25), Long Branch (1LU67), 

O’Neal  (1LU61), Mulberry Creek  (1CT27), and Koger’s Island  (1LU92). He determined two 

“physical types” in the Pickwick Basin, namely the “dolichocranic Shell Mound” type, dating to 
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the Archaic, and the later “brachycranic” type (later called the Koger’s Island type), dating to the 

Mississippian, with the latter only being found at Perry and Koger’s Island (Newman 1941). 

Thankfully, biological anthropology and bioarchaeological studies have moved on from this type 

of analysis, and have progressed toward less racially biased studies. This has allowed research to 

focus on life in the past without racially biased undertones and assumptions. 

 

Cranio-Facial Differences Between the Sexes 

 Male and female facial measurements have been compared at the site as well (Hitchcock 

1958). X-rays were used to determine how much variation, if any, was present in the cranial 

measurements of the sexes. Neither sex tended towards mandibular prognathism, where the 

mandible protrudes out further than a line drawn from the coronal plane. Instead, the author 

found that females tended to be slightly more retrognathic than males, where the mandible is set 

further back than the maxilla. The author did find, however, evidence of alveolar and dental 

prognathism, with the incisors tending to slant forward more in females than males. Males were 

determined to have squarer jaws than females, and finally, males and females had similar 

measurements regarding the facial, occlusal, and mandibular incisal planes. Hitchcock suggests 

this may be due to a stable environment rather than being hereditary in nature.   

 

Violence/Trauma 

The rate and frequency of different types of traumas have been assessed at several sites in 

the central Tennessee River Valley, including Perry, focusing specifically on differences seen 

between the Archaic and Mississippian populations (Donisi 1982).  The study’s goals were to 

ascertain if there are any correlations between long bone fracture patterns and the differing 
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cultures or the physical environment regarding the different temporal populations at Perry 

(Donisi 1982:6). It was hypothesized that there would be an association between long bone 

fracture patterns and the different cultural environments (i.e., Archaic, Mississippian) present at 

the site. Further, it was proposed that individuals within the same cultural environment but 

different natural environments would show different types of fracture patterns, and the sexes 

would have different fracture patterns due to sex-specific tasks (Donisi 1982:19). Results 

indicated that, in general, Archaic peoples suffered humeral, radial, and ulnar fractures more 

frequently than their Mississippian counterparts. The single exception to this was Mississippian 

females from the western part of the valley, who suffered more accidental (as opposed to violent) 

fractures than the Archaic females from the same region. The author states that this high rate of 

arm fractures in the Archaic may have been due to lifestyle, or perhaps involve their more 

mobile nature (Donisi 1982:98-99). It was found that there was no significant difference between 

cultural period and fractures due to interpersonal violence. Further, the study uncovered a higher 

incidence of fractures that were likely the result of accidents (such as a fall) in the eastern part of 

the region than the west. It was suggested that, as this held true for both the Archaic and the 

Mississippian, this may be due to the steep elevations, cliffs, and bluffs seen in the eastern 

Tennessee River Valley that are not as prevalent in the west. Finally, the study also concluded 

that males and females did not differ significantly in long bone fracture frequencies (Donisi 

1982:101-103). 

Frantz (1989) proposed a similar study to Donisi (1982), in which he examined the 

fracture patterns of the Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian peoples to determine if these 

changes were due to cultural activity. The study was broader geographically than that of Donisi 

(1982), with sample populations coming from Alabama (including the Perry site), Florida, 
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Illinois, Kentucky, Mexico, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia (Frantz 1989: 

table 1). Findings indicated that there was no significant difference in rates of fracture due to 

interpersonal violence between any of the three cultural periods studied. Further, the fracture 

patterning seen amongst all three cultural periods was nearly identical, with the vast majority of 

fractures (85%) classified as accidental trauma. Finally, females tended to have more upper body 

fractures while males suffered more fractures on the lower body. The author posits this 

difference may be due to gendered activities (Frantz 1989:87-88). 

Bridges et al (2000) use several sites (including Perry) from the Middle Tennessee River 

Valley and western Alabama to investigate how interpersonal violence changed through time in 

prehistory. Interpersonal conflicts are readily apparent in the skeletal collection from Perry. 

Individuals from the Archaic period display points embedded into their bones, while people who 

lived during the Mississippian time period showed evidence of scalping. When comparing 

general fracture rates between the sexes in the Archaic period, males from Perry suffered three 

times as many injuries as females, which the authors note may be due to hunting practices 

(Bridges et al 2000:57). Looking at traumatic injury by dart points during the same time period, 

there is an equal likelihood of males and females to die by this violent manner. The study found 

evidence for interpersonal aggression throughout all cultural periods examined, with the most 

traumatic and mortal injuries being inflicted during the late Woodland and at small to medium 

sized Mississippian sites (with large Mississippian sites having better defenses and less injuries). 

Further, the authors found that types of injuries changed through time; Archaic individuals 

suffering wounds from darts or points, with no cranial fractures or scalping cut marks reported. 

Mississippians, on the other hand, suffered injuries from hand to hand combat, like cranial and 

upper body fractures likely caused by blows from a war club (Bridges et al 2000). 
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Building on past research, Jacobi and Dye (2001) examined Archaic and Mississippian 

populations from Perry and Koger’s Island to compare the patterns of intergroup conflict 

between the two cultural periods. They also examined the relationship between status and 

skeletal trauma within the Mississippian period as well as the changing nature of raiding and 

warfare tactics as evidenced through skeletal damage. They found that the skeletal trauma 

present in Mississippian individuals from both sites indicates a hand-to-hand style of combat 

with an emphasis on war clubs. Further, they note that lower leg injuries were likely due to 

strikes from opponents aiming to bring down and cripple an opponent. Mississippian males had 

fewer incidents of upper body trauma (specifically, the clavicle, humerus, and radius), while 

Mississippian females had higher incidents of humeral and clavicular fractures. The authors 

postulate that this could be due to males using a type of shield during fighting, and women either 

fighting without shields or suffering domestic abuse. Males in both the Archaic and 

Mississippian periods were buried with extra body parts, likely serving as trophies. Individuals in 

the Archaic displayed similar patterns of trauma, but suffered more embedded projectile points, 

due to the use of atlatls and spears. Further, Archaic males suffered more injuries to the humerus 

than their Mississippian counterparts, indicating a change in fighting and defense styles over 

time (Jacobi and Dye 2001). 

In his discussion of trophy taking in the Southeastern United States, Jacobi (2007) briefly 

discusses some of the disarticulated and headless burials found at the Perry site. While 

descriptions from excavators make it seem as though there was far more mutilation and body 

part removal than there was in reality, these reports can elucidate probable cases of trophy 

taking. Jacobi (2007:304-305) notes that Burial 62 from the Perry site may have been the victim 

of an intentional decapitation, citing the original excavation report which notes that the right arm 
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of the individual was entirely missing, and the head had been detached and buried over five feet 

away from the body; i.e., unlikely to have been in this position due to natural processes. 

DeVore and Jacobi (2014) analyzed scalping victims from the Middle Tennessee Valley 

to determine if any of these individuals were also victims of trophy ear removal. They found five 

cases of ear trophy removal, one of which was discovered at the Perry site. The victim was a 

Late Archaic male, aged to be forty plus years. Cut marks consistent with removal were found on 

the right and left temporal bones, indicating both ears were removed from this individual. The 

authors argue that because, in all cases found, the scalp and ears were removed as two separate 

acts, the aggressors’ had different purposes for different types of trophies, with each type having 

its own meaning.  

Burial size has also been investigated regarding its relationship to violence (Stewart 

2014). Through an examination of multiple burials from nine sites in the Pickwick Basin, it was 

found that burial size was significantly correlated with the category “Perimortem Cranial 

Trauma.” At Perry specifically, all evidence of decapitations from the sample were found within 

one large burial of five or more individuals, while perimortem cranial depression fractures were 

found in large burials of five or more, as well as two instances being found in double burials 

(Stewart 2014:39-40). Violence was further elucidated at Perry through forensic photographic 

analysis. This analysis examined original excavation photos to try and gather more context about 

the burials that could not be gained through osteological analysis. Burials 616 and 617, for 

example, did not display osteological signs of violence; however, thorough examination of 

excavation photos revealed the presence of projectile points in the chest cavities of both burials. 

Another burial in this interment, Burial 620, had a projectile point embedded in the spine in these 

photos. It was determined that the points associated with Burials 616 and 617 were not grave 
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goods, but the aftermath of a violent event. Due to the deteriorated nature of the vertebrae, the 

evidence of a point ever being embedded in the spine of burial 620 could only be tentatively and 

uncertainly detected. However, its clear position fixed in the spine, as shown in the photographs, 

was used to confirm what was hesitantly detected osteologically (Stewart 2014:50).  

 

Status 

 Kelsey Herndon (2015) conducted research into the embodiment of status of 153 primary 

single adult Mississippian interments at Perry. She examined status through mortuary goods as 

well as skeletal indicators of behavior, including: stature, indicators of metabolic stress (e.g., 

linear enamel hypoplasias), dental caries, skeletal lesions and injuries, cranial modification, 

degenerative joint disease, and entheseal changes. No significant differences were found between 

individuals marked as high or low status (based on mortuary goods) and stature, cribra orbitalia, 

porotic hyperostosis, or linear enamel hypoplasias. As these measures can indicate stressors 

during development, the author suggests this signifies that health for subadults was relatively 

constant, regardless of status during the stages of development, and that elites and non-elites had 

access to same level of nutrition. However, a significant relationship was found between a 

specific type of cranial deformation (parallel-fronto-occipital modification) and the presence of 

prestige items, as well as the average number of caries per tooth and total number of artifacts and 

total number of artifact types. The author proposes that the higher rate of caries among high 

status individuals may be due to a higher consumption of maize, while particular cranial 

deformations may have signified ascribed high status (Herndon 2015).  
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Cremations 

 Amanda Owens (2010) developed a method to analyze cremated human remains by 

examining studies from archaeological and forensic contexts. Her methodology resulted in a 

better understanding of the age, sex, health, and cause of death for cremated individuals. She 

compiled information on cremated individuals from nine sites, including Perry. The Perry site 

had twelve cremated individuals, which was the largest number of cremations found at any site 

analyzed. However, as the cemetery at Perry is so large, these cremations only made up one 

percent of the population. Owens found that the majority of cremains were adults, two of who 

could be sexed (both male). Further, 75% of the remains were burned in the flesh (Owens 

2010:61). The author concludes the comprehensive study by stating that though cremations are 

not prevalent, the cremations were likely conducted for specific reasons, such as ceremonial 

burial customs, disposal of the diseased, or to destroy enemies (2010:63). Owens’s study focused 

on a previously understudied part of the population at Perry and other sites in the region. Doing 

so allowed her to develop criteria for distinguishing between ritual behavior and accidental 

cremation, as well as a better understanding of cremation mortuary behavior.  

 

Biological Distance 

 Robertson (1996) conducted biodistance analysis using cranial discrete traits to determine 

the genetic relationships among four geographically distinct prehistoric populations in Alabama. 

Specifically, she compared Moundville (1TU500) to three other sites: Perry, Koger’s Island 

(1LU92), and Harris (1MS80) and hypothesized that: 

1) The Archaic component of Perry would be genetically distinct from all Mississippian 

components 
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2) Moundville would be genetically similar to the other three sites, but that the Harris 

site (located in the northeastern part of Alabama) would be distinct from Perry and 

Koger’s Island (located in the northwestern portion of the state) 

3) Females at Moundville buried with pots that appeared nonlocal would be genetically 

distinct from other females at Moundville. 

Using the Mean Measure of Divergence test, she found that the Archaic component of 

Perry was not significantly different from its Mississippian component, nor was it significantly 

different from the other sites: Moundville, Harris, or Koger’s Island. Upon comparing each 

Mississippian site to one another, craniometric evidence and ceramic comparisons indicated 

strong ties between Moundville and sites in the Pickwick Basin. However, craniometric 

measures did not indicate a close relationship between Moundville and the Harris site. Further, 

while Moundville, Perry, and Koger’s Island were found to be closely linked, the Harris site was 

found to be significantly different from all three (Robertson 1996:75-77). Finally, females at 

Moundville with nonlocal pots were not significantly different than other Moundville females 

(Robertson 1996:79).  

Other research concerning the biological continuity at Perry has been conducted, seeking 

to understand if there had been continual occupation of one local population at the site over its 

duration, or if the occupations of the site were by unrelated peoples (Romfh 1970). Discrete 

cranial and postcranial traits combined with statistical testing were used to compare three 

samples taken from the site: one from the pottery zone (0-3 feet deep), one from the non-pottery 

zone (from roughly 3-5 feet in depth), and another from the non-pottery zone, but much deeper 

(5-7.5 feet deep). Based on these findings, the author determined that the Perry site showed 
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continual occupation over the 5,000 year span, as even between the uppermost sample and the 

lowest sample, biological distance was found to be minimal (Romfh 1970). 

 

Site Function 

 Perry was a lithic-prolific site; the collection obtained from Perry contains over 46,000 

chipped stone artifacts (Futato 2002:81). A sample of this collection was examined to better 

understand Archaic site function at Perry. Futato (2002:85) found that the vast majority (99.4%) 

of lithic specimens from Zone E were bifaces, followed by preforms, and then projectile 

points/knives (hereafter, PP/Ks), indicating specialization in flint knapping as well as upkeep for 

weapons and hunting implements. In zones A and B, PP/Ks become far more common than they 

were in previous times and bifaces are less common, while preforms are found at about the same 

rate. While bifaces in general are less common, thin bifaces are found at higher rates than in the 

lower zones, and nearly all the thick biface tools are found in zone A. The changes in the chipped 

stone assemblages from Zone E to Zone A suggest a change in site function, with a wider array 

of activities being practiced in later times, suggesting greater residential stability (Futato 

2002:86). 

 

Stress 

 Metabolic stress and its effects on morbidity, as analyzed through fluctuating dental 

asymmetry, also have been examined using a sample from the Perry site (Stewart 2017). The 

analysis of fluctuating dental asymmetry and the associated relative risk ratio can show how 

environmental disturbances affect the health of a given population. As the same genetic 

information governs the right and left half of the mouth, ideally, the measurements of teeth on 
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one side of the mouth should be identical to their counterparts on the other side. However, the 

level of symmetry that an individual attains is not solely up to genetics, but involves epigenetic 

processes and how they respond to environmental disturbances (Kieser and Groeneveld 

1998:1200). Fluctuating asymmetry occurs when the largest side (here, of the dentition) varies 

between members of a given population. This asymmetry does not appear to be hereditary, and 

may be influenced by environmental factors (Sprowls et al 2008:159), such as heat, cold, noise, 

or a protein deficient diet (Sciulli et al 1979). In this examination of fluctuating asymmetry at the 

Perry site (Stewart 2017), paired t-tests were used to determine if there was a significant 

difference between the right and left sides of an individual’s dentition. Then, individuals who 

had significant differences were analyzed to determine their relative risk.  

Relative risk determines the probability that some event (here, specific pathologies) will 

occur in an exposed group (here, individuals who have significant levels of fluctuating 

asymmetry) as compared to those that are not in an exposed group. Relative risk was calculated 

for four pathological conditions seen in individuals who had significant levels of asymmetry: 

generalized infection, porotic hyperostosis, periostitis, and linear enamel hypoplasias. The study 

found that individuals with fluctuating asymmetry were almost one and a half times more likely 

to have linear enamel hypoplasias than those with more symmetric teeth, one and a half times 

more likely to have porotic hyperostosis, and four times more likely to develop some infection. 

Periostitis, on the other hand, was ubiquitous at the site and seemed to affect a large portion of 

the sample regardless of early life stressors (Stewart 2017). While these results are intriguing, it 

should be noted that the sample size was rather small, and caution should be taken with these 

results until a larger sample is tested.  
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Pathology 

 Neutzling (2001) created a health profile for the Archaic population at Perry, and 

compared this to other Archaic Pickwick Basin populations as well as to Indian Knoll, an 

Archaic site near Paradise, Kentucky. The goal of this study was to compare the health profiles 

of these different populations to determine differences in pathological patterns. Joint lesions, 

infections, and traumatic injuries, were examined in this study. The author found that joint 

lesions and degenerative joint disease at Perry were not significantly different from the other 

populations examined. Joint lesions among males and females at Perry were found to be not 

significantly different, which the author postulates were possibly due to similar daily activities. 

Traumatic injuries also were not significantly different between males and females at Perry, nor 

were they significant between the Perry site and the other populations examined. However, while 

not significant, the author does note that males were more likely to have evidence of traumatic 

injuries, particularly long bone fractures. Finally, for general and nonspecific infections, the rate 

of infection at Perry was significantly higher than those seen at Indian Knoll. Males and females 

at Perry did not differ on rates of infection (Neutzling 2001).  

 Jessica Johns (2010) examined vertebral osteoarthritis of Archaic individuals from Perry 

and Mississippian individuals from Moundville (1TU500) to better understand how subsistence 

activities and gender roles affect vertebral and overall health of a population. She found that 

Archaic males had the greatest frequency of arthritis in the cervical and lumbar regions. Further, 

they were one a half times more likely to have arthritis than Mississippian males. Similarly, 

Archaic females were a little over one and a half times more likely to have arthritis than female 

Mississippians. Males from Perry also had a statistically higher amount of thoracic arthritis 

compared to females from Perry. She also deduced that, due to osteoarthritic patterns, people at 
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Perry were doing some activity or postured themselves in such a way that extra stress was being 

place on the cervical spine rather than the lumbar. She posits that this may have been due to the 

use of tumplines in the Archaic. Comparatively, both males and females from Moundville 

experienced little cervical osteoarthritis. Male Mississippians in the study had more thoracic and 

lumbar arthritis than cervical, while female Mississippians suffered mainly from thoracic 

changes. The author posits that, though females likely completed much of the agricultural tasks, 

the greater frequency of arthritis in Mississippian males may be because they were carrying 

heavier loads, causing greater vertebral stress (Johns 2010).  

 

Dentition 

 A study of the level of dental malocclusion, specifically dental crowding and rotation, 

was investigated using individuals from the Alabama shell mounds (McCabe 1955), which likely 

indicates the Perry site, though this is not stated for certain. The goal of the study was to 

ascertain if malocclusion was truly the product of modern civilization, as many at the time 

believed, as well as the degree of malocclusion present, if any. To conduct this study, dental 

casts were made of 105 sets of matching mandibles and maxillae, which were then measured to 

assess the level of malocclusion from dental crowding or tooth rotation present in an individual. 

The author found much higher levels of malocclusion than those previously reported by others 

investigating similar matters on other native populations. Males showed a difference in 

malocclusion when comparing the right and left sides of the dentition, which the author posits 

could be due to some specific activity or habit, such as holding a pipe on one side of the mouth. 

Maxillary incisors were rotated most commonly, while the first molar was the least likely to 

show evidence of rotation or crowding. Finally, he found that mandibular third molars were more 
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likely to be maloccluded than their corresponding maxillary counterparts. However, the author 

notes that severity is important to consider when comparing to modern populations. The majority 

of incidents of malocclusion were minor and found throughout the sample, with only a few 

having severe cases (McCabe 1955).  
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW: THE HISTORY OF IDENTITY AND ITS 
VARIOUS ASPECTS AS WELL AS SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN THE SOUTHEAST 

 

The main goal of this research is to try and understand the archaeo-biographies of 

individuals at the Perry site, and determine if the different aspects of their biographies influenced 

burial and the organization of the cemetery (through, for example, specific areas of the cemetery 

designated for certain kin groups). In doing so, it is hoped that the social organization of the 

community can be reconstructed and the past better understood. The different aspects of a 

person’s archaeo-biography are all rooted in and make up a person’s individual identity, and may 

also contribute to group identity in some cases (such as a person’s genetic ties). This concept is 

summed up nicely by a speech given by a Siouan doctor (or conjurer) upon the death of a 

member of his society, as recounted in Swanton (1946:720):  

“…[the doctor] begins to give an account who the dead person was, and how stout a man 
he approved himself; how many enemies and captives he had killed and taken; how strong, 
tall, and nimble he was; that he was a great hunter; a lover of his country, and possessed of 
a great many beautiful wives and children, esteemed the greatest of blessings among these 
savages in which they have a true notion. Thus this orator runs on, highly extoling the dead 
man for his valor, conduct, strength, riches, and good humor; and enumerating his guns, 
slaves, and almost everything he was possessed of when living.”  
 

As the above speech indicates, the many facets of a person’s life were taken together into the 

individual identity of a person. Not only was his war prowess extolled, but his family life, his 

love of his people, his robustness, and his personality were all celebrated at his death, indicating 

they were salient parts of his identity.  
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In order to examine these different physical, relational, and psychological facets, identity 

theory will be employed to try and understand how the different features of a person’s life 

influenced how they were viewed in society. During investigations of people’s identity in the 

past, it is important that researchers realize that what may seem to be a basic, given category 

(such as the male/female dichotomy) may not be fundamental or even appropriate in all cultures. 

As Meskell and Preucel (2004:123) put it: “what we see as natural exists largely within our own 

temporal and cultural borders, yet we take this as fixed and ‘natural’ and thus transferable to 

ancient contexts. The erasure of difference results in a familiar and normative picture of the past 

that may bear little relation to ancient experience.” 

A person’s own sense of identity is developed by acting in the world around them and 

through interactions with others; it is developed through a person’s personal experiences (Barth 

1994:14). For particularly young children, their own personal identities were likely not yet 

developed. While identity is generally understood to be how one identifies themselves as well as 

how they are identified by others (Amundsen-Meyer 2011:1; see Barth 1969, 1994), for some 

groups in this research project, namely infants and toddlers, identity in this sense cannot truly be 

explored. This is because the very young are not yet capable of identifying themselves in any 

way; however, we can look at the identities or statuses put on them by others in society, which 

can reveal at least some things about their lives. As biological relatedness and biodistance 

analysis formed the core of this research project, it will be discussed next, followed by the other 

aspects of archaeo-biographies that individuals may have had in the past. Then, as biological 

relatedness may be used to identify forms of social organization in the past (e.g., matrilineal, 

matrilocal), the different forms of social organization seen among historic and prehistoric groups 

in the past will be discussed, along with their archaeological correlates. 
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Identity 

Studies of identity have recently become prevalent throughout the archaeological 

literature, with researchers continually devising new ways to assess and study identity in its 

varied forms (e.g., Diaz-Andreu, Lucy, Babic, and Edwards 2005; Amundsen-Meyer, Engel, and 

Pickering 2011; Heilen 2012; Ortman 2012; Crandall and Thompson 2014; Peeples 2018), many 

of which consider osteological and mortuary materials. Through this exploration of identity, 

archaeologists have gained a deeper understanding of the past and a more vivid view of the 

individuals who lived in it. Rather than allocating individuals to one lot in life (e.g., warrior, 

gatherer, chief), many researchers (e.g., Fowler 2005; White 2008) have begun considering an 

individual’s multiple identities, and how these intersect and can cause tensions; however this has 

not always been the case. 

 

The Evolution of Identity Study in Archaeology 

In the early days of identity study, ethnicity and identity were often synonymous terms 

used interchangeably by researchers. Ethnic groups were being identified through their material 

culture at particular places at specific points in time, and if the same type of cultural material 

persisted through time, it was assumed that that ethnic group did as well (Jones 1997:16). 

Individuals were of little concern. Rather, whole cultures were treated as though they were 

themselves individuals. Further, cultures were typically defined and identified through their 

material object associations (Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005:2-3). Ethnic groups were seen as 

bounded entities that were defined through a constellation of features and traits that could spread 

to related societies through diffusion or migration. Shared materials and practices were equated 

with shared values and cultural norms (Schortman 2017:265; Jones 1997:24-25). Viewing 
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cultures in this way, however, only classified cultures from the outside, rather than looking at the 

symbols and meanings within a culture that separate them from others. Further, the boundaries 

anthropologists and archaeologists drew from looking at the outside in did not often correspond 

to actual differences in groups (e.g., political boundaries aren’t the same as those of material 

culture) (Emberling 1997:297). After decades of research in this vein, by the mid 1940s, 

archaeological cultures and ethnic groups were being considered one and the same (Diaz-

Andrew and Lucy 2005:3). 

By the 1950s and 60s, thought processes regarding identity and ethnicity were beginning 

to change. While individuals in the past were still regarded purely as passive members within a 

group, archaeologists did begin to examine past cultures in new lights, particularly through 

functionalist and processual perspectives. Archaeologists began trying to understand how the 

archaeological record was formed, and tried to gain a better understanding of past behaviors. The 

focus remained on culture rather than the individual, and was still relatively straightforward in 

interpretation (e.g., bigger sites are more important than smaller ones) (Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 

2005:4; Jones 1997:26).  

A turning point arose with Barth’s (1969) conception of ethnicity, in which he 

determined ethnic groups not based on race, culture, or language, but in how the people within 

the group are identified by themselves and others as belonging to a certain group. He was 

concerned with boundary formation and maintenance between groups rather than just cultural 

traits (Barth 1969; Emberling 1997:299). Identification has since been viewed as a central aspect 

of ethnicity and other forms of identity, though there are disparate viewpoints regarding how and 

why this identification and the associated differentiation occurs. 
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 Until recently, essentialist and instrumentalist viewpoints have dominated the 

archaeological literature with regards to identity study, often viewed through the lends of 

ethnicity. While ethnicity is one aspect of a person’s identity, current research recognizes 

multiple, overlapping facets of identity. Regardless of type, many researchers view the 

conceptualization and processes behind the formation of identities as similarly constructed 

(Brubaker and Cooper 2000).  

Essentialist views of identity argue that individuals have certain primordial attachments 

that are involuntary and coercive. These attachments, such as blood ties, language, or culture, 

result from the givens of birth. They are deep and fundamental, and explain the strong emotions 

tied to ethnicity or nationality, as well as the persistence of an ethnic group even when it is to 

their own disadvantage. While this theoretical viewpoint is useful in some regards, criticisms 

(compiled in Jones 1997:65-71) point out that essentialist viewpoints mystify ethnic identity by 

rendering it as a given. Because primordial attachments are viewed as involuntary, essentialist 

views are seen as overly deterministic. Further, ethnicity is seen as a purely natural phenomenon, 

giving no attention to historical and social contexts (Jones 1997:65-71). Roosens (1994), for 

example, considers ethnic differences to be genealogical; they refer to places of origin and often 

involve notions of kinship. He views these dimensions of ethnicity to be prior to the formation of 

social boundaries and norms of practice, so that the ethnic markers that differentiate groups 

should be viewed in terms of the homeland rather than how they differentiate one group from 

another (Roosens 1994:83-91).  

 Instrumentalist viewpoints, on the other hand, view identity as dynamic and situational 

(Barth 1969). Typically, identity is viewed as a means to mediate social relations, or for 

economic or political gain (Jones 1997:72). Cohen (1978:388) notes that the same person can be 
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categorized in different ways according to the situation at hand, such as one’s occupation, 

ethnicity, or education. These labels are useful both to one’s self and to others; they indicate how 

one should act and react, as well as help explain behavior and practice. Individuals will generally 

follow social norms that correspond to their identities; these identities have different standards 

and orientations to which individuals are expected to conform. Generally, people do not act 

outside of these expectations because they “fear that such behavior might be inappropriate for a 

person of their identity” (Barth 1969:18). Such differences, then, appear to be a natural part of 

the world. These identities also become functional, and are related to social experience as well as 

collective and individual practice (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:61). 

While the instrumentalist approach highlights the malleable nature of identity, there is 

criticism of this view, too (Jones 1997:77-79). Critics argue it is too reductionist, as it neglects 

the cultural and psychological dimensions of ethnicity and identity. Further, many 

instrumentalist approaches assume human behavior will be rational and in one’s own self-

interest. This methodological individualism simplifies actual group dynamics, as it cannot be 

assumed that all members of a group agree what is best for themselves as a group. Many within 

the same group may and do perceive their interests and identities differently, leading to different 

decisions and outcomes (Jones 1997:77-79).  

For New Archaeologists of the 1960s and 70s, the relationship seen between material 

culture and identity tended to be viewed as relatively straightforward and unproblematic (e.g., 

Saxe 1970, Brown 1971, Binford 1971). When considering identity, archaeologists were not 

concerned with individuals, but with cultures as a whole, and these cultures were equated 

directly with entire ethnic groups. While archaeologists did note that there were differences in 

the kinds of artifacts associated with different ages and sexes, analysis was not in depth and was 
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usually just descriptive (e.g., Peebles 1971). It was not unusual for artifacts associated with 

women and children to be ignored (though, it must be noted that some studies, such as Peebles 

(1971), did study and incorporate all age and sex demographics into his research). Further, 

materials found in grave contexts were assumed to directly reflect the roles and statuses of the 

dead (Díaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005:1-4).  

More recently, archaeologists have been considering the interaction between individuals 

and between individuals and other groups as important for identity formation. Prehistoric peoples 

had agency, and were free to choose to perform or not perform certain actions within the limits 

of societal structures. They were not the mindless automatons so often portrayed by structural-

functionalists; rather, they had knowledge of how their society worked, and could use that 

knowledge to achieve goals (Giddens 1979). However, their knowledge may have been 

incomplete, resulting in unintended repercussions, and further, their actions also could be 

constrained by other people in society (Giddens 1979; Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005:5).  

As scholars began to assess identity categories, they tended to focus on only a single 

aspect or social grouping, such as gender or ethnicity. In reality, though, one person can hold an 

array of different identities at the same time, and may have different identities throughout his or 

her life. Some identities are stable, such as the genetic relationships one is born into, while most 

are mutable, transferable, and malleable. As Knudson and Stojanowski (2008) point out, 

numerous social identities can be held simultaneously, and some can be shed over the course of a 

lifetime. An identity can be attained or ascribed, it can be personally held or communally shared 

between members of a social group. Identities can be shaped to meet one’s needs or even be a 

facade. Identity is not only about how one sees oneself, but also considers the constraints that 

other members of society put on an individual (Knudson and Stojanowski 2008:398). 
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Other researchers have also begun considering the way that the past shapes identity. The 

construction of identities is ongoing and never finished; but some (e.g., Liebmann 2008) argue 

that, to be legitimate, they must draw on history. The relationship between the past and the 

present allows identity to be reconfigured and given new meaning. And although they are 

different, these new meanings are not any less significant; these identities are still every bit as 

salient as the old ones, marking significant social distinctions among a group (Liebmann 

2008:82). Identities can be reworked or blended together through a variety of social processes 

(including colonialization and oppression), resulting in new hybridized identities. The dynamic 

nature of identity and material culture prohibits static readings and interpretations of the past. 

Because it is constantly being refigured, we must view identity construction as fluid, fractured, 

and ongoing (Meskell 2002:292-293).  

 

Identity in Death 

While there are many aspects of life that are not accessible to archaeologists, death and 

mortuary ritual can provide clues pertaining to how society viewed that individual. Even though 

much of that person’s life is out of reach archaeologically, what is available can still provide 

researchers with information about that person’s life and position in society. In death, the 

establishment of a definite identity is required, making both the material aspects of burial and the 

skeletal remains particularly useful in the analysis of identity (Wendrich 2010:212). Mortuary 

ritual involves the mourning of the dead, but also the creation of social memories, bonds, and 

claims on individual identity and group membership (Chesson 2001:1). The relationship between 

mortuary practice, grave accompaniments, and the individual is a complicated one, and, 

unfortunately, there is much about the burial process that we cannot see archaeologically.  
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However, some aspects of the mortuary ritual are redundantly marked and need not be 

directly observed. In the mortuary sequence outlined by Bartel (1982:54-55), there are three 

sequential aspects of mortuary ritual: input, midpoint, and output. Only the midpoint of the 

sequence (corpse disposal), is directly observable in the archaeological record. Both the initial 

input (which consists of social relationships regarding the pre-death behaviors of the living) and 

the output (the death-related behaviors of the living participants after burial), are unobservable to 

archaeologists. Actions taken during these portions of the mortuary sequence (such as ritual 

wailing or death watches) contribute significantly to the social persona of the deceased. And 

while not directly observable, Bartel found through the analysis of twenty-seven ethnographic 

societies in the Human Relations Area Files, that there is a large amount of redundancy found 

along the entire mortuary sequence. Examination of the individual parts of the mortuary chain 

revealed that the component specifically related to corpse disposal fluctuated in importance in 

direct relation to other variables in the chain such as age, sex, status, or social affiliation of the 

dead. It is suggested by Bartel, therefore, that archaeologists can make assumptions about social 

dimensions solely from disposal of the dead (Bartel 1982:54-55). Indeed, recounted in Swanton 

(1946:720), it is noted that “…when an Indian is dead the greater person he was, the more 

expensive his funeral.” 

In Carr’s (1995) examination of 31 cultures from the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), 

he found several cross-cultural patterns regarding mortuary practice. He, too, found that social 

dimensions were often reflected in the burials of the dead. Of particular importance here, he 

discovered that generally: 

- Mortuary practices and the associated remains are not arbitrary, and the contents and 

structure of a burial can potentially allow us to reconstruct past practice (Carr 1995:189). 
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- Aspects of the social persona and social organization, such as age, gender, vertical or 

horizontal social position, personal identity and social classification are often reflected in 

burial practice (Carr 1995:190). 

- Philosophical and religious factors do influence burial, particularly when the beliefs 

involved are concerned with the soul, the afterlife, the soul’s journey in the afterlife, the 

order of the universe, the causes of illness/death, any punishments accorded to that soul, 

and the living’s responsibilities to the dead’s soul (Carr 1995:190). 

- The cemetery’s internal organization, the amount of energy expended on a burial, the 

number of differential burial types within that society, the number of individuals in a 

burial, and the amount of grave goods present are useful for reconstructing social 

organization (Carr 1995:190). 

- Body orientation and position, as well as where the grave furniture is placed in the 

interment are useful for construction of philosophical or religious beliefs (Carr 

1995:190). 

- As sociopolitical complexity increases, representation of personal identity in mortuary 

practice declines while horizontal social position increases. Across all levels of 

sociopolitical complexity, gender differences were found in lower frequencies than 

vertical differentiations (Carr 1995:191). 

- Examining how a corpse is handled in conjunction with a society’s burial programs “have 

good potential” for reconstructing past world views and beliefs (Carr 1995:191). 

- Vertical social position is most often differentiated through overall energy expenditure. 

While location of the grave and type of grave furniture reflected vertical position, 

quantity of furniture did not (Carr 1995:191). 
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- Physical grave location and formal demarcation in the cemetery were the most recurrent 

indicators of horizontal social position, though horizontal social position is normally less 

visible than the vertical position (Carr 1995:191-192).  

 

Of course, these are cross-cultural generalizations that may not be found in every society, 

so it cannot be assumed they will be found at the Perry site. However, these findings do illustrate 

that burial contexts can be of major importance in ascertaining information about the individual 

and the society of which they are a part. 

Nevertheless, it is important to remember that what we find archaeologically is not a 

record of past events (like the fossil record or a text) that can be simply “read.” Barrett (1988) 

suggests viewing what we find as “evidence for particular social practices” (Barrett 1988:6). He 

states that taking systemic patterns seen archaeologically directly for social institutions results in 

the analysis of a “lifeless system” (Barrett 1988:7). Rather, we should examine the interplay 

between institutionalized practices and the human actions that construct and maintain one 

another (Barrett 1988:7). To get at social practice, instead of simply studying patterns, he 

suggests thinking about how a space or time (a “field of discourse”) was occupied by a particular 

practice. The material conditions needed for that practice are contained within that field, and 

therefore what we recover archaeologically are the remains of these material conditions (Barrett 

1988:11). What Barrett is essentially getting at is that what we recover archaeologically does not 

exist in a void; instead, these material culture remains are embedded in social discourse that 

structures social practice and the relations between people. We need to understand and consider 

how objects were being used symbolically and practically in everyday life (Brink 2008:8). At the 

Perry site, the human relationships that would have led to the burial practices we see in the 
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ground, as well as the social practices that maintained and created mortuary ritual, need to be 

considered. The routine structuring that results from particular practices and their associated 

material conditions culminate in the patterns and residues we see archaeologically. 

 

Identity as Used in This Study 

 As noted in the introduction chapter, identity, as it is used in the current research, is 

defined as how one identifies themselves as well as how they are identified by others 

(Amundsen-Meyer 2011:1), with these identifications stemming from perceived similarities and 

differences that are deemed to be socially important (Peeples 2018:6). The mechanisms that 

allow people to identify similarities and differences within themselves and others stem from 

habitus, the deeply ingrained, unconscious dispositions and habits a person possesses due to their 

particular life experience. Life experience begins early, and it conditions how a person acts and 

perceives all later experiences. Any gaps in understanding that arise from disparate habitus can 

result in conflicts or perceptions of difference (Bentley 1987:27-34). It is these shared life 

experiences and dispositions that allow people to identify themselves and others as similar or 

different.  

Identity itself is viewed as fluid, multiple, and malleable, with an individual holding 

many identities throughout his or her life, many of which may be held simultaneously. Identity 

construction is a lifelong, on-going practice that is shifting, flexible, and fractured (Meskell 

2002:293). While some researchers would disagree with this view of identity, (see Brubaker and 

Cooper 2000), arguing that it is a “weak” conception of identity, I disagree. Thinking of identity 

in this way is crucial to understanding life through the archaeological record; as Matthew Peeples 
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(2018:4) put it, “identity is a complicated tapestry for us, and there is no compelling reason to 

believe it was less so in the past.” 

How a person sees themselves and is seen by others is the product of all the social 

relationships, interactions, and their connections over the course of a life. While some identities 

are shed (such as those associated with childhood), others are built up day by day, through the 

activities, achievements, relationships, illnesses, abilities, and social positions one accumulates 

throughout a lifetime. The everyday activities, interactions, and decisions made by individuals 

influence how they are seen by themselves and others in society, all of which influence daily 

practice and mortuary construction. Therefore, all the different identities one possesses (such as 

elderly, female, matriarch, disabled, etc.) and their intersections need to be considered when 

assessing individual identities (Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005:9). Archaeo-biographies accomplish 

this by trying to examine all aspects of a persons’ life through archaeological and osteological 

analysis, considering everything from age and status to genetic relationships and physically 

traumatic events. Some of these intersections of identity occur through relational or categorical 

modes of identification (see Peeples 2018).  

Relational identifications occur through the network of relationships people have. These 

connections between people result in how a person views themselves as well as how others view 

them. Relational identities vary in importance, and can be evaluated based on how often that 

identity is taken into account in social interactions (Peeples 2018:25). Categorical identifications, 

conversely, are based on membership within a certain group (e.g., Catholicism) and do not rely 

on interactions between people. Common characteristics are identifiable by members of the 

group, and the salience of this categorical identity is based on the social context at hand (Peeples 

2018:27). These modes of identification underscore how concepts of status, rank, and even 
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kinship play into one’s identity; identification of oneself and by others occurs daily, through 

various means, with the saliency of these identities depending on the social situation. All the 

identities one possesses (age, sex, status, etc.) can be individually studied; however, in 

examining only a portion of a person’s identity, we can never achieve a full picture of life in the 

past for that person, or for the society in which they lived. All the different aspects of identity 

come together and culminate in a complete individual identity for a single person. Each aspect of 

a person’s life contributes to some aspect of their archaeo-biography, all of which may influence 

their burial rites and ceremony. Therefore, all of the osteological and archaeological information 

available should be considered when assessing an individual archaeo-biography, to obtain as 

accurate a picture of life in the past as possible.  

Importantly, it must be recognized that identity can be examined at differing scales. 

Macro-level studies of identity focus on whole groups and their associated, shared identities, 

such as a certain ethnicity, and how this identity is displayed and perceived, as well as how it is 

used and constrained. Beneath the macro-level are those studies that select specific aspects of 

identity to study within a group, such as those that examine gender or status. Finally, there are 

micro-level studies of identity, as is used here, in which the individual life, and all the various 

aspects of identity that an individual possesses, are examined to understand life for that 

individual as fully as possible using what is archaeologically and osteologically available.  

 

Biodistance, Genetic Relationships and their Social Impacts 

Biodistance allows researchers to estimate genetic relationships among people in the past. 

Biological relatedness can be assessed through the analysis of cranial or dental traits; though 

only the dentition is used in this study. Because dental metric and non-metric traits are highly 
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genetic, those in a population who have more morphologically similar teeth are likely to be 

genetically related than those that do not. In biodistance analysis, an individual’s dental 

morphology is scored by using both metric and non-metric dental traits. Metric traits record the 

size and basic shape of the tooth, while non-metric traits record the particular dental 

morphological landscape exhibited on the enamel and root of a tooth. These non-metric traits are 

scored not only on their presence or absence, but also on their degree of expression.  

Traits selected to conduct kinship analysis must fulfill certain requirements. They must 

be highly hereditary, have distinct forms of trait expression, have small intertrait correlation (to 

avoid redundancy and false sense of similarity), have little to no dependency on age and sex, and 

have a low total trait incidence (Alt and Vach 1995:101). Dental traits fit these criteria quite well, 

as their morphological traits are:  

1. genetically independent of one another, as well as age and sex  

2. highly genetic, specifically regarding trait occurrence and the degree of   expression, 

and  

3. highly variable between groups (Johnson and Lovell 1994).  

Aside from specific, rare abnormalities, all dental traits have polygenic modes of inheritance 

(Scott and Turner 1988:100), meaning they are controlled by two or more genes. Early on, twin 

and familial studies provided much information about the role of genes and the environment 

regarding tooth crown development (Hughes et al 2016:128). Twin studies have found that 

concordance rates among both monozygotic and dizygotic twins are higher than those of 

randomly matched singletons from a given population, and that concordance rates for 

monozygotic twins are higher than dizygotic twins (Scott and Turner 1997:148). Scott (1973) 

conducted an analysis on 53 white American families to analyze inheritance patterns of 22 tooth 
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crown characteristics. In this analysis, he found high intrafamilial correlations for tooth crown 

traits, indicating that tooth morphology is largely under genetic control. Goose (1971), in his 

analysis of 123 British families, found that tooth size was highly heritable as well. He noted that 

heritability was high and environmental influence was low, and that tooth size was likely 

determined through multifactorial inheritance. Further, familial studies have shown that even the 

congenital absence of teeth is largely due to hereditary factors (Dahlberg 1937; Brothwell et al 

1963). In an early study by Dahlberg (1937), one family consisting of 46 members was 

examined; eighteen of these individuals were congenitally missing teeth in both sets (permanent 

and deciduous) of dentition. 

What’s more, dental traits are easily observable, can be scored consistently, and teeth are 

typically preserved even when the rest of the skeleton is not (Alt and Vach 1995:101). It is 

important to note, however, that kinship analysis can only identify genetic closeness, but not 

indicate their specific relationships with one another. So, for example, two individuals could be 

identified as being genetically similar, but it could not specify that those two individuals were 

mother and son or brother and sister. Further, while some family groups may have sufficient 

typical traits for identification, others may not, and cannot be identified (Alt and Vach 1998). 

While genes are the major controlling factor in tooth crown and root development, the 

way traits are expressed is affected to an extent by environmental factors. Because an individual 

only has one genotype controlling both halves of the dentition, each side of the mouth should be 

a mirror image of the other; however, this is not always the case. Environmental factors can 

cause fluctuating asymmetry in both size of the tooth and trait expression in tooth antimeres 

(Scott and Turner 1997:162). Regardless, the genetic foundation of the dentition (particularly the 

size, morphology, and number of teeth) is robust enough to allow their use in the assessment of 
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biological relationships among individuals as well as microevolutionary trends, despite 

environmental influences (Scott and Turner 1988:101).  

Numerous researchers have successfully conducted this type of research on 

archaeological populations. Among the Tipu Maya, Jacobi (1997, 2000) found evidence for 

family plots within a Tipu church cemetery. At the front of the church, Jacobi was able to 

identify three individuals buried in close proximity that shared not only the presence of several 

dental traits, but also had similar degrees of expression. Similarly, at the back of the church, 

three individuals were determined to be of close relation. These individuals shared such a large 

quantity of similar traits and trait expression that the author referred to this as a “dental trait 

bonanza” (Keith Jacobi, personal communication 2016). Further, one individual had such unique 

dental morphology the author was able to determine she appeared to be unrelated to anyone else 

in the cemetery (Jacobi 2000:168).  

Using dental metric traits, Stojanowski (2013), in his work on historic cemetery 

populations from St. Catherine’s Island off the Georgia coast, was able to not only determine the 

ethnic origin of groups and individuals within a cemetery, but also found that adults at the Santa 

Maria Mission were often buried in formal rows near close genetic relations. Similarly, at the 

Santa Catalina mission, adults showed kin structure within rows that also incorporated 

phenotypic outliers, whom the author identified as likely in-marrying, and therefore non-

biological, kin (Stojanowski 2013).  

James (2015), in her research on social houses from Carson Mounds in Mississippi, 

found that burial pits at the site contained individuals who were more closely related to each 

other than they were to individuals in other burial pits. Additionally, she was able to identify 

genetically outlying individuals within the burial pits who diverged from the core group of 
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biologically related individuals, whom she interpreted as non-biological kin or servants. 

Conversely, in her analysis of burials from Fusihatchee, a historic Creek site, James (2015:96) 

found a genetically heterogeneous population with heterogeneous (i.e., biologically distant) 

individuals buried within the same house burial group. She found that this indicates that at 

Fusihatchee, people who were buried together were no more closely related to each other than 

they were to all other individuals at the site. She attributes this to adoptive processes used by the 

Creek to keep the family estate viable (James 2015:97). 

Biodistance also has been conducted successfully on living populations. Dahlberg (1986) 

used dental genetic features to solve two forensic cases. Case one involved examining the 

subject, referred to as “S” to see if that individual was part of a particular family, “X.” For this 

case, Dahlberg noted several features that appeared to show genetic relation between these 

individuals, namely the protostylid (an extra cusp on mandibular molars), Carabelli’s cusp (an 

extra maxillary molar cusp), finger-like projections (lingual cusplets on the upper incisors), 

reduction of the lateral incisors and second premolars, the cingulum (an enamel protuberance 

located at the base of the tooth on the lingual side), and dental arch forms. In all cases, subject S 

had similar traits to members of family X. S had prominent protostylids, and one member of 

family X also had a large protostylid. S had double flattened bulges (a form of Carabelli’s cusp), 

and four members of family X also had smaller, but still bulging, patterns of Carabelli’s cusp. S 

had prominent finger-like projections and two members of X had nearly identical projections. S 

had large teeth overall with small maxillary lateral incisors and small upper second premolars; 

one member of X had similarly reduced forms. All but one member of the family had a wrinkling 

effect on the cingulum of both upper and lower teeth. The dental arch of X and S all had a 
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tapering tendency of the arch form. Collectively, this all points to a very strong probability of a 

close relationship of S to family X (Dahlberg 1986:172-173).  

In the second case, Dahlberg (1986:173-175) examined the mandible and skull of a 5-

year-old child, called here “T,” and compared its genetic markers to dental casts of a family 

(parents, son, and daughter) that had a five-year-old child go missing. The mother had prominent 

molar protostylids, as did the molars of T. The mother, two children, and T all had a Carabelli’s 

cusp expressed as a Y-shaped groove. The father, two children, and T all had prominent 

mamelons (small rounded protuberances on the incisal edge) on the mandibular incisors. The 

family members had a slight expression of a seventh cusp (tuberculum septum), which was 

prominent in T. All members of the family, except the mother due to the presence of dental 

fillings, had a strong deflecting wrinkle on the occlusal surface of the molars. This led Dahlberg 

to conclude that T was likely the missing child, as it was strongly supported by the dental traits.  

Ricaut et al (2010) examined the efficacy of non-metric trait analysis compared to genetic 

analysis for a known sample, which originated in Mongolia and was comprised of a subset of a 

community, all likely-high status individuals. Ricaut and colleagues compared phenotypic (non-

metric traits) and genetic molecular data from the same group of individuals to determine how 

the two performed, side-by-side. Their analysis found that genetic data identified 50% more 

relationships than did the non-metric data; however, they attribute this large gap to the relatively 

small number of inhumations (103 graves) and the overwhelming relatedness of the entire group. 

They note that so many individuals were related to multiple subgroups that the overwhelming 

homogeneity masked underling familial relationships (e.g., if phenotypic traits are too similar 

within a population, it can be difficult to parse out familial relations). They continue, however, 

saying that there was a correlation between non-metric traits and genetic markers, and that non-
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metric traits were able to identify familial subgroups in two different sections of the cemetery 

that were confirmed with genetic analysis. They conclude by saying that, though genetic analysis 

performs better for detecting close relationships, non-metric traits are an easy and effective way 

to conduct kinship analysis. Non-metric can be used to explore the general organization of a 

cemetery, assess intracemetery relationships, and detect outlier or family groups when there are a 

large number of individuals (Ricaut et al 2010:361-362). 

While biodistance is incapable of determining the exact nature of these relationships 

(e.g., father and daughter) it can inform researchers which individuals within this population 

share a close genetic relationship. Genetic relationships were likely a salient part of life in 

prehistoric Alabama, and they may have influenced or dictated the roles that one was able to 

assume in society. This has been demonstrated through analysis of Southwestern Native 

American burial practice at Hawikku, an ancestral Zuni settlement (Howell and Kintigh 1996). 

Eleven cemeteries at Hawikku were analyzed using dental morphology to determine genetic 

relationships among the individuals present. Analysis revealed that not only was there a familial 

basis for inclusion within a cemetery (only one or two distinct kin groups had access to each 

cemetery), but also that leadership roles were determined based on one’s family ties. By 

assessing the mortuary goods associated with burials, they discovered that important leaders in 

the community were plucked from just two of the eleven kin-based cemeteries. Because only a 

limited number of family group cemeteries contained the remains of community leaders, the 

authors conclude that there was an ascriptive element to leadership selection based on one’s kin 

group (Howell and Kintigh 1996). 

Genetic relationships and kin group status also could affect one’s health, as seen in a 

mission cemetery from Spanish Florida. The mission Patale was only in use for 14-17 years, 
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giving researchers a very specific snapshot in time from which to view mortality and health at 

the site (Stojanowski 2013:43). Research conducted at Patale found that the different family 

groups buried there did not register childhood stress to the same degree; families with markers of 

early childhood stress, specifically linear enamel hypoplasias (LEH) on the teeth, lost family 

members at a significantly higher rate during the short window of time Patale was in operation. 

The author suggests that this shows differential frailty among families at the Patale mission, 

which affected not only individuals in childhood, but also led to lifelong systemic frailty and 

higher rates of death once the mission period began (Stojanowski 2013:72). Further, cranial 

pathologies (indicative of anemic response) and long bone pathologies (periosteal infections) 

were found with greater frequency at the back of the church (though both pathologies were not 

present in the same individuals), a place likely relegated to those of lower status. The author 

suggests this indicates that familial segments of the Patale community experienced differential 

risk factors, because the three separate classes of pathology examined showed clustering 

tendencies that were exclusive of one another (Stojanowski 2013:73-74). The author concludes 

by saying that the overall pattern at Patale indicates “family-specific stress and disease 

experiences” (Stojanowski 2013:74). 

 In this instance, familial groups influenced how individuals experienced health and 

status. These differences were literally embodied and can be seen in burial practice. A family’s 

differential genetic predispositions and social factors led to differing health outcomes for 

individuals at Patale. Children who experienced extreme metabolic stress, indicated by the 

presence of LEH, retained this differential frailty throughout adulthood and succumbed to death 

more frequently than those individuals who did not have indications of childhood stress. Further, 
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lower familial status, indicated by burial location, not only relegated some family groups further 

from the altar than others, but also put those families at greater risk for infection and anemia. 

In their investigations of the roadway cemeteries at Moundville, Wilson et al (2010) 

found that most burials were arranged in small rectilinear cemeteries that overlaid early 

Mississippian houses. When the majority of these individuals were interred, most people in the 

valley were not living at Moundville; however, small kin groups continued to return and bury 

their members here for nearly two centuries. By continuing to bury their kin in what was 

previously a corporate residential space, the authors argue that this was a broader strategy in 

which individuals sought to affirm their membership in a descent group and gain the land rights 

that are associated with it (Wilson et al 2010). Here, it was vital for members of small kin groups 

to continually assert themselves, through burial practice, as members of a specific group in order 

to have access to certain rights. Maintaining a specific burial program centered around the early 

Mississippian residential houses of their ancestors (or, those they were claiming as their 

ancestors) preserved and solidified their identity as part of a kin group. 

Ethnohistorically, we see the role of kin in death and burial. Among the Yazoo or 

Chakchiuma, bodies were carried into the woods for burial by their relatives (Swanton 

1969:729). Similarly, among the Chickasaw, corpses were generally buried by only relatives of 

the dead (Hudson 1976:336). Cherokee families were recorded as mourning their dead for 

twenty-four hours as a family before a priest came to bury the dead. They mourned with “the 

dismalest [sic] cry that would pity the heart of stone: the father crying out my son or daughter, 

the mother the same, and the brothers and sisters my brother and all the other relations their 

cousins” (Longe 1969[1725]:26). This indicates that, at least among some historic tribes, the 

family of the deceased was involved in burial performance. While this is not true for all historic 
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tribes (among the Choctaw, for example, funeral rites were always performed by the opposite 

moiety [Swanton 1931:83; Swanton 1969:726; Hudson 1976:237; Galloway 1995:359]), it does 

indicate that for some of the tribes in the area, kin relationships played a major role in death and 

burial.  

 

Age 

Recently, archaeologists have begun assessing not only an individual’s chronological age 

(measured in days or years since birth), but also their developmental and social ages. 

Developmental ages are concerned with the developmental stage that an individual had 

progressed to at the time of death (e.g., ability to walk or speak), while social age is concerned 

with the social or culturally constructed age category to which an individual would have 

belonged, such as “toddler” (Knudson and Stojanowski 2008:411). It cannot be assumed that 

Western social age categories will fit past cultures; they may be too broad or even too narrow. 

By examining all aspects of age, rather than simply lumping individuals into westernized 

categories (for example: “teen” aged 13-19), bioarchaeologists can develop a better 

understanding of how all aspects of age (chronological, developmental, and social) affected how 

life was experienced by an individual, as well as how the different life stages were perceived by 

the community.  

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, what may be relevant and natural age 

categories for western researchers were likely not the same as those that were relevant in the 

past. To try and discover what age distinctions were socially relevant for those prehistoric people 

at the Perry site, all children (up to age fifteen) were aged using the dentition in the hopes that 

different social ages found among children could be deduced. While there are many ways to age 
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a skeleton (e.g., changes to the pubic symphysis; epiphyseal fusion), the physiological changes 

that occur during dental formation are the most accurate estimate of chronological age. It is 

extraordinarily useful in aging subadults as tooth formation begins in utero and continues into 

young adulthood (Saunders 2007:125-126). In order to age a skeleton, researchers first begin by 

examining the physiological, developmental changes present in the hard tissues. As individuals 

age, certain developmental changes (for example, root development) progress at an expected 

rate, allowing researchers to correlate these changes with a chronological age. Dental eruption is 

typically divided into three broad periods (Hillson 1996:139): 

1. Period of deciduous dentition 

2. Period of mixed dentition (i.e., the period of time when both deciduous and adult 

teeth occupy the occlusal plane at the same time) 

3. Period of permanent dentition, no deciduous teeth remain 

Hard dental tissues begin to form in utero between 14 to 16 weeks after fertilization. This 

formation continues throughout childhood and concludes with the root formation of the third 

permanent molars, which occurs sometime between late adolescence and the early twenties 

(Hillson 1996:121-125; Liversidge 2008:234).  

 The formation sequence of the dentition has been heavily studied and recorded, 

providing researchers with an incredibly accurate way to age juvenile individuals. Using dental 

charts, such as those created by Schour and Massler (1944) allow researchers to age juveniles 

within typically a range of 2 years (Figure 3.1). These dental charts show the upper and lower 

dentition in side view, depicting the deciduous (blue) and permanent (yellow) teeth in their 

various stages of eruption. These charts focus specifically on tooth crown and root development 

at different chronological ages. It is then possible to compare the chart with the skeletal dentition 
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in question, allowing researchers to determine a likely age for the individual. While there is some 

variation in the timing and sequence of individual tooth development worldwide, it does not vary 

widely enough to invalidate a typical dental eruption sequence, and can be used on populations 

around the globe (Hillson 1996:139). Adults cannot be aged in the same manner, and must be 

aged using other methods outlined in the materials and methods chapter (Chapter 4). By aging 

subadults in as small an increment as possible, it is hoped that socially relevant age categories 

can be uncovered at the Perry site.  

 

Figure 3. 1  Schour and Massler’s 1944 Dental Eruption Chart. 
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Though not discussed in these terms, Hally (2008) looks at all aspects of age in his 

examination of the King site, a Mississippian settlement in northwest Georgia. Using 

osteological data gathered by Mark Griffin, Timmy Hill, Clarke Larsen, Leslie Sering and Matt 

Williamson (Hally 2008:xxiv), Hally was able to examine burial patterns and artifact co-

occurrences. In examining these elements, several age distinctions among subadults were found 

at the King site. Individuals older than seven tended to be buried in pits that were deeper than 

those seven and younger. Further, children older than seven were not buried with grave goods. 

Subadults buried with pots tended to be younger than subadults buried with shell or bone. 

Finally, goods typically only found with adult males were found beginning at around age fifteen 

(Hally 2008:369).  

The author concludes that these patterns marked age related changes and rites of passage 

among children. Though he does not expressly state it as such, they do represent both 

developmental and social age changes, both of which affected how individuals perceived 

themselves and how others in society perceived them. Because of the change in burial procedure 

for children seven and older, the author contends that this marks some age-related change (likely 

a social one) or rite of passage in the status of subadults (Hally 2008:410-411).  

Hally also discovered that subadults are typically buried with pots until they are around 

three to four years of age, after which they are more usually buried with shell or bone. Burials 

that contain jars and bowls also tend to be buried beneath the floors of primary domestic 

structures; conversely, he found that burials with shell beads tended to be outside these domestic 

structures. Hally suggests that this is likely marking a stage of childhood where one goes from 

having a female identity (regardless of biological sex), where the child is under maternal 

supervision and in the maternal household, to a stage where the child begins to identify with the 
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larger social world. Male children, in particular, are starting to be socialized in the world of men. 

Hally (2008:402-404) points out through the use of ethnographic sources that this socialization 

with the larger community typically occurs with the onset of speech; however, it is suggested 

that, because the divide seen here is around three or four, it could represent a stricter definition of 

more coherent speech than the speaking that typically begins around two years. This represents, 

then, a developmental change occurring at an early age in which children learn to speak more 

intelligibly and begin to shed identities that are strictly attached to the maternal household. 

Others, however, have suggested that this change in burial treatment may be due another 

developmental change, weaning, which typically occurred around three to four years of age 

(Keith Jacobi, personal communication 2019). The child would no longer be physically 

dependent on the mother for nourishment, and could begin to learn other social roles in the 

community. 

Hally further discovered that, beginning at age fifteen, males could be buried with goods 

that were associated strictly with adult males (Hally 2008:369). This clearly represents a social 

and developmental change from a child or juvenile state to one of adulthood. Were 

bioarchaeologists to use westernized categories, these individuals may have simply been lumped 

into a “teen” category, and this artifact association may have been overlooked.  

Hally was able to recognize the differences in mortuary patterning relating to 

developmental and social age because of how he chose to record and use chronological age.  

As age played such an important role in social organization at the King site, Hally sought to 

categorize age at death in as exact a manner as possible. Rather than grouping individuals into 

intervals of ten years or more (such as adult, 20-29, 30-39, etc.) he categorized individuals by 

single years (e.g., 1, 2, or 3 years, rather than grouping them as “toddler”). This was done with 
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the recognition that adults under age 50 have a +/- 5 year margin of error and that subadults have 

a margin of error that ranges between one and three years, depending on their age (Hally 

2008:335-336), Hally was able to examine social and developmental ages by using a more 

precise chronological age than is normally applied in analysis. His methods allowed him to see 

changes in how people perceived children, particularly the divide between children who are 

younger and older than age seven, and those younger or older than age three or four. If he had 

lumped ages into broad categories as is typically done, these would have likely been missed due 

to their being combined into broad categories. Further, he was able to relatively confidently 

pinpoint an age at which males are seen in the community as adults rather than juveniles. 

 Marcoux (2010) uses alternate methods to examine age and identity at the Koger’s Island 

site. By constructing a Sherratt diagram (Sherratt 1982), he was able to examine the underlying 

principles concerning status and its method of conferral; specifically, determining if status was 

ascribed or achieved. These diagrams display age, sex, and artifact information, allowing for the 

visualization of artifacts and their distribution among demographic categories. Using this 

diagram, Marcoux was able to infer that hierarchical status at Koger’s Island was largely 

achieved; most high-status items were found with burials of adult males aged 20-40 years. 

Though a few females and one young individual had high status items, such a concentration of 

high status goods with adult males indicates that achievement led to prestige within the 

community, or perhaps that only certain aged males could have certain ritual roles (Marcoux 

2010:160). In either case, the achievements or ritual roles that were associated with these high-

status goods would have not only bestowed prestige on the individual who possessed them, but 

also given that individual a new identity within the community, especially in death.  
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 Rodning and Moore (2010:82) note that it is likely that the Cherokee recognized different 

stages in childhood and adulthood. For adult men, distinctions typically surrounded warfare, with 

younger men belonging to a warrior grade and older men graduating to war chiefs, headmen, or 

“Beloved Men”. They note that women were also differentiated, likely along menopausal lines. 

Older women could become “Beloved Women” as well, and typically these women were of the 

oldest age grade. While these ethnographers did not specify the physiological ages at which the 

transition from one age grade to another occurred, their writings do indicate that different social 

roles are allocated to specific age groups. A Beloved Man or Woman could not be a young adult 

nor a child, and warriors were younger people fit to fight. This indicates that, in addition to those 

possible for children, social categories for adults may have been present among the individuals at 

the Perry site as well. 

 

Sex 

 Sex determination is one of the first things that an osteologist assesses when examining a 

skeleton. Biological differences between adult males and females are readily seen on the 

skeleton; in general, males are more robust while females are more gracile. The pelvic girdle is 

the best way to determine biological sex. Female pelvises are designed for childbirth while those 

of males are not. The skeletal accommodations for childbirth have led to observable differences 

(Figure 3.2) between males and females that researchers can look for to determine the biological 

sex of that individual, namely: the ventral arc, subpubic concavity, ischiopubic ramus ridge, 

greater sciatic notch, preauricular sulcus, and general pelvis shape (Buikstra and Ubelaker 

1994:16-18; White and Folkens 2005:394-398).  
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Figure 3. 2 Sexing the skeleton using the pubis. Taken from Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:17. 

 

When the pelvic bones are not present or too deteriorated for analysis, the skull is next best 

skeletal element to determine biological sex (Figure 3.3). Here, researchers look at particular 

cranial features and their level of robusticity (with males being more robust) to determine sex: 

nuchal crest, mastoid process, supraorbital margin, supraorbital ridge, and the mental eminence 

(Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:21-22; White and Folkens 2005:386-387).  
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Figure 3. 3 Sexing the skeleton using cranial material. Typical female characteristics are seen on 
the left progressing in robustness to typical male characteristics on the right. Image taken from 

Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:20. 

 

Of course, there are robust females and gracile males, so this method and the features it uses are 

not as reliable as those features found on the pelvic girdle; however, it is still a dependable 

method of sex analysis. Williams and Rogers (2006) found 96% accuracy using cranial 
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morphological traits, while others (Spradley and Jantz 2011) found that, while some postcranial 

elements were more reliable, cranial traits could still provide results up to 90% accuracy. Other 

postcranial elements also can be used (such as the diameter of the femoral head), though the 

pelvic girdle and crania are generally preferred. Generally, sex cannot be deduced from 

prepubescent skeletal remains; however, recent preliminary research has shown promising new 

methods of sex deduction using breadth measurements of the long bones (Zabnikca 2019) and 

the cervical diameters of permanent teeth found in subadult individuals (Griffith and Hillson 

2019).  

 While gender, rather than biological sex, is what is typically discussed when looking at 

identity (e.g., Gilchrist 1999; Diaz-Andreu 2005:13-42), sex also can be used to interpret 

different aspects of identity. When contextualized, sex can be used to understand and illuminate 

gender roles and gendered behaviors within a society (Knudson and Stojanowski 2008:409). 

Female identities, for example, do not exist in a vacuum; rather, they are present as they relate to 

male identities. Using ethnohistoric sources, we can get a better idea of how biological sex 

played into or influenced a person’s identity.  

 For much of archaeology’s history, research has had a distinctly androcentric focus. 

Much of this may be due to archaeology’s heavy reliance on (often male-centered) ethnographies 

to understand cultural patterns (Conkey and Spector 1984:3). Women were often left out of 

archaeological accounts of the past in any meaningful capacity. Research tended to focus on 

macroscale topics, such as trade or demography, rather than looking at the microscale, such as 

the household and what occurred therein (Conkey 2003:870). This made it seem as though the 

vast majority of power and influence was held by males in the prehistoric Southeast. However, 

closer examination of ethnohistoric accounts show that females did in fact have some measure of 
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power in past society. Alexander Longe (1969[1725]:30), for example, noted the power that 

Cherokee women had, saying “women rules [sic] the roost and wears the breeches and 

sometimes will beat their husbands within an inch of their lives.” Among the Muskogee and the 

Cherokee, women held ownership of fields and lands used for agriculture. While the Muskogee 

men gained control over any produce from his wife’s fields, Cherokee women retained control of 

the produce and the fields it came from (Sattler 1995:223). Cherokee women also could earn 

high places of honor in ceremonial and political life by distinguishing themselves in war. These 

“War Women” were allowed to participate in war dances, eat food and drink not typically given 

to females, and decide what would happen to captives taken during war. As these women 

progressed in age and became post-menopausal, they transitioned from “War Women” to 

“Beloved Women” (Perdue 1998:38-39). Women also had power in the domestic sphere. Among 

the Cherokee, it was noted that women owned the houses. The only males that had any 

permanent connections to these houses belonged to that woman’s natal line, meaning that 

husbands did not enjoy permanent connections to their wives’ homes. Clans made up a vital 

portion of Cherokee life, and as clan membership was passed down through the matriline, 

women gained control and power through bloodlines as well (Perdue 1998:45-4). 

 This is not to say that there was no division in power or tasks between males and females 

in the past. While War Women did exist, they were rare. Most warriors were typically male. 

Accounts of the sexual division of labor bear this out; the Creek, Choctaw, and Chickasaw were 

all very similar in this regard. Women were in charge of the homes, which included chopping 

and bringing back firewood. They made the pottery, baskets, clothing, and other useful domestic 

items, as well as did all the gathering and cooking. They, along with the men, cultivated the 

fields. Men, on the other hand, went to war, played ball games, hunted, fished, led ceremonies 
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and constructed buildings. They also made the items they would need during these activities, 

such as war clubs, arrows, pipes, calumets, and drums (Swanton 1946: 715-717). These sex-

based tasks started early, with children beginning at age four or five learning the tasks of their 

sex. Swanton notes that at around this age “boys come under the supervision of their fathers or 

elder brothers and learn to handle bows and arrows, while girls help their mothers and older 

sisters” (Swanton 1946:714). 

When we consider the roles of men and women, it is important to put them into their own 

cultural context. As Conkey and Spector (1984:3) remind us: 

 “The uncritical use of gender stereotypes in our scholarship perpetuates and supports 
sexism and gender asymmetry. If our descriptions and interpretations of life in other 
cultures simply reiterate our own assumptions about gender, we undermine efforts toward 
explicating cultural diversity or commonalities, while at the same time justifying our own 
gender ideology.” �
 

Using what we know of the Native American groups recorded ethnohistorically will help us 

interpret the behavior we see in the past regarding males, females, and their roles in society, 

rather than falling back on traditional western notions of what life was like for the sexes in the 

past. Rather than assuming females were powerless, we do know that they had some sources of 

control, with some females having significant influence in society.   

 

Status/Rank 

 For much of the Southeast’s archaeological history, researchers have focused on the 

hierarchical nature of past societies, stemming from the work of Service (1962) and Fried (1967). 

Drawing from Polynesian societies, these works outline a trajectory of cross-cultural social 

evolution, from band, to tribe, to chiefdom, to state level society. As society moved up the ladder 

from band to state, they posited that society would transition from egalitarian to hierarchical, 
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stratified, entities. The Saxe-Binford approach to mortuary study (Saxe 1970; Binford 1971) 

typified the models outlined by Service and Fried. Burials and mortuary rituals recovered 

archaeologically were thought to clearly represent the deceased’s position in a hierarchical, 

ranked society.   

Using these works as a guidepost, much research was conducted in the Southeast 

regarding the hierarchical nature of Mississippian societies. Peebles and Kus (1977), in their 

seminal work on ranked societies, describe the archaeological correlates one should expect to see 

if the society being examined is a chiefdom. Particularly relevant to this research is their 

discussion of the superordinate and subordinate dimensions, in which the superordinate 

dimension, or apical class, is ascriptive in nature and the subordinate dimension is more 

achievement based (Peebles and Kus 1977:431). In their analysis of Moundville, they determined 

it to be a ranked society based on the varied mortuary rituals encountered in their analysis, as 

well as separate “elite” and non-elite residential areas, subsistence practices, and craft 

specialization (Peebles and Kus 1977). More recently, however, researchers in the region have 

been eschewing typologies modeled after Polynesian society for those based on ethnohistoric 

evidence of the Southeast to understand mortuary practice (Marcoux 2010:145). 

Both ascribed and achieved positions are found within ethnohistoric accounts. For the 

Cherokee, prestige was often achieved with very few high-status positions relying on hereditary 

or ascriptive factors. Males could achieve prestige through success in war, hunting, oratory 

skills, or other similar activities. Because this system was achievement rather than ascription 

based, Cherokee women had greater equality in society than among other groups, particularly the 

Muskogee (Sattler 1995:224-225).  Conversely, the Muskogee placed more emphasis on 

ascriptive roles, making sex based differences more pronounced. Further, the Muskogee placed 
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more emphasis on clan ranks than the Cherokee, with a few clans holding most of the positions 

of power in society (Sattler 1995:224-225). 

There were also ascribed positions found amongst the Cherokee. Ethnographers noted 

that those of “royal” descent were interred with a good quantity of goods and the whole nation 

mourned (Longe 1969[1725]:26). This does not indicate that only royalty were given grave 

accoutrements. Longe also noted that commoners were often buried with “vast quantities of all 

sorts of goods…given in part to them to serve them in their voyage and part to present their 

friends and relations in the other world” (Longe 1969[1725]:26). 

  Even greater detail concerning status and burial was recorded among the Natchez. Upon 

the death of the paramount chief’s brother, Tattooed Serpent, du Pratz (1900[1774]:336) recounts 

the funeral and mortuary treatment of such an important member of society: 

 
“…dressed in his finest cloaths [sic], his face painted with vermilion, shod as if for a 
journey, with his feather-crown on his head. To his bed were fastened his arms, which 
consisted of a double-barreled gun, a pistol, a bow, a quiver full of arrows, and a tomahawk. 
Round his bed were placed all the calumets of peace he had received during his life, and 
on a pole, planted in the ground near it, hung a chain of forty-six rings of cane painted red, 
to express the number of enemies he had slain. All his domesticks [sic] were round him, 
and they presented victuals to him at the usual hours, as if he were alive. The company in 
his hut were composed of his favorite wife, of a second wife, which he kept in another 
village, and visited when his favorite was with child; of his chancellor, his physician, his 
chief domestic, his pipe-bearer, and some old women, who were all to be strangled at his 
interment.” 

 

The death of a Sun, a hereditary rank, impacted the entire society – their death, especially that of 

such an important Sun, meant the death of others, as evidenced above. Interestingly, du Pratz 

indicates that all the burial accoutrements associated with Tattooed Serpent were those that 

already belonged to him, or were included to evidence important accomplishments he had 
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achieved during life. So, in addition to the rich ceremony afforded him due to his ascribed rank, 

his personal achievements in life were also on display. 

 Though the Natchez adhered to a caste-like system, it appears that among many other 

Southeastern tribes, authority was achieved. Tascalusa, chief of the Mobile, appears to have had 

authority based on his “physical strength and force of character” (Swanton 1946:652). Later 

Creek chiefs had a great deal of influence and power, none of which was due to ascription, 

institutions, or a caste system. Even non-chiefs in this system could wield great power by using 

particular skillsets. Though he was not a chief, Hobo-hithli Yahola, a member of the Creek 

Nation, was such a great orator that he wielded some of the most powerful influence across the 

entire Nation. Among the Chickasaw, too, achievement and ability appeared to be more 

qualifying for leadership than inheritance. The grand chief Opaya Mataha achieved his position 

through his prowess in killing; he killed others upwards of forty times (Swanton 1946:652-653). 

 Hally (2008) has developed a method to infer different status positions from grave goods, 

and his method was followed and used in the current study. First, researchers must understand 

the function and meaning of specific artifacts. The function refers to the way an item was used 

by site inhabitants, while meaning refers to the symbolic associations of that artifact. Next, 

researchers must understand the context, which will determine if the artifact was being used 

functionally or for its symbolic meanings. In combat, for example, projectile points are likely 

serving as a functional item, but in a grave context, it is more likely its symbolic meaning that is 

important (Hally 2008:334). As we know from ethnohistoric sources, grave goods were not 

placed in with the dead arbitrarily (e.g., Yarrow 1880:14). We can therefore assume that the 

placement of items with the dead is saying something about that person, likely regarding their 

experiences or achievements in life (Hally 2008:335). For example, an interment associated with 
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lots of goods relating to wood working may indicate that individual was a particularly skilled 

woodworker. 

Christopher Carr (2006) has developed a method of distinguishing between ranks of 

achieved prestige, rank or class, achieved leadership roles, ascribed leadership roles by 

rank/class, and symbols of wealth. This system was also used in this study to further parse out 

different ranks and statuses within the cemetery. To use this system, the cemetery must be 

representative of the entire society in question, with all social categories represented (Carr 

2006:241). After determining that the cemetery does indeed represent the entire population, 

mortuary traits that could be indicative of social differences need to be identified (such as overall 

energy expenditure, energy investment in goods manufacture/acquisition, grave location, etc). 

Once these are identified, mortuary variables can be assessed to determine the type of rank or 

status that is being displayed, if any (Carr 2006:241-244). As will be discussed in the results 

section (Chapter 5), both the Archaic and Mississippian sections of the cemetery at the Perry site 

do appear to be representative of the entire society, and therefore these methods are useful to this 

analysis. 

The following criteria (Table 3.1) were used to distinguish between different types of 

rank or different types of status at the Perry site (summarized from Carr 2006:table 6.1): 

 

Table 3. 1 Distinguishing Traits of Differential Rank/Status as seen in Mortuary 
Contexts (summarized from Carr 2006:Table 6.1) 

Symbols of Archaeological/Osteological Correlates 
Achieved Prestige - With mature adults, not the young or very old 

- Often sex-linked 
- With those who have physical predispositions of power (e.g., 

tall, robust) 
- Frequency depends on ease of achieving that particular form of 

prestige 
- One symbol for each field of achievement  
- Quantitative distinctions (number, size, craftsmanship) 
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- Continuous distribution according to level of achievement (not 
pyramidal) 

Rank/Class - With all ages past puberty (not necessarily with children) 
- Not sex-linked 
- With all physical predispositions 
- With all demographic categories (not necessarily with 

children) 
- Single symbol reflecting each rank, specifically for the highest 

ranks 
- Pyramidal distribution if finely distinguished – lowest rank 

may not be marked; coarse distinctions may not show 
pyramidal structure (such as in dual divisions) 

- Qualitative distinctions (form, material) 

Achieved 
Leadership 

- With mature adults, not the young or very old 
- With culturally appropriate sex for that position 
- With those who have physical predispositions of power (e.g., 

tall, robust) 
- Infrequent; there will be few leaders 
- Quantitative distinctions (number, size, craftsmanship) among 

types of leaders 
- Sets of symbols to indicate multiple roles of a leader (if 

centralized) 
- Symbols vary over time across leadership positions (lack of 

institutionalized office) 
- Multiple symbols of leadership positions do not co-vary 
- No continuous or pyramidal distribution; symbols rare 

Ascribed 
Leadership by 

Rank/Class 

- With mature to elderly adults 
- With culturally appropriate sex for that position 
- With all physical predispositions 
- Infrequent, there will be few leaders 
- Qualitative distinctions; similarity found among types of 

leaders 
- Sets of symbols to indicate multiple roles of a leader (if 

centralized) 
- Symbols of leadership positions standardized over time (if an 

institutionalized office) 
- Multiple symbols representing multiple leadership roles will 

co-vary 
- No continuous or pyramidal distribution; symbols rare 

Wealth - Quantities of goods (utilitarian, ornamentation, food) 
- Can be found where there is also achieved or ascribed 

leadership/prestige/rank 
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Researchers have also begun using a heterarchical approach to understand past society, 

rather than relying on the purely egalitarian/hierarchy dichotomy (see Rautman 1998) that has 

dominated the literature for so long. Critics of this dichotomy say that it sets up an organizational 

scale from simple to complex that does not effectively answer questions and is generally 

unproductive. Further, they argue that this dichotomy makes it difficult to recognize patterns that 

do not fit into this mold (Rautman 1998:326; Crumley 1995:3).  

Heterarchy is a useful analytical model, and can be defined as “the relation of elements to 

one another when they are unranked or when they possess the potential for being ranked in a 

number of different ways” where the importance of these elements relates directly to the context 

in question (Crumley 1995:3). Using heterarchical models encourages researchers to look at 

“cross-cutting variables of status, influence, and power and the fluctuations between and among 

them” (Levy 2007:200). This is in contrast to hierarchies, which involve a permanent, lineal 

ranking of elements, in which any criteria used to rank these elements will produce the same 

result (Rautman 1998:327). Hierarchical institutions can have heterarchical elements (such as a 

centralized state with different functions that are allocated to various groups or people), and 

heterarchical organizations may have components of a complex system without the 

accompanying hierarchy and centralized control (Rautman 1998:328). Using heterarchical 

models allows researchers to look for relative or fluid ranking, temporary hierarchies, and 

counter-balanced power present in the past in societies typically framed by hierarchical labels 

(Small 1995:71). Heterarchical systems also indicate there are different routes to power or status 

positions for individuals in society, whether it be inherited, through distinguishing themselves in 

war, great oratory skills, or craftsmanship proficiency. While some of these modes of power are 

not archaeologically distinguishable (i.e., great orators), others, such as master craftsmen or great 
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warriors, may be distinguishable using Carr’s (2006) analytical criteria in conjunction with 

ethnographic analogy.  

 Recent work on status has been enlightening regarding the heterarchical nature of status 

in the past. Hally (2008), for example, found that males could gain status and recognition 

through different avenues; namely, war, holding ceremonial offices, and being an especially 

skilled craftsman. In his analysis of corporate groups at Cerro Prieto, a Hohokam site, Pailes 

(2014) found that corporate groups used different social strategies to propel themselves upward 

during the initial phase of burgeoning social inequality. Using social network analysis and 

measures of centrality, he found that some corporate groups used ritual specialization, some had 

economic power, and other groups had the ability to restrict or grant access to certain areas. In 

general, though, he found that having network centrality, and the associated ability to influence a 

greater number of people, correlated with the ability to differentiate oneself or one’s corporate 

group through any interaction realm, be it through ritual, economic, or other means (Pailes 

2014:482). This indicates that there may be many different routes to power and authority at the 

Perry site during both of the time periods present, even though the Mississippian period in the 

Southeast is often thought of as being a strict hierarchy.   

 In this research, status is defined as a position in a social structure, including all the rights 

and duties that represent this position in specific social situations (Thomas 1996:30). Social roles 

are similar, and are defined as the “rights, responsibilities, and behaviors associated with 

particular statuses” (Sabloff and Cragg 2015:2). Finally, rank refers to vertical social 

differentiation present within a society which is analytically distinct from offices or leadership 

(Carr 2006:240). 
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Health: Illness and Trauma 

Chronic illness can erode an individual’s preferred identity (what an individual assumes, 

desires, hopes, or plans for) in the light of its effects on the body and health. In addition to how it 

affects how a person sees themselves, visible illness or disability may create an overriding and 

stigmatizing identity imposed by how others view and treat the individual (Charmaz 1995: 659-

660). A person’s health may have an impact on the lifestyle or social position available to them, 

and, likewise, their social position can also impact their health (Gamble 2011:37). Relatively 

recent research conducted in the prehistoric Southeast revealed that an individual’s health can 

influence how one is buried. The study examined 102 individuals from twenty-one sites in 

Alabama, focusing on pathological conditions such as scoliosis and congenital hip displacement, 

as well as genetic anomalies such as achondroplasia and hydrocephaly. Research revealed that 

two types of burial were typically used for individuals who were viewed as “different” due to 

either congenital or physical abnormalities. While not exclusively reserved for individuals with 

visible genetic abnormalities, individuals with these types of conditions were typically buried 

face-down, or in the prone position. “Frog” burials, however, were found exclusively with 

people who had physical, though not genetic, abnormalities (Chronister 2006:129).  

 Treponemal infection, specifically endemic syphilis, also has been examined in the 

Southeast (e.g., Powell 1988; Powell 1991:45-46; Stewart 2015). Skeletal manifestations of the 

disease begin in the tertiary stage of the disease, along with its most apparent physical 

differences. Though individuals with treponemal infection would have been visibly, physically 

marked during all stages of the disease, the tertiary stage, in which skeletal destruction begins, is 

the most markedly apparent. An analysis of individuals at the Long Branch site (1LU67) was 

conducted using the original site files and utilizing recent paleopathological research conducted 
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by the Office of Archaeological Research. These files indicate that there were 104 burials 

recorded. Of these, only four individuals had grave goods; two of these individuals were the only 

people at the site to show signs of treponemal infection. While the other two individuals did not 

show skeletal signs of treponemal infection, it is possible they, too, had the infection, but it had 

not progressed to the tertiary stage. At the Seven Mile Island site (1LU21), the only individual 

showing an indication of treponemal infection was also the only individual to be buried in the 

partially flexed position; all others were buried in the extended supine position (Stewart 2015). 

While this study had a small sample, it does seem to indicate that differential health identities, in 

this case endemic syphilis, impacted how an individual was treated in burial.  

In some cases, both illness and trauma affected burial treatment. Generally, Illinois 

Hopewell skeletal remains do not show signs of mortuary processing; this is not the case at 

Helena Crossing (Giles et al 2010). One group particular, Group F, showed signs of extensive 

postmortem mortuary processing. One of this group, for example, had its head detached, face 

partially removed, skull processed, and then the skull was placed over the pelvis. These burials 

were also placed on the primary surface of one of the mounds, and then quickly mounded over. 

The authors argue (Giles et al 2010:333-335) that this unusual mortuary processing is due to 

specific contexts relating to the life of that individual, specifically their social personas, health, 

or circumstances of death. Group F all seem to be associated with high rates of trauma and 

disease. The authors posit that these factors of life may have led to a differential processing 

regime in death for these individuals. 
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Artifact Associations  

Grave goods have been described and interpreted in a variety of ways, from gifts (Longe 

1969[1725]:26) and possessions (du Pratz 1900[1774]:336) to implements to reenact or reference 

the cosmos (Brown 2010). While we do know that grave goods served different functions, some 

were indeed related directly to the deceased. The Muscogulges of the Carolinas, for example, 

were said to bury the dead in the earth in pits lined with cypress bark. The corpse is interred in 

the sitting posture, where his “gun, tomahawk, pipe, and such other matters as he had the greatest 

value for in his lifetime” were placed beside him (Yarrow 1880:14). As this example indicates, 

interpretations about the different social roles or identities held by an individual can be 

investigated. While it may be difficult to distinguish between possessions and gifts for some 

individuals, it should be remembered that gifts would not be given arbitrarily. Gifts would have 

had some relationship to the deceased, possibly to help them with their journey in the afterlife or 

to make a claim about who that person was in life and also establishing their identity in death.  

Previous researchers have used mortuary artifacts to understand the social roles of past 

people. David Hally (2008) has examined burial goods to understand the different social roles 

filled by prehistoric Native Americans, and was particularly successful in his assessment of adult 

men. The author examined artifact co-occurrences (an assessment of items that frequently, 

seldom, or never occur together) to understand associations between artifacts. Strong artifact 

associations, he states, imply a causal relationship “between the factors causing each to be 

present in a burial” (Hally 2008:373). Hally points out that, as confirmed by his analysis, the 

grave goods a person receives in burial are not arbitrary. Rather, these goods are appropriate 

given that person’s particular social identities. Therefore, the causal relationships that resulted in 
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the particular set of grave inclusions are also present between the social identities themselves 

(Hally 373-374). 

Using this methodology and drawing on ethnohistoric sources for interpretation, the 

author was able to identify multiple statuses available to individuals at the King site, including: 

several different degrees of warrior status (“warrior grades”), war honors, ceremonial offices, 

different types of specialists (such as flintknapping or woodworking), and individuals who were 

prominent citizens. It also was noted that no two individuals who had three or more statuses had 

identical resumes, and very few individuals had even half of the same statuses. The author 

concluded that this implied most statuses were attained independently of one another, and that 

success in one field did not mean success in another. However, some statuses were dependent on 

having previously earned others. For example, people holding ceremonial offices, whose duties 

involved transporting sacred fire, preparing and serving the black drink, and organizing chunkey 

(a game), were always held by individuals who had at least two warrior grades or one warrior 

grade and a war honor. Most of the advanced warrior statuses, ceremonial offices, and craft 

activities were held by a relatively small number of people. Hally suggests that perhaps the first 

opportunity at the King site for recognition was as a warrior, which could eventually lead to 

advancement in other areas (Hally 2008:412-496). These warrior grades, then, function as a sort 

of ranking system, where one grade must be achieved before another can be reached.  

Through careful assessment, Hally also was able to determine who he believed to be the 

town’s founder. Burial 92, an adult male, had the highest number of statuses present in the 

sample (twelve) (Hally 2008:494). He was a high-ranking warrior, had official duties, craft 

skills, and shell wealth. He also was recognized by the Spanish as a prominent individual in the 

community. Importantly, he died relatively early in the town’s history and was buried with a 
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gravy boat (a small, oval bowl with a flat base, round sides, insloping rims and loop handles 

[Hally 1986:278]) which the author argues could have been used to transport sacred fire to the 

new town (Hally 2008:533). By examining artifact co-occurrences, Hally (2008) was able to 

assess and recognize different social roles and statuses present in a specific community in 

prehistory. Rather than grouping together all war-related items and giving individuals with these 

items the broad identity of “warrior,” for example, he examines how these items relate to one 

another and is able to parse out different warrior grades. In doing so he is able to demonstrate 

that social lives in the past were as developed and cultivated as they are in the present. 

Howell and Kintigh (1996) examined grave goods, special grave preparations and their 

distributions to determine leadership roles in the community at Hawikku, an ancestral Zuni site. 

They posit that leaders in a community would hold more social roles than would an average 

citizen. To get at this archaeologically, the authors use a count of the different types of grave 

goods, body preparations, and grave attributes as a rough index that represents the different 

social roles held by an individual. These counts, or diversity scores, focus on qualitative 

differences in mortuary treatment rather than just quantity, as it is the presence of different 

treatments and offerings that symbolize different social roles. Leaders, it was argued, were those 

individuals within the burial population who had high diversity scores, and consequently, more 

social roles (Howell and Kintigh 1996:550). 

 

Burial Treatment 

 Examining how a person was buried, in addition to the burial location and grave 

accoutrements, can help provide a clearer picture of how society viewed that individual. As 

Peebles (1971:68) remarked in his discussion of burials at Moundville and in the Pickwick 
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Basin, “people who are treated differentially in life will be treated differentially in death.” The 

body of the deceased becomes itself a social object, and its treatment can reflect on the 

environment from which it came (Galloway 1995:278). To fully understand the significance of 

any one type of treatment, we must also have some knowledge of the whole set of treatments. 

Only by examining the mortuary complex as a whole can we understand the nature of the 

variability present (Saxe 1970:3). In 1930, Effie Bendann noted that specific features of burial 

were dependent upon many factors, including, but not limited to: age, sex, rank, social 

organization, status, environmental factors, religion, myths, totemic considerations, and the 

physical condition of the deceased (1930:280). Similarities and differences seen in the behavior 

provided to individuals by other members of their society can be seen in how individuals are 

treated in mortuary practices and disposal of the dead (Brown 1971:93). These differences could 

be physical, social, or even related to the manner of death. This is readily seen in the Southeast, 

as all of these factors have been known to cause distinctive and differential burials. 

Excavations at Moundville in 1934 encountered the burial of an adult female 

achondroplastic dwarf, buried face down on top of another individual, neither of who were 

interred with any grave goods. Five years later, excavations conducted by the Civilian 

Conservation Corps uncovered an adult male achondroplastic dwarf, also buried in the prone 

position with no associated goods (Snow 1943:8). These two burials are strikingly different from 

all others at the site, as no other individuals were interred in a similar manner. The outwardly 

different physical appearance of these two individuals likely gave them a unique, and seemingly 

unfavorable, position in society, reflected in their method of burial. 

Social roles in life could also affect burial, both positively and negatively. For example, a 

Natchez woman who was regarded as a witch, received the antithesis of a proper burial after she 
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cursed, and was then blamed for, the death of a famous Natchez war chief. She was executed, her 

body left to be devoured by animals, and her head was thrown in a swamp many miles away 

(Hudson 1976:328-329).  

Manner of death could influence burial practices as well. Swanton noted that, among the 

Choctaw, individuals who committed suicide were treated vastly differently in death and burial, 

without ceremony and without the normal bone cleaning procedure (Swanton 1931:174) With 

burials similar to those of enemies, they were deposited in the earth, without ceremonial objects 

or mourning, to be “directly forgotten” (Romans 1962[1775]:90). Similarly, the 18th century 

Alabama had specific burial procedures set aside for suicide. While normally individuals were 

buried in a sitting position surrounded by their possessions, Swanton notes that individuals who 

committed suicide would be cast away into running water as he was then considered a coward 

(1928:397). 

Similarly, at the Helena Crossing site in Arkansas, a Middle Woodland site, researchers 

(Giles et al 2010) found that the manner of death or social persona of the deceased led to 

differential burial treatment for some individuals. An isolated crania burial at the site showed 

signs of extensive cutting and chopping, and was the only person at the site with no cranial 

modification. Further, this individual’s teeth showed signs of wear from tool use, and his 

mandible had been removed - all of which differentiated him from the rest of the population. The 

authors posit this differential treatment could be because he was from a different region or 

perhaps he held a unique position from others at Helena Crossing. These burial distinctions, they 

argue, indicate that he, in some way, had a social persona that differed from all others at the site 

(Giles et al 2010:335), though the authors do not speculate as to what this persona could have 

been.  
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Social Organization 

Understanding how the inhabitants of the Perry site organized themselves socially is 

important to understanding the site as a whole. Biodistance has been used to examine settlement 

patterns as well as test long-held assumptions about matri- or patrilocality. Looking at the 

Iroquois, Lane and Sublett (1972) attempted to determine matri- or patrilocal residence 

patterning through cranial discrete traits. As the settlement patterns of the Allegany were in 

clusters of single-family houses, the authors assumed this would be reflected in burial 

distribution. They hypothesized that if residence patterns were patrilocal, three things would be 

apparent: 

1) Males and females within a single cemetery would be heterogeneous  

2) Males and males between different cemeteries should be heterogeneous 

3) Females and females between different cemeteries would be homogeneous 

If residence patterns were based on matrilocality, then the opposite would be found. They 

hypothesized that if no patterns were found, the cemeteries would not be genetically related. 

They discovered that males and females within a cemetery were dissimilar, males clustered in 

localized areas while females were more dispersed. They conclude that residence patterns were 

based on male genetic relationships. While the Iroquois were matrilineal-matrilocal in prehistory, 

these practices shifted in historic times to patrilocal residence, which is shown through their 

osteological findings (Land and Sublett 1972). 

Using discrete traits and cranial measurements, Corruccini (1972) compared three 

historic Pueblo populations (Hawikuh, Pueblo Bonito, and Puye) to examine the effects of the 

Spanish arrival on population genetics, to better understand the racial prehistory of the region, 

and to see if combining these three into one single “Pueblo” group was truly a good idea. Within 
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this research, he found that females had greater between population differences as well as within 

population similarities than did males (Corruccini 1972:382), indicating a matrilocal social 

system, supported by ethnohistoric evidence. Other researchers have conducted work on the 

Pueblo groups. Schillaci and Stojanowski (2005) collected craniometrics data from a sample of 

prehistoric-protohistoric Tewa pueblos and conducted determinant ratio analysis to assess 

postmarital residence patterns in these populations. They found, like Corruccini, that the Puye 

were likely matrilocal. However, the in-pueblo variation for Puye, and also for Tsankawi, were 

much less than expected, indicating these pueblos may have also practiced endogamy. 

Southeastern tribes have long been described as matrilineal and matrilocal. Swanton 

(1946:654-655) notes that most tribes in the Gulf area were matrilineal. The only exceptions to 

this were the Quapaw and the Shawnee, who the author notes were probably late arrivals into the 

region. The Natchez, too, had matrilineal descent in the early eighteenth century. The Cherokee, 

Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Koasati, and Timucua had very similar kinship systems (all 

classified as the Crow type by Spier [1925]). Almost all groups with this type of kinship system 

are matrilineal and have some type of clan-based organization (exceptions being certain plains 

and California tribes) (Swanton 1946:665). 

Ethnohistorically, we know that many tribes in the Southeast organized themselves on a 

clan basis, some of which were divided into moieties. Moieties, typically dual in nature, are large 

groupings of individual clans, similar to what was present among the Creek, Chickasaw, and 

Choctaw. Members of a moiety would have shared kinship ties as well as social, political, and 

ritual obligations and responsibilities (Carson 1999:15). Members of the opposite moiety often 

performed funerary and mortuary obligations for the other. Among the Choctaw, members of the 
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opposite moiety had to marry, and members of the same moieties were responsible for avenging 

the murder of anyone else who belonged to their group (Carson 1999:15-16).  

Clans were a central feature of life among tribes in the Southeast. The Creeks were 

described as having the greatest number of totemic clans, followed by the Timucua and then the 

Caddo. The Chickasaw, Cherokee, Tusacrora, and Chitimacha were all described as having some 

number of totemic clans, while the Choctaw had clan-like divisions without totemic names 

(Swanton 1946:654-655). Eastern North American clans functioned as exogamous social 

categories that emphasized parent-child relations (matri- or patrifiliation) rather than focusing on 

ancestral ties, which were not considered necessary for clan organization. As such, only near kin 

on the mother and father’s sides were recognized rather than keeping elaborated genealogies. 

Clans were also not localized into one community; rather, they were spread across multiple 

communities, meaning that these communities would have an array of members from different 

clans (Knight 1990:5). Being a member of a clan did not confer property ownership, nor did it 

change one’s economic position. Clans did have some authority over daily life, however, in that 

they set codes of conduct among kin as well as strangers, settled arguments, and regulated 

marriage. What’s more, membership in a clan dictated the roles one could play in traditional 

ceremonies (Knight 1990:6). While lineage was not terribly important in the broader clan sense, 

locally, clans often involved the use of small-scale lineages that were often tied to an estate. Like 

the larger clan, membership still was regulated based on parent-child ties and did not rely on 

ancestors; however, a lineage could be tied to a living matriarch (Knight 1990:6). 

 Moreover, all clans in society were dually organized into contrasting groups. Each side 

(made up of multiple individual clans) had ritual obligations and privileges associated with them 

that were exclusive to their group. While no individual within a clan was born to a higher rank 
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than any other, opposing groups were ranked differentially. These opposing divisions were 

associated with differing characteristics (such as war versus peace), and one was always of a 

higher rank than the other. Such opposing characteristics led to differing customs, lifeways and 

mannerisms among the dual groups (Knight 1990:6).  

 Marcoux (2010) elaborates on this concept and its archaeological mortuary correlates. He 

hypothesizes (2010:151-159) that if a society materialized this dual structure within mortuary 

practice, researchers would find the following: 

1) Achieved social status rather than ascribed, as indicated by grave good associations 

2) Bilateral spatial division within the cemetery 

3) Bilateral division of burial forms, artifact types, and artifact styles 

In his examination of Koger’s Island, a site very near to Perry, Marcoux (2010) was able to 

identify the dual social structure through mortuary organization and grave good distribution, as 

well as a section of the cemetery that may have been regulated to outsiders or captives.  

Much of the mortuary work in the Southeast, and North American archaeology in 

general, has been focused on parsing out different levels of social organization and status with 

little to no focus on other interpretations (e.g., Saxe 1970; Binford 1971; Peebles 1971; Peebles 

and Kus 1977; Trinkhaus 1995). More recently, however, research has shifted from the strict, 

vertical hierarchies characteristic of the chiefdom model to emphasizing overlapping hierarchies 

and segmentary kinship structures as alternative methods of social organization. In particular, 

heterarchical concepts have been useful for looking at the different horizontal relationships that 

are inherent in life through factors such as age, sex, or genealogy (Sullivan and Mainfort Jr. 

2010:8). We cannot truly understand identity if we merely look at only one aspect of it. The 

various aspects of our identity are bound together, creating different sets of relations and 
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interconnections that must be considered (Meskell and Preucel 2004:132-133). By examining the 

intersections of identities and how they influenced one another, we can begin to understand the 

identities of those in the past. 

 

Wealth 

As wealth is a frequent element discussed in archaeology (and the Perry site is no 

exception) a brief overview is needed here. Wealth is the accumulation and ostentatious display 

of property (Thomas 1996:30), and can be seen readily in the archaeological record of the 

Southeast. Material wealth can be acquired through achievement (by groups or individuals), or it 

can be inherited. While wealth acquisition through achievement can be found in any ranked 

society, inheritance is more complex and occurs most easily when it is in the form of a well-

recognized and defensible nature, such as fields, livestock, or access to specific resources 

(Prentiss et al 2012:543).  

Wealth disparities in egalitarian societies were likely viewed differently than those in 

societies with institutionalized inequalities. In truly egalitarian societies, anything that would 

hurt the survival of others would not be tolerated. However, in situations where there is an 

abundance of food and other resources, these proscriptions tend to be relaxed. When there are 

abundant resources, wealth goods and social inequalities tend to occur, as surpluses can be used 

to create debt among others as well as construct advantages for oneself (Hayden 2011:108-111). 

On the other hand, societies with institutionalized inequalities control wealth through bottlenecks 

in the production or distribution of staple and wealth finance. Bottlenecks in staple finance 

(obligatory payments in subsistence goods) tend to be land ownership and land rental. Better 

land could demand higher amounts of rent due to its higher output, and land ownership 
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controlled staple access. Wealth finance (the creation or acquisition of special products) 

bottlenecks were more varied, but often were the specialists who were attached to those in 

power. If only a few individuals had the skill to create particular items, these items were all the 

more valuable (Earle 2016:294-295). 

Of course, not all wealth is physical. Some of the inequalities seen in the archaeological 

record may be due to inalienable wealth. Inalienable objects are typically not exchanged and do 

not circulate widely, and can occur in all levels of society. Such objects are not commodities; 

they can be things like ritual knowledge or land rights, in addition to other physical goods. 

Inalienable objects are often considered repositories of knowledge in that they embody the social 

relations between people through time, and production of these types of possessions is typically 

restricted by sex. Inalienable possessions can authenticate identities of people and groups. 

Finally, these goods are also used to establish hierarchy, and can also be used in their downfall. 

They can be used to legitimize claims of leaders, or used to defeat the hierarchy if the knowledge 

on how to make and use them is destroyed (Mills 2004:239-240). When they are physical 

objects, it is important to remember that they are not always made out of exotic materials; the 

context of how the object was used and its deposition need to be considered in order to determine 

if an item served as an inalienable good (Mills 2004:247).  

 

A Case for Individuality in the Past 

Archaeo-biographies work on the assumption that people were viewed, and viewed 

themselves, as individuals much as we do today. However, some researchers disagree, arguing 

that our concept of individuality is a product of modernity, and should not be projected onto 

antiquity (see Fowler 2004, Thomas 2000). As such, a case for past individuality needs to be 
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made. Fowler (2004:1) states that the “conception of individuals and individuality is emergent 

from the modern era,” while Thomas (2000:657-658) states that “the notion of a person as a 

whole and sovereign being, a source of action and a centre of creativity, enclosed within one skin 

and containing a soul or a mind, is a curiously modern Western one.” I argue, however, that 

individuals and individuality in antiquity were thought of in much the same way we do today. 

Further, this can be seen archaeologically and through ethnohistorical resources, meaning it is 

worthwhile to study the past at the individual level as much as possible. 

 We know from ethnohistoric sources that a person’s individual personality traits were 

often the source of their authority and leadership positions. The chief of the Mobile, Tascalusa, 

had authority among his tribe due to physical strength as well as “force of character,” while other 

individuals in the southeast used their superior oratory skills to command authority (Swanton 

1946:652-653). Even the Great Sun of the Natchez, whose power and influence were compared 

to those of the Ottoman emperors, owed much of this authority to “his age and personal abilities” 

(Swanton 1946:650).  

Fletcher and La Flesche (1911:206) note that, among the Omaha, in order for a man to be 

elected to the order of chiefs, his “personal character was always taken into consideration. If he 

was of a disputatious or quarrelsome nature no amount of gifts would secure his election…The 

maxim was: ‘A chief must be a man who can govern himself.’” Other ethnohistorians (Dodge 

1882:51) report that it was quite common for individuals to boast of their own individual 

accomplishments, stating that “every male Indian is his own reporter, his own newspaper. He is 

expected and required to sound his own praises, and to be modest about it would only redound to 

his discredit.” Clearly, individualism, individuality, and a person’s individual nature were alive 

and well among these communities; not only were they present, but they were discussed by 
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themselves and others. There is little reason to assume these aspects of life were not present even 

further in the past. 

 In death and burial, individuality and personal traits were known to influence mortuary 

ritual. As described at the beginning of this chapter, a eulogy by the Siouan doctor recounted 

specific, individual details about the conquests and characteristics of the dead (Swanton 

1946:720) – such as his skill at hunting, his bravery, his patriotism, and many more details 

specific to this individual. Researchers (Jacobi and James 2011) examining burials from Bluff 

Creek (1LU59), identified a powerful shaman who was interred with many of his ritual goods, 

including a human tooth necklace and other tools made from human bone. This individual was so 

formidable and terrifying, they argue, he had to be interred without his head in order to either 

venerate him, or neutralize his power. Clearly, not all shamans were interred in such a manner, 

so it is clear that this was a burial unique for this person based on his individual power. At the 

King site in Northwest Georgia, many people were interred in a manner that suggested 

individualistic identities, including a person the author posits may have been the town’s founder 

(Hally 2008:469). His grave was so unique that it is clear he had an individual identity 

recognized by the community. 

 Individuals, and individuality that is recognized by the group, are clearly not modern 

inventions. Ethnographically, there are numerous instances of people being recognized for their 

individual characteristics. Archaeologically, individuals are interred in unique ways based on 

their own individual lives, personality traits, conquests, and character. Without individualism, we 

would not see aggrandizers in any community, which we know are present. Individuals would 

not be distinguished in life or in death for their particular achievements or social roles. 

Conducting research under the guise that individuality and individualism were not salient parts 
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of life in the past truly limits what we can accomplish; by trying to understand life in the past at 

the individual level, we can understand life in a way that was meaningful for those who lived it, 

on the micro-scale. 

 

Creating an Archaeo-Biography 

The following criteria should all be assessed, when available, in the creation of an 

archaeo-biography. The more data that is available the better, as being able to consider anything 

that would have an effect on the identity of the individual, and how many of these categories 

intersect and influence one another, will allow for the creation of a more complete archaeo-

biography. 

 

Osteological Analysis 

Aging 

- All individuals should be aged using the most accurate method available according to the 

skeletal remains present (i.e., pubic symphysis, auricular surface, cranium). Children 

specifically should be aged using the dentition when possible as this is the most accurate 

aging method and produces the smallest age range categories available. Understanding 

social age categories can shed light on burial practice and illuminate societal views. 

Sexing 

- All adults should be sexed using standard methodology. If DNA testing is available, or if 

new, reliable methods for sexing children are developed, children should be as well. 

Tasks, social positions, burial locations, and other socially relevant factors may have 

been segregated by sex. 
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Health 

- All individuals should be assessed for signs of pathology, disease, disabilities, and 

chronic conditions. Long-term illness and disability may have played a role in how an 

individual is perceived by others in society, and may have impacted how they viewed 

themselves. Conditions that occur later in life (such as degenerative joint disease) may 

impact the activities an individual can participate in (such as active warfare) depending 

on the severity. These individuals may have taken less physically active roles while still 

participating in society (i.e., war chief or “Beloved Man”). 

Trauma 

- All individuals should be assessed for antemortem and perimortem trauma. Traumatic 

injury can lead to limited mobility or limited use of that part of the body, which may have 

led that person to view themselves differently, and to be viewed differently by others. 

Manner of death can also reveal societal views regarding that individual (i.e., mercy 

killing, sacrifice). Finally, recidivist injury can also provide information about that person 

and their place in society (i.e., slave, captive, domestic abuse) 

Genetic Relationships 

- Biodistance or DNA should be used to understand the genetic relationships present 

among a group. Knowledge of biological relationships can illuminate societal 

organization (e.g., matri- or patrifiliation), differential frailty among related individuals, 

and may illuminate hereditary positions in society. 

 

Archaeological Analysis 

Status/Rank 
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- Using a combination of Hally’s (2008) methodology and the criteria set out by Carr 

(2006) outlined previously in this chapter, differing statuses and ranks can be identified 

within the community.  

- All artifacts should be examined for their co-occurrences to determine patterns that may 

be helpful for analysis. Artifacts that tend to occur together likely have some strong 

cultural association. Some artifact types may never be found together, and could indicate 

what these artifacts are representing are mutually exclusive (see Hally 2008:373-375). 

Burial Location/Position 

- All individuals within the community should be plotted on a map to examine their burial 

location in relation to other individuals. Burial in a specific location has been shown to be 

indicative of differential status (i.e., mound vs. off-mound burial; see Peebles 1971), kin 

relations (i.e., residential burial; see Wilson et al 2010), or represent their status as 

outsiders within that community (i.e., segregated area of cemetery; see Marcoux 2010) 

- Burial position, if known, should be assessed. Previous researchers in the southeast have 

found that individuals who were viewed differently in life due to congenital or physical 

abnormalities (Snow 1943; Chronister 2006) were interred in unique burial positions. 

Burying individuals with abnormalities in distinctly different burial positions indicates 

that they were perceived, in some manner, as “different” by their society. 
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CHAPTER 4: MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 

The Perry site contains 1,031 primary interments (e.g.., Burial 101A); this does not 

include secondary or tertiary (or additional) individuals found within the same burial (e.g., 101B 

or 101C), though data from these individuals were measured when available. Due to the nature 

of this study, it became immediately clear that to conduct this analysis and truly understand the 

population, I would first have to separate the Archaic and Mississippian individuals from one 

another. In the following tables (Table 4.1; Table 4.2), demographic information is provided. 

Some individuals (n=39) were not able to be assigned a time period, and are not included in the 

tables below. A very few individuals (n=6) could not be assigned to either time period, and were 

also too fragmentary to be aged or sexed in any way. These were left out of analysis in the 

current study. 

Table 4. 1 Archaic Demographic Information 

Males and Probable Males 126 

Females and Probable 
Females 

96 

Adults of Indeterminate Sex 12 

Subdaults 80 

Unknown (Too 
Fragmentary for any Age or 

Sex Estimation) 

4 
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Table 4. 2 Mississippian Demographic 
Information 

Males and Probable Males 157 

Females and Probable 
Females 

166 

Adults of Indeterminate Sex 30 

Subdaults 314 

Unknown (Too 
Fragmentary for any Age or 

Sex Estimation) 

1 

 

Separation of Archaic and Mississippian Populations  

To understand the relationship between physical burial proximity and biological 

proximity, the overall cemetery plan for 1LU25 had to be reconstructed. Using the original 

excavation notes from the 1930s and 40s, as well as individual burial plan views, the cemetery 

diagram was stitched back together using the original five-foot square dimensions utilized by 

excavators. Once this was completed, individual burials were plotted and color coded according 

to their associated time period. Archaic burials are bright blue, probable Archaic burials are dark 

blue, Mississippian burials are bright red, and probable Mississippians are darker red (Figure 

4.1). Because the map is quite large, a close-up of the central portion of the map can be found in 

the next figure (Figure 4.2).  Only primary burials were plotted. Secondary and tertiary burials 

(i.e., Burials B or C) were not plotted separately, as they occupied the same burial pit.  
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Figure 4. 1 Map of the Perry site compiled from individual burial plan views. 
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Figure 4. 2 A closer view of the central portion of the Perry Site map. 
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During excavations, five zones of vertical deposits were identified in the block profiles. 

Zone thickness varied across Perry as site occupation and associated midden deposits shifted 

from one part of the site to another through time. All zones were recorded in each of the 

seventeen blocks excavated, and any materials recovered were documented. As consistent with 

United States archaeology at the time, level measurements were recorded in feet (Webb and 

DeJarnette:1948:15). Zone A (the uppermost layer) averaged a thickness of around 3.5 feet, and 

was made up of three distinct layers (strata), the first being a black humic layer mixed with shell 

and showing evidence of modern cultivation. The second layer was compact, composed 

primarily of shell mixed with ash, bone, rubble, and earth. The final layer of zone A was 

virtually sterile, and was composed of less compact shell. Zone B was a much thinner layer, 

averaging about a half of a foot in depth. This zone was quite level, leading excavators to 

determine it may have been created by water deposition (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:60). The 

surface of this zone was determined to be an occupational surface, as evidenced by numerous 

fired areas (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:60) and post mold patterns. These post molds were 

determined by excavators to be from temporary structures rather than permanent housing (Webb 

and DeJarnette 1948:15).  

 Zone C measured roughly a foot in thickness and was composed of primarily shell with 

some ash and cultural material. Zone D was a clay layer only half of a foot in thickness that 

contained cultural artifacts (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:61). Though zones C and D contained 

cultural materials, no burials were found within these zones. Zone E consisted of compact shell 

and clay, measuring approximately two feet in thickness. Sterile, water-deposited sand lay 

beneath zone E, only disrupted by burial and storage pits originating in zone E (Webb and 

DeJarnette 1942:61).  
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 Webb and DeJarnette (1948:18) noted that these natural zones do not carry much cultural 

significance as occupation of the site shifted back and forth over time. However, as later 

researchers (William DeVore, personal communication; the notes of Patricia Bridges) have 

demonstrated, it is possible to use these zones as a rough guide in determining what time period 

certain burials came from (Table 4.3). Excavators did recognize a major subdivision in site 

occupancy between the “shell-mound” and “Koger’s Island” peoples, the latter of which 

produced pottery. Shell-tempered pots are found in zones A and B, or the upper 1 to 2 feet 

(Webb and DeJarnette 1948:66), indicating they, and the burials deposited within them, are 

Mississippian in origin. Further, as Meyer (1995) notes in her report on the cultural resources 

found in the Pickwick Basin, Little Bear Creek and Ledbetter components date to the Late 

Archaic. This indicates that zone E dates to this period, as these components are found therein. 

Utilizing this information, it was possible to assign a time period to many of the burials of 

unknown temporal origin using recorded burial depths compared to profile drawings of the site 

trenches and excavation blocks. Individuals found at depths corresponding to zones A and B 

were determined to be likely Mississippians, while individuals found at depths corresponding to 

zone E and the silt zone were determined to be likely Archaic. The only exceptions to this 

method of determination were intrusive burials; if burials intruded into lower layers from either 

zone A or B, they were considered to be Mississippian in origin. Some of this work had been 

accomplished by previous researchers, particularly Patricia Bridges and Wilmer Duvall, whose 

notes have been compiled by William DeVore of the OAR at the University of Alabama. DeVore 

also added his own information to these notes and graciously shared them with me. Using the 

notes of prior researchers, I was able to determine which burials still needed to be assigned a 

temporal affiliation, if possible. I was able to allocate many of the remaining burials of unknown 
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temporal affiliation to their likely associated time period through excavation notes and 

illustrations. However, some burials could only be assigned to a “probable” time period (i.e., 

probable Archaic or probable Mississippian) due to gaps in the preservation of original 

excavation notes (n=88). When possible, stratigraphic depths from neighboring blocks were 

utilized to estimate zone depths in blocks that were no longer present in the excavation notes, 

resulting in probable time designations. However, some were still not able to be assigned even a 

probable time period designation, as the illustrations for their associated cemetery area are not 

available. 

Table 4. 3 Stratigraphic Zones and the Associated Time 
Periods for the Perry Site (1LU25) 

Zone Time Period Associated 

A Mississippian 

B Mississippian 

C (No Burials) 

D (No Burials) 

E Archaic 

Silt Zone Archaic 

 After time period associations were estimated from depths for burials of “unknown” 

temporal origin, the burials were separated into Archaic and Mississippian files in order to 

conduct biodistance analysis. Any burials where the temporal origin could not be determined 

(e.g., burials on the border of zones B and E [where zones C and D did not exist], or burials in 

excavation blocks where original excavation forms could not be located) were left in both data 

sets (n=39). These would then be compared to the combined data analysis (biodistance analysis 

of all burials) to determine if affiliation with other burials could illuminate temporal origin.  
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Dental Measurements 

As this collection is quite large, preservation varied between individuals. While some 

skeletons were almost entirely present (including the tiny, often lost ear ossicles), others were 

highly fragmented or approaching bone dust. And while tooth enamel is the hardest tissue in the 

body (Carabott 2014:107) and often the best preserved, in some cases even the teeth do not 

remain. Obviously, in these cases no dental data could be collected and these individuals would 

not be part of this biodistance analysis. However, if even one tooth was present, all available 

measurements were taken and data recorded. Even while this individual would not have enough 

dental material to be included in this biodistance analysis, it was determined that all dental 

information should be recorded in case it could be used in the future, as these burials are to be 

repatriated and reburied. 

All dental data was collected by myself over a period of just over one year, beginning in 

December of 2016 and ending in early February 2018. Having one researcher collect all the data 

was paramount, as previous research (Nichol and Turner 1986) has shown that the majority of 

traits scored by level of expression can be reliably observed and scored by a single observer. 

Scoring by different observers, however, can be done, but with varying levels of confidence. A 

major cause in scoring difference between observers occurs when the expression of a trait falls 

between the two grades represented on the dental plaques; these will often be classified 

differently by separate observers (Nichol and Turner 1986:313). Non-metric data was entered 

into Microsoft Excel for exportation into the statistical package R during February and March of 

2018. In November of 2018, metric data was entered into Excel, but was analyzed using 
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Paleontological Statistics (PAST) software package for education (Hammer et al 2001), rather 

than R.  

As noted above, all individuals who were recovered with any dentition (n=790) were 

analyzed in the study. All teeth were evaluated and scored metrically and non-metrically. Metric 

traits record the length (mesial or labial to distal) and width (buccal to lingual) of the tooth, 

providing the researcher with its general size and shape (Figure 4.3). All metric measurements 

were recorded using Vernier digital calipers, manufactured by Electronix Express, calibrated to 

zero with an accuracy of .01 millimeters. As the spaces between teeth are quite small, the tips of 

theses calipers were sharpened to fit within these spaces in order to accurately measure the size 

of each tooth.  

 

Figure 4. 3  Diagram showing the bucco-lingual (left) and mesio-distal (right) measurements on 
a lower molar. Molar images sourced from: Western Wake Dental (ND). 

 

While recording the tooth’s size, the level of wear present on that tooth is also recorded. 

Dental attrition or wear can occur through either mastication or through “tooth as tool” use. Food 
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preparation techniques can increase or decrease tooth wear; teeth of Archaic individuals, for 

example, are characterized by more severe wear than is found in people during the Mississippian 

period, as methods of food preparation resulted in more grit being introduced into the diet.  

 

 

Figure 4. 4 Maxilla with examples of the interproximal facets and occlusal surfaces of the teeth 
indicated. Illustration sourced from: Ayoqq (website) (ND). 

 

Normal dental attrition involves the wearing away of the occlusal surface as well as the 

interproximal contact facets (Figure 4.4). Severe wear can affect the mesiodistal and 

buccolingual measurements (Jacobi 2000:91-92), making it important to note the observer’s 

confidence in the measurement. This is done by scoring the level of wear on each tooth using a 

scale developed by Jacobi (2000:92-94) to document the level and severity of the attrition 

present. This scale has been reproduced and summarized below: 
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1) Category one contains unworn teeth, which are typically unerupted or recently erupted. 

These teeth have no interproximal facets or occlusal wear 

2) Category two teeth show minimal wear at the contact points and contact facets are 

present. Occlusal wear is minimal to absent. 

3) Category three teeth display moderate wear, and may have dentin exposure in the 

cusps/occlusal surface. Teeth may show some bucco-lingual beveling and interproximal 

contact facets have increased in length bucco-lingually. Teeth may be carious; however, 

if decay impacted the measurement, the measurement was not taken. In category three, 

the bucco-lingual measurement is not likely compromised. 

4) Category four teeth have extreme occlusal wear, involving widespread dentin exposure 

and the complete loss of interproximal contact facets. Caries may be present. Bucco-

lingual beveling is more extreme than in previous categories. Though the original 

dimensions of the tooth are altered, a measurement is still taken if possible.  

5) Category five teeth cannot be measured due to: 

a. Extreme level of wear (i.e., root stub with no enamel remaining) 

b. Caries  

c. Fractures, chips, or breaks 

d. Calculus covering the tooth, which would alter the tooth’s measurements 

e. Impaction/Malocclusion, though some maloccluded teeth may still be measured in 

at least one direction 

6) Category six are casts of the original teeth. No dental casts were measured in this study 

and this category was not used. 
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7) Category seven teeth include teeth that are not fully developed and therefore cannot be 

measured accurately, and no measurements are taken. 

 

Confidence in measurement declines as the score increases, meaning that teeth scored with a 

wear level of “1” are believed to be the most accurate and “4” the most inaccurate. Additionally, 

the category “9” was employed to represent missing data present in the sample.   

 Wear can also affect the ability to score non-metric traits. For example, upper molars have 

heavier wear on their lingual cusps (White and Folkens 2005:152), which can obscure traits 

found on that side of the tooth (such as Carabelli’s cusp). Lower molars, in contrast, have heavier 

wear on the buccal cusps (White and Folkens 2005:152), similarly affecting the ability to score 

traits on the buccal side of the tooth (such as the protostylid). Further, some occlusal traits are 

fragile and wear away quickly, such as odontomes found on the upper or lower premolars. 

Odontomes are small, protruding pin-sized spikes of enamel and dentin that project from the 

occlusal surface of a premolar. Because these spikes are extremely fragile, they often break off 

from the surface of the tooth or are quickly worn away. Despite this, even when broken off the 

trait may still be identified on a tooth with moderate wear that does not have dentin exposure. 

This is due to the dentin component of the spike itself. Dentin is yellowish-brown in color, and 

easily seen when the enamel has worn away. When these spikes break off, they leave a small 

circle of yellowish-brown dentin in the center of the enamel; a tell-tale sign that an odontome 

was present. However, once dentin is exposed elsewhere on the occlusal surface, this rare trait 

can no longer be scored (Turner et al 1991:21). Similarly, on the canines, distal accessory ridges 

(an extra ridge on the distal, lingual surface of the tooth) are easily obscured by wear. However, 
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because there is no dentin involvement in this feature, once it has worn away it cannot be 

detected (Turner et al 1991:17).  

While wear through mastication was commonly seen in this population, tooth-as-tool use was 

much rarer. As such, each instance was noted separately, sketched on the dental forms, and 

photographed in order to accurately illustrate the wear at a later date. Following illustration, the 

photographs are then deleted. Accurate documentation of tooth-tool use, when it does occur, is 

important as the location and shape of the wear can help infer potential uses (though, it should be 

noted, definite cause cannot be assigned, just speculated). As noted by Molnar (1972), teeth have 

served a multitude of functions throughout history and across the globe. How teeth are used by a 

particular group is likely to produce distinctive types of wear; groups using certain teeth to 

perform certain functions put stress on specific regions of the dental arch or individual teeth. For 

example, using teeth to frequently hold an object can produce wear similar to that of a modern 

pipe-smoker, and using teeth to split willow shafts for basket making can produce a space or gap 

behind the canine, typically on just one side (Molnar 1972:514-515) 

In addition to metric information, non-metric traits were observed and recorded 

macroscopically. Non-metric traits note the tooth’s general morphology, assessing, for example, 

the size and number of cusps, roots, pits, and grooves. The scoring system used in this study was 

first developed by Turner et al (1991) and later adapted by Jacobi (2000). This system uses 

written descriptions of traits in conjunction with dental plaques created by the Dental 

Anthropology Laboratory of Arizona State University (Figure 4.5). The dental laboratory at 

Arizona State chose to make casts of these specific traits for several reasons:  

1) the traits are easily and reliably observed  

2) the traits can persist despite dentally harsh lifeways for many years  
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3) they have little to no sexual dimorphism  

4) they evolved slowly  

5) when taken together, these traits are powerful when conducting studies of affinity, and  

6) these specific characteristics provide maximum information at a minimal time cost (Turner 

et al 1991:13-14).  

 

 

Figure 4. 5 One of the Arizona State University Dental Plaques – showing the different levels of 
incisor shoveling on a lateral incisor. 

 

The plaques are useful in that they provide a physical representation of the gradation of trait 

expression, from its minimal to its maximal appearance. Using these plaques allows researchers 

to make and record distinctions in trait expression in a way that is easily replicable.   

All traits were scored according to the system outlined by Jacobi (2000). 

 Dental forms for recording the metric and non-metric traits were used during analysis. 

These forms were included with the dental casts, but were slightly modified for easier recording 

during my analysis (See Appendix A). All individuals who could be aged using the dentition 

(i.e., all individuals with teeth up to around fifteen years of age) were aged by myself during 

dental analysis. During this analysis, I recorded not only age but also dental pathologies, markers 
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of stress (hypoplasias), and some cranial traumas (e.g., scalping, blunt force trauma) for all 

individuals in the collection. 

 Individuals older than 15 were aged by myself and the Office of Archaeological Research 

(OAR) osteological staff during the osteological inventory of the same collection. This inventory 

took place over the past several years, during which pathologies, traumas, skeletal modifications, 

age, sex, and anything else notable (such as copper staining) were recorded. While employed by 

OAR, I recorded additional information on the rest of the skeleton (age, sex, trauma, etc.). 

However, as I was only employed by OAR for one summer of this inventory process, the 

majority of all pathologies, traumas, modifications, age, and sex that are noted in the analysis 

were recorded by other OAR osteologists.  

 At some point in their curation history, likely the 1940s, quite a few of these burials had 

their upper and lower jaws glued together. This gluing not only obscured occlusal surface traits, 

but also impeded measurements and occasionally obscured non-metric traits on other surfaces. 

Because of this, it was deemed necessary to gently remove the glue when possible to gather as 

much accurate information as possible. Using sharp dental picks and an abundance of patience 

and care, the majority of the glued jaws were able to be pried apart without damaging the teeth. 

If it appeared the teeth would not survive the glue removal due to their fragile nature (e.g. 

cracking, breaks), efforts to remove the glue were halted before damage occurred.  

 

Peg Teeth 

Occasionally, lateral incisors form as smaller, cone-like teeth, called pegs, rather than in 

the typical incisal shape. In other cases, lateral incisors are abnormally small, classified as 

reduced, but retain the shape of a normal incisor. To score peg teeth in this analysis, there were 
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therefore three possible scores for lateral incisors. Zero, indicating no peg or reduced tooth; one, 

indicating a reduced lateral incisor that is not a peg but has a normal crown; and two, a peg tooth.  

To determine if lateral incisors were reduced, the dimensions of each lateral incisor were 

compared to their corresponding central incisor to get a baseline size differential. Within this 

collection, most lateral incisors were typically two millimeters (or less) smaller than their central 

counterparts, with a few teeth having a slightly greater difference. Peg teeth, on the other hand, 

were three millimeters (or more) smaller than central incisors. Reduced teeth are small, leaning 

toward the size of pegs, while retaining a normal crown shape. Thus, it was decided that any 

lateral incisor with a normal crown that was three millimeters (or more) smaller than the central 

incisor would be counted as “reduced.” Initially, it was assumed that only heavily shoveled teeth 

would fit into this reduced category, as extreme shoveling (scores of six or seven) often results in 

smaller teeth. However, after reviewing the data, this did not seem to always be the case. For 

example, one lateral incisor had the most extreme form of shoveling but was only 2.33 

millimeters smaller than the central incisor. 

 

Congenital Tooth Absence 

Congenital absence of teeth is most typically seen in the third molars, followed (in order 

of likelihood) by the upper lateral incisors, second upper and lower premolars, lower central 

incisors and finally upper first premolars (Brothwell et al 1963). However, as bioarchaeological 

data is characteristically incomplete, this trait could not always be scored. One method of scoring 

this trait is if the maxilla or mandibular alveolar bones were intact. If the individual is of old 

enough age and the teeth are not present, they were scored as congenitally absent. For the third 

molars specifically, if the alveolar bones are not intact, the second molars can be examined. If 
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the individual is old enough for the entire dentition to have erupted, but there are no 

interproximal contact wear facets on the distal side of the second molars, it can be concluded that 

the third molars were not present. However, this method is not foolproof, as occasionally third 

molars simply do not erupt; in these cases the third molars would be erroneously determined 

congenitally absent (Turner et al 1991:21). As this is an archaeological collection, many alveolar 

bones were incomplete or second molars were missing; in these cases, the trait had to be labeled 

“missing data.” 

 

Quantitative Analysis 

 To conduct biodistance, two statistical measures were employed: Gower’s coefficient via 

the DAISY function in the statistical package R (see Appendix B), and the Mahalanobis Distance 

measure using the statistical program Paleontological Statistics (PAST). The Gower coefficient 

was chosen for this analysis as it can handle large amounts of missing data (Howell and Kintigh 

1996:547; Ricaut et al 2010:359; Garrett 2015:54), it can incorporate and use different levels of 

measurement (Struyf et al 2018; James 2015:69), and it produces a matrix with scores between 0 

and 1 that can be used as a proxy for biodistance (Pilloud et al 2016:123; Wix 2014:22). It has 

been previously used successfully as a measure of human skeletal biodistance (Howell and 

Kintigh 1996; Ricaut et al 2010; Garrett 2015; James 2015) and in biodistance on other 

vertebrates (García-Llamas et al 2019). Gower’s coefficient is typically discussed as a score of 

similarity between two cases (Drennan 2010:280). For this analysis, however, Gower’s 

coefficient was used as a dissimilarity (or distance) measure, rather than as a measure of 

similarity. Used in this way, Gower’s coefficient can be used as proxy for biodistance. This 

analysis produces scores on a scale of 0 to 1, with 0 being absolutely similar and 1 being 
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absolutely dissimilar (James 2015:69). Because each study of biodistance is relative to the 

statistical measures used as well as the type and number of variables in the study, biodistance as 

a whole currently has no standard threshold to determine if two individuals are closely related or 

not. Because of this, biodistance thresholds are unique for each study (see Howell and Kintigh 

1996:547 for a discussion of Gower’s calculations; see Relethford 2016:25 for a discussion of 

Mahalanobis calculations; Wix 2014:21). This sample as a whole, as will be explained in greater 

detail in later chapters, is highly genetically related. For this analysis, Gower’s values of 0.06 or 

less were considered close genetic relations. 

The DAISY function in the statistical program R is able to calculate this dissimilarity 

measure, and is also capable of using a variety of variable types at once. Specifically, it can 

incorporate and use binary symmetric, binary asymmetric, nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio 

variables, or any combination of these (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990:53). In this analysis, only 

three types of variables were present: ranked ordinal variables, binary asymmetric variables, and 

nominal variables. Ranked ordinal variables dissimilarities are calculated by “taking the absolute 

value of the difference between the values for the two cases” and then dividing this number by 

the number of ranked categories for that variable (Drennen 2010:280). Binary asymmetric 

variables are scored by giving a 0 for both present-present and absent-absent matches, and giving 

a 1 if there is a mismatch. Nominal variables are scored slightly differently, where present-

present matches receive a 0 score, mismatches receive a 1, and absent-absent matches are 

omitted (Struyf et al 2018). It should be noted that omitting absent-absent matches does not have 

the same effect as averaging in a score of 0 (Drennan 2010:280). If there are no valid trait 

comparisons between a pair of individuals, the DAISY function will produce a “NA” (not 

applicable). This analysis did not produce any NAs. The different types of variables were re-
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arranged and grouped together according to type prior to analysis to ease variable coding. The 

vast majority of the traits present, 202 of 248, were ordinal variables (e.g., size of cusps). There 

were 28 binary asymmetric variables (e.g., the presence or absence of an odontome), with 

nominal variables making up the smallest category with only 18 variables (e.g., lower molar 

groove pattern). 

 R is also able to produce hierarchical clusters based on the dissimilarity matrix produced 

by the DAISY function using a program called AGNES (Agglomerative Nesting). The 

dendrogram created by AGNES starts with n objects, regarded as separate entities, and begins by 

joining the two most similar objects together to form a small cluster of two with all other objects 

remaining separated (Figure 4.6). In the next and all subsequent steps, the next closest objects are 

clustered (either into an existing cluster or forming a new separate cluster) together. This 

continues, with levels becoming more and more inclusive until there is one comprehensive 

cluster containing all objects in the dataset (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990:202-205; Drennan 

2010:310). The height of the Y axis of the dendrogram indicates how close the observations were 

when they were merged together (University of California, Berkeley 2007). The Daisy function 

also produces a half-triangle dissimilarity matrix giving the exact values of biological distance 

for each pair of individuals in the sample. All individual pairs with a score of 0.06 or less on in 

the Gower’s matrix were flagged, and then examined for burial proximity within the cemetery. 
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Figure 4. 6  Example of an AGNES Dendrogram produced in R. Image sourced from: Statistical 
Tools for High-Throughput Data Analysis (ND). 

 

While Gower’s coefficient is a highly effective tool, it is most effective when missing 

data does not exceed 30% of the total number of observable variables per individual, and ceases 

to produce meaningful results when over 45% of the observable data per individuals is missing 

(Brown et al 2012:950; Garrett 2015:54). As is typical of most bioarchaeological samples, this 

dataset contained a large amount of missing data. For example, some fragmentary remains from 

the site only contained a single tooth; while this was measured and recorded, this is clearly not 

enough information to be included in the analysis. As a result, a large portion of the population 

analyzed had to be temporarily removed from the dataset to perform Gower’s coefficient. Of the 

790 total individuals measured, only 188 individuals with adult dentition (here, both adults and 
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juveniles with adult dentition that could be measured) could be analyzed. While the deciduous 

dentition was measured metrically and nonmetric traits were recorded, in the present study 

individuals with just deciduous dentition were not included in the analysis. While this leaves out 

a significant portion of the population, studies have found discordant results when comparing 

intergroup biodistance results from the permanent and deciduous dentition (Lukacs and 

Kuswandari 2013:467). Further, although rare traits can contribute to understanding genetic 

relationships between individuals (Alt and Vach 1995), they are not particularly helpful 

statistically because they are inherently infrequent. However, they were still used in the non-

statistical analysis. At the intrasite level, rare or genetically atypical traits are more helpful for 

identifying closely related people than traits that are more common in that same population 

(Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:53). While assessing the relationships between genetic and 

physical proximity, rare traits were plotted to determine if these traits grouped together in any 

meaningful fashion.  

Despite the fact that Gower’s Coefficient is able to handle large amounts of missing data, 

a large swath of cases in the dataset contained too much missing data and had to be dismissed in 

order to conduct the test and produce a dissimilarity matrix using the nonmetric data. 

Consequently, it was decided that additional quantitative analyses should be conducted using the 

metric data. Metric data was digitized and analyzed in November of 2018. Originally, the 

odontometric data collected during the analysis phase was not going to be used in the current 

study, as the results it produces should be redundant with those produced by the nonmetric data. 

However, some imputation methods that use metric data, such as the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 

approach, have higher thresholds for missing data (see Sun et al 2017) allowing more cases to be 

included in the analysis. Imputation is a key component for conducting the Mahalanobis 
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Distance measure. This metric does not allow for any missing data, so if there is missing data, it 

must be imputed by some other means.  

 The kNN approach is an imputation method that replaces missing data with substituted 

values. To find these values, the kNN method first selects a row with missing data, and then 

combs the entire dataset for similar cases (also called neighbors) that display the same patterns as 

that row. The closest neighbors are then used to derive an average which are used for each 

missing value (Kenyhercz and Passalacqua 2016:184-185). When compared with other 

imputation methods (specifically, Hot Deck and Iterative Robust Model-Based imputations), 

kNN had the smallest difference between the actual and imputed data in both the 25% and 50% 

imputations (Kenyhercz and Passalacqua 2016:192-193). Other researchers have found that kNN 

performs consistently until missing data ratios reach 70%, where performance drops off sharply 

(Sun et al 2017:Figure 6). However, missing data ratios of 70% have not been tested on human 

biological data, where a ratio of 50% is typically used instead (e.g., Weidner 2018). It is 

important to note that kNN should be used with caution, as it inherently introduces artificial bias 

into the data through its algorithm. By using the nearest neighbors to compute and replace 

missing data, those closely related individuals then appear even more similar (Kenyhercz and 

Passalacqua 2016:193). However, as it produces the least differences when compared to actual 

datasets, it is still a viable and productive option for biodistance analysis, and has been used 

successfully by other researchers (Ousley et al 2009; Stull et al 2016).  

Following other bioarchaeological researchers (Kenyhercz and Passalacqua 2016), 

individuals missing more than 50% of the information were removed from the dataset to perform 

kNN analysis. As with the nonmetric data, Archaic and Mississippian individuals were analyzed 

separately, with those of unidentifiable temporal affiliation being analyzed in both datasets. 
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Using the statistical package R, kNN analysis was conducted using the R package VIM 

(Visualization and Imputation of Missing Values) (see Appendix C). This imputation method is 

based on an extension of the Gower’s distance (discussed above), where “the distance between 

two observations is the weighted mean of the contributions of each variable, where the weight 

should represent the importance of the variable” (Kowarik and Templ 2016:6). As noted above, 

this imputation allowed the data to be used for the Mahalanobis Distance measure, which can 

only be used if there is zero missing data. This method, when compared to other imputation 

methods, has the least effect on biodistance analysis results as well as the correctness of 

classification and categorization (Kenyhercz and Passalacqua 2016:193).  

Next, because males tend to be slightly larger on average than females, sexual 

dimorphism needs to be accounted for in the dental metric data. To treat the data, z-scores were 

calculated for all variables. Z-scores are data that have been standardized; that is, they have been 

transformed to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one (SPSS tutorials 2018), 

meaning that they can be easily compared in a standard manner. This enabling all of the data to 

be pooled together during statistical testing, keeping the statistical population as large as possible 

without worrying about natural size differences due to sexual dimorphism. Z-scores were 

calculated using the statistical program SPSS.  

The Z-scores were then transferred into PAST (Paleontological Statistics Package 

(Hammer et al 2001)) to calculate pairwise Mahalanobis Distances for both the Archaic and 

Mississippian metric datasets through the similarity and distance indices function. This 

multivariate function calculates the similarity or, in this case, distance, of measures between all 

pairs of rows. Any covariance in the data is specifically taken into account by this statistical 

measure (Hammer 2018:129-131). These distances are then displayed as a symmetrical distance 
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matrix. Cases were then clustered using a neighbor-joining clustering method, with Mahalanobis 

selected from the similarity index drop-down menu. The neighbor joining clustering method was 

developed by Saitou and Nei (1987) as a way to reconstruct phylogenetic trees from evolutionary 

distance data. This method joins together individual cases based on which have the smallest 

distance between them (i.e., neighbors). It continues to join together data case by case, 

eventually forming clusters on a phylogram, which is an unrooted dendrogram that has 

proportional branch lengths (Saitou and Nei 1987; Hammer 2018:111-113). Using the 

Mahalanobis Distance, a score of 0 on the distance matrix is a perfect match between pairs. 

There is no upper threshold, as this measure uses a scale appropriate to the data. Distance is 

never negative using this measure (Sycorax 2017). As noted above, there is no standardized 

threshold in biodistance studies for close genetic relationships (see Relethford 2016:25). For this 

dataset, burials were determined to be genetically near one another if they were less than 1.00 

using the Mahalanobis Distance measure.  

 Finally, it should be reiterated that biodistance analysis does not show the exact nature of 

kinship systems that were present in the past (Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:54). While some 

kinship is reckoned through consanguinal lines, other forms of recognized kinship may not be. 

These types of kinship cannot be accessed through biodistance measures, though it may be 

possible to infer them in some archaeological situations. James (2015), for example, in her 

analysis of social houses at Carson Mounds, found that burial pits tended to contain individuals 

who were more closely related to each other than to others outside that pit. In addition to these 

closely related individuals, each burial put also contained a few genetic outliers that did not 

appear closely related to their pit-mates. She states that this is further evidence for social house 

organization, as she interprets these individuals as potential “affines, adopted kin, servants, or 
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slaves” (James 2015:80). Further, even with genetic relationships, biodistance cannot specify the 

exact nature of the genetic relationship (such as father and son, brother and sister). This is 

because even if the same genealogical processes occurred again in an identical fashion (i.e, same 

great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents), the alleles passed down in one iteration are not 

likely to be the same ones passed down in another (Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:55). 

However, it does provide a method for understanding the role that biological kinship played in 

the past.  

 

Sherrat Diagram 

 A Sherrat diagram was used in addition to statistical tests to visualize the distribution of 

artifacts amongst age and sex groups (Sherrat 1982:Figure 2.7). Sherrat diagrams display burial 

good associations in relation to specific, individual burials; as such, no multiple burials (two or 

more individuals buried within the same burial pit) could be used. All individually buried adults 

for whom age and sex information could be ascertained were used in the diagram, as well as all 

children who could be aged in some fashion (i.e., not simply categorized as “child” but given an 

age range). Adults of indeterminate sex were excluded so the diagram would not be skewed. 

Individuals whose temporal origin could not be determined were excluded from the diagrams as 

well. Age divisions amongst adults were broken down into the following categories: 50+ years, 

40-49 years, 30-39 years, 20-29 years, and 16-19 years. Aging adult skeletons does not produce a 

specific age at death, rather, it produces an age range that the adult is likely to have belonged to 

at the time of death. Depending on the measurement used, these ranges can vary, sometimes 

producing ranges that do not correspond to the above selected categories (e.g., 35-45 years). In 

these cases, the median age was used and the individual was placed into that category. So, for 
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example, if an individual was aged 25-35 years, they would be placed into the 30-39 age range as 

the median age would be 30 years. For some individuals, not enough skeletal material is present 

to even place that individual into an age range, resulting in ages such as “21+.” These individuals 

were not included in the Sherratt diagram as they may be placed incorrectly in an attempt to use 

them and skew the results. The only exception to this are older individuals, who are frequently 

aged as “50+” as the skeletal changes at age 50 and beyond are difficult to distinguish between 

and appear quite similar.  

For subadults, only age could be used to categorize individuals, as sex cannot be 

determined osteologically until an individual has undergone puberty. When at all possible in this 

research, the dentition was used to age children, as it provides a more accurate and specific age 

than other methods. Dental aging charts were utilized in this process (see Figure 3.1) (Schour 

and Massler 1941). This was vital for fine, rather than the typical coarse, age categorization. By 

using age categories such as 4 years (+/- 9 months) and 5 years (+/- 9 months), (rather than a 

typical category, such as: older child, aged 6-10 years) it was hoped that social age categories 

used within that society might be discovered. Social ages for prehistoric Native Americans likely 

did not break down along the exact lines as they do in western society. We cannot assume that 

there is a distinct societal difference between preteens and teens, as there is in our society. By 

examining each age category as narrowly as possible, any social age distinctions present in 

mortuary behavior may be able to be detected. As discussed in the Literature Review (see 

Chapter 3), this has shown promising results at least one other archaeological site in the 

Southeast, the King site in northwestern Georgia (Hally 2008).  

For children within the sample who did not have dentition, ages were assessed through 

different means, such as epiphyseal fusion or long bone length (see Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; 
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Schaefer et al 2009). These aging methods produce different age ranges than dental aging 

methods (e.g., 8-12 years based on epiphyseal fusion vs. 10 years +/- 9 months with dental 

charts). In these instances, the median age of the child was used and they were plotted 

accordingly. 

As noted above, multiple burials were excluded from analysis. However, during lab 

analysis, multiple individuals were often found in burials that appeared to be a single individual 

during excavation. In the osteological inventory process, the minimum number of individuals 

(MNI) for each burial is assessed. If there are two right ulnas, for example, it is clear that at least 

two individuals are present in that burial assemblage, as each human body contains a single right 

ulna. When multiples of the same body part were discovered, a new burial number was assigned 

to that individual, resulting in burials labeled, for example, 91A, 91B, and 91C. In these 

instances, individuals B and beyond are typically represented by a small number of extra 

remains, sometimes a single tooth or a foot phalange. This admixture could be due to post-

depositional taphonomic activity, accidental mixing during excavation, seventy years of curation, 

or laboratory analysis. Therefore, individual A was included in the Sherrat diagrams even though 

lab analysis revealed multiple individuals within the interment. Individuals B and beyond were 

excluded from the Sherratt diagrams.  

 

Analysis of Burials Using Artifact Classes 

 All burial artifacts from 1LU25 (Perry) were analyzed by OAR in 2017, and the 

inventory produced during this analysis was used in the current research. All 

categorizations/terms used by OAR were kept and used for this analysis (e.g., PP/K, biface, etc.) 

Using these categorizations, comparisons between burials and their associated goods can be 
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made. The number of artifacts and the number of artifact types (also called a diversity score) 

were calculated for each individual burial. Previous research (e.g., Peebles and Kus 1977) has 

used diversity scores and artifact quantity as a direct proxy for hierarchical differences. While I 

do not believe that they should be used to directly infer hierarchical differences, these measures 

can still be used in conjunction with other quantitative and qualitative analyses to help determine 

if different ranks or statuses were being marked or represented through mortuary ritual (see 

Fisher-Carroll and Mainfort Jr. 2000). Once it was determined that differential status and rank 

were being represented in grave contexts, status and rank distinctions were inferred using the 

methods developed by Hally (2008) and Carr (2006) described in the previous chapter. 

Finally, artifact classes were plotted onto the cemetery map to determine if any artifact 

types cluster in any specific area. Artifact associations were assessed to determine if any artifact 

or group of artifacts always occur in tandem or with the same category of individual (e.g., adult 

male, child who died at birth). Consistent co-occurrence of different artifact classes may 

represent social roles and identities held by individuals during life as they are expressed in 

mortuary ritual (Fisher-Carroll and Mainfort Jr. 2000:113), and will likely help understand the 

different aspects of an individual’s archaeo-biography. One method to quickly examine burial 

goods and their associations with other artifacts as well as age and sex is by utilizing the Sherratt 

diagram. Statistical tests also were run on artifact associations in order to determine if any 

associations seen in the Sherratt diagram were statistically significant. These calculations were 

completed using SPSS. From the above methods of analysis results were obtained and analyzed, 

as will be discussed in the following chapter.   
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the results from the previously reviewed analyses, and is 

organized into different categories: population statistics, artifact frequencies and their 

distribution, biodistance analysis, social organization, and atypical burials present at the site. For 

ease of discussion, the chapter will be divided into Archaic and Mississippian components, with 

the Archaic portion being discussed first.  

 

Archaic Results 

Population 

 The Archaic portion of the cemetery is likely representative of the entire society. There 

were 125 males and one probable male, 95 females and one probable female, twelve adults of 

indeterminate sex, and 80 subadults in this population. All age groups, from birth to elderly adult 

(50+ years) were represented. Further, all ranks/statuses appear to be represented in this 

population (discussed below). Based on these results, it appears that this is not a specialized or 

segmented cemetery used for only a portion of the population.  

 

Artifacts 

Artifact Frequencies and Distribution 

As a first step in understanding and recognizing if there are status differences present and 

represented among the burial populations at the Perry site, the number of artifact types (NAT) 
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and the number of grave goods (NGG) associated with all singly buried individuals were 

examined. As explained by Marcoux (2010:159), though NAT analysis was initially used as a 

direct measure of hierarchical status based on the diversity and richness of a burial, 

archaeologists have since realized that energy expenditure in burial should not be taken as a 

direct measure of hierarchical difference. However, NAT analysis can still be useful (see 

Marcoux 2010) in identifying the presence of status differences in connection with other 

quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis. Looking at artifact associations with these 

methods is an easy and effective way to quickly identify the gap between individuals buried with 

many types and amounts of artifacts versus those buried with few to none.  

 Others (Wilson et al 2010) have used the number of grave goods associated with a burial, 

rather than the number of types, to infer differential status. At the Moundville Roadway site, 

Wilson et al (2010:83) found an inverse relationship between grave richness and the number of 

graves that display such richness, and that most types of social status appeared to have been 

achieved rather than ascribed at birth. In order to conduct these analyses, only singly buried 

individuals (e.g., no multiple burials) and their grave associations were assessed. Multiple 

interments can contain individuals of different ages, sexes, and statuses, and would therefore 

make results more difficult to interpret.  

 

NGG and NAT Analysis 

Among singly buried Archaic people at the Perry site, the majority of individuals (58.7%, 

n=184) were buried with no associated grave goods. As shown below, there is an inverse 

relationship between the number of people associated with grave goods and the number of grave 

goods present within a burial (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5. 1 Archaic: Number of 
Artifacts Associated with Individual 

Graves 

Number of 
Individuals 

Number of Grave 
Goods Associated 

183 0 
54 1 
28 2 
23 3 
13 4 
3 5 
1 6 
1 7 
1 11 
1 13 
1 21 

 Similarly, there is an inverse relationship seen among individuals interred with the 

amount of artifact types (Table 5.2) 

Table 5. 2 Archaic: Number of 
Artifact Types Associated with 

Individual Graves 

Number of 
Individuals 

Number of 
Artifact Types 

Associated 
183 0 
58 1 
34 2 
25 3 
8 4 
1 5 

These results indicate that some sort of rank or other achieved status differences were salient 

enough to be displayed in burial. The majority of people at the site have no associated grave 

goods, while a very few are interred with a great number of artifacts or types. As Archaic groups 
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are typically thought of as egalitarian by default, it was imagined that the differences in burial 

accoutrements would not be this stark. 

 The interment with the highest amount of artifact types is Burial 113, a female aged 16 to 

19 years at death. She was buried with 5 types of goods: a lithic PP/K, stone beads, shell beads, a 

bone awl, and a celt. After her, several individuals are interred with four types of goods. Burial 

718, a male aged in his forties, had 21 different artifacts interred with him, but they were only of 

three types: lithic PP/Ks, bifaces, and unmodified animal bones. The person with the next highest 

amount of goods is another male (Burial 623A) aged 40-49, with thirteen goods of four types: 

lithic PP/Ks, modified bone, a bone/antler flaker, and a terrapin/turtle shell. The last person with 

a high amount of goods was a female (Burial 360) in her forties, interred with eleven goods of 

four types: stone beads, shell beads, a bone needle and fishhooks.  

 

Sex and Age Artifact Distribution 

 The following discussion is still concerned strictly with singly buried individuals, as well 

as non-perishable goods. The soil and climate in the region are not conducive to preservation of 

items made of wood, feather, or cloth. While some people at Perry were likely interred with 

these types of goods, it is unfortunately impossible to distinguish when these items were present 

in a burial, or what these items would have been had they been present. In this section, the 

number of instances (n=x) refers to the number of burials associated with an artifact, rather than 

the number of artifacts at the site. For example, 47 separate burials are associated with beads, so 

the number of instances at the site is 47 (n=47). This does not indicate the number of beads with 

any individual; while there were 47 individuals interred with beads, the number of beads with 
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each person varied, with some single individuals having over a thousand beads interred with 

them, and others having only a few.  

There were slight differences in artifact associations between males, females, and 

subadults (Table 5.3) 

Table 5. 3 Archaic Artifact 
Associations: Percentage of 

Individuals Buried with at Least One 
Grave Good 

Male 43.6% 
Female 40.7% 

Subadult 37% 
Adults were more likely to be interred with higher numbers of artifacts than subadults. Males 

were interred with the highest numbers of artifacts; the two individuals associated with the 

highest number of artifacts were adult males. They were associated with 21 and 13 artifacts 

respectively. Adult females also were buried with relatively high numbers of artifacts, though 

fewer than adult men. The three females with the highest number of artifacts in association were 

interred with 11 artifacts, 7 artifacts, and 6 artifacts, respectively. The rest of the adult population 

was interred with five or less artifacts. Only one subadult was interred with four artifacts; the 

remaining had three or less. Regarding types, adults in general are associated with a greater 

number of types than subadults. As discussed above, the highest amount of types is found with a 

female, who was interred with five. After this, all adults are found with four artifact types or 

fewer. All subadults are found with three artifact types or fewer. 

 Several artifact types were found exclusively with adults (Table 5.4). The three 

turtle/terrapin shells present were found exclusively with older adults – two males, one in his 

forties and the other fifty or older, and one female, aged fifty or older. 
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Table 5. 4 Artifact Types Found 
Exclusively with Adults during the 

Archaic Period 

Artifact Type Number 
Found 

Modified Animal Bone 5 
Bone/Antler Flakers 3 

Unmodified Animal Bone 3 
Unmodified Rock 3 

Bone Needles 3 
Terrapin/Turtle Shells 3 

Alligator Jaws 2 
Fishhooks 2 

Bone/Antler Billets 2 
Celts 2 
Cores 2 

Abrader 1 
Scraper 1 
Bone Fid 1 

Bone/Antler Punch 1 
Drill 1 

Antler Bead 1 
Gorget (Unknown 

Material) 1 

Bone Pendant 1 
Shell Gorget 1 

Nuclei 1 
Atlatl Weight 1 

Headdress 1 
 

Several other artifact types were found mainly with adult burials (Table5.5). 

Comparatively, only a few artifacts were associated specifically or mainly with subadults: all of 

the shell ornaments present (n=2), most of the shell pendants (3 of 4; though, one of these is 

from an unknown temporal component), and the only piece of fired clay. Aside from the one 

shell pendant found with an adult of indeterminate age, all shell ornaments and shell pendants 

were found with children two years of age or younger. Children in general were interred with 
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limited types of goods when compared with adults. The majority of grave accompaniments for 

children were: shell beads, shell ornaments, shell pendants, stone beads, lithic and bone/antler 

PP/Ks, and bifaces. Limited occurrences of unmodified animal bone, non-ornamental shell, and 

unidentified bone tools were seen, as well as one bone pin, one pipe, one piece of fired clay, and 

one bone awl, all interred with separate individuals.  

 

Table 5. 5 Artifacts Found Mainly with Adults During the Archaic Period 

Artifact Number Found with 
Adults 

Total Number 
Present 

Percentage Found 
with Adults 

Bifaces 15 18 83.3% 
Bone Awls 10 12 83.3% 
Bone Pins 9 10 90% 

Nonornamental or 
Utilitarian Shell 

6 7 85.7% 

Preforms 5 6 83.3% 
Bone/Antler PP/Ks 4 6 66.6% 

 

Other artifact types were found with all children and adults of both sexes. Lithic PP/Ks 

(n=46) and shell beads (n=47) were the most ubiquitous artifacts seen amongst the Archaic 

population, and were found with adult males and females, as well as subadults. Stone beads also 

were found with adult males and females as well as subadults, but occurred in burials slightly 

less often (n=33). Only three individuals were associated with unmodified deer antlers – an adult 

male, an adult female, and a subadult. There were only three pipes in the sample, two found with 

adult males (aged 30-39 and 50+ years), and one found with a subadult aged 4 years (+/- 9 

months). Shell cups were also rare, with only two present in the sample: one with an adult female 

in her twenties, and the other with a child aged 8 years (+/- 9 months). 
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Artifact Distribution and Biodistance Analysis 

 To ascertain if certain closely related groups were associated with specific artifact types, 

all types of artifacts, aside from the very ubiquitous ones (such as lithic PP/Ks) were compared 

to known genetic relationships. The vast majority of artifact types do not show any association 

whatsoever with a particular genetic group. Two artifact types have very minor genetic 

associations. Of the twelve individuals associated with bone awls, half could be assessed using 

the metric or non-metric data. Only two of these individuals showed a close genetic relationship. 

Similarly, of the ten people buried with a bone pin, six had enough data to be included in the 

metric and non-metric tests. Here too, just two individuals had a close genetic relationship. Two 

other types had a more intriguing association, namely bone needles and fishhooks. Just three 

individuals were found with bone needles: Burials 84, 222, and 360. Burials 84 and 222 had 

enough dental material to be included in the biodistance analysis, and the Gower’s Coefficient 

indicated a close genetic relationship (0.06). Fishhooks also were found with two burials: 130 

and 360. These two were found to have a close genetic relationship using Gower’s Coefficient 

(0.06) as well. While the bone awls and bone pins are likely a coincidence, the association seen 

among bone needles and fishhooks may not be. However, as this sample is incredibly small, this 

cannot be stated with any high degree of confidence.  

 

Artifact Co-Occurrence Patterns 

 The following discussion only considers singly buried interments (i.e., one person in a 

grave), as multiple burials (two or more people in a grave) make it difficult to truly discern 

which items were interred with which individual, or if they were given to all individuals in the 

interment as a group.  
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Among singly buried Archaic males, there were not many artifacts that co-varied in any 

significant manner. Stone and shell beads were very often found together (p = .000), with ten 

people having both types of beads (Table 5.6). Other than this association, there are no 

significant co-occurrences among artifacts interred with singly buried adult males, aside from 

one-off relationships (e.g., one modified animal bone is associated with one unmodified animal 

bone, p = .05).   

Table 5. 6 Shell Bead * Stone Bead Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Males 

 Stone Bead  
Shell Bead Yes No Total 

Yes 10 6 16 
No 4 98 102 

Total 14 104 118 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 45.385a 1 .000 
a. 01 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.90. 

 

 Similarly, among singly interred Archaic females, there are, again, few significant artifact 

co-occurrences. Shell and stone beads were significantly associated (p = .000); all but one 

individual who had stone beads also had shell beads (Table 5.7).  

Table 5. 7 Shell Bead * Stone Bead Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Females 

 Stone Bead  
Shell Bead Yes No Total 

Yes 8 4 12 
No 1 69 70 

Total 9 73 82 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 44.620a 1 .000 
a. 01 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.32. 
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Shell beads also were significantly associated with bone awls (p = .011; Table 5.8) and bone pins 

(p = .003; Table 5.9). Bone awls and bone pins also were significantly associated using a chi 

square test, but this is representative of the same relationship indicated by the shell bead 

associations.  

 

Table 5. 8 Shell Bead * Bone Awl Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Females 

 Bone Awl  
Shell Bead Yes No Total 

Yes 3 9 12 
No 3 67 70 

Total 6 76 82 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.481a 1 .011 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .88. 

 

Table 5. 9 Shell Bead * Bone Pin Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Females 

 Bone Pin  
Shell Bead Yes No Total 

Yes 3 9 12 
No 2 68 70 

Total 5 77 82 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.772a 1 .003 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .73. 

 

Lithic PP/Ks were significantly associated with bone awls (p = .000; Table 5.10). All other 

significant associations are simply one-on-one relationships; for example, the only fishhook with 
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a female is associated with the only bone needle (p = .000; Table 5.11). While these are 

interesting, they do not contribute to further analytical discussion.  

 

Table 5. 10 Lithic PPK * Bone Awl Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Females 

 Bone Awl  
Lithic PPK Yes No Total 

Yes 4 8 12 
No 2 68 70 

Total 6 76 82 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.030a 1 .000 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .88. 

 

Table 5. 11 Fishhook * Bone Needle Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Females 

 Fishhook  
Bone Needle Yes No Total 

Yes 1 0 1 
No 0 81 81 

Total 1 81 82 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 82.000a 1 .000 
a. 3 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .01. 

 

 Subadults follow the same pattern, with very few significant artifact co-occurrences. All 

bifaces (n=3) were found with lithic PP/Ks (p = .000; Table 5.12), and stone and shell beads 

were significantly associated (p = .000; Table 5.13). Eight of ten subadults that had stone beads 

also had shell beads. Like the adults, all other significant co-occurrences were with one-on-one 

relationships, which are not particularly helpful for analysis.  
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Table 5. 12 Biface* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Subadults 

 Lithic PPK  
Biface Yes No Total 

Yes 3 0 3 
No 4 85 89 

Total 7 85 92 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 37.657a 1 .000 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .23. 

 

Table 5. 13 Stone Bead* Shell Bead Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Archaic Subadults 

 Shell Bead  
Stone Bead Yes No Total 

Yes 8 2 10 
No 9 73 82 

Total 17 75 92 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 28.190a 1 .000 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.85. 

 

Biodistance 

 Though dendrograms using the AGNES function were produced (see Appendix D), 

during analysis the matrices produced by the Gower’s Coefficient and Mahalanobis Distance 

measure were found to be more analytically helpful and were the main resource used to examine 

genetic relationships. Due to large amounts of missing data, only 106 individuals were able to be 

analyzed using Gower’s Coefficient, and 132 individuals were able to be analyzed using the 

Mahalanobis Distance measure. 
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Genetic Relationships among Multiple Burials 

Multiple burials were examined to determine if individuals buried in association with one 

another were of closer genetic relation than those buried in separate, non-associated pits. As 

noted in the materials and methods chapter, biodistance does not currently have a standardized 

threshold from which to measure if two individuals are closely related or not. This is because 

each measure of biodistance is relative to what statistical measure is used as well as the types and 

number of variables under analysis. Because of this, biodistance thresholds are unique for each 

study (Wix 2014:21). It was previously noted that Gower’s coefficient produces a dissimilarity 

matrix with values ranging from 0 (perfectly similar) to 1 (perfectly dissimilar). In this study, 

pairs of individuals with a dissimilarity score of 0.06 or less were considered closely related. 

Using the Mahalanobis Distance, a score of 0 on the distance matrix is a perfect match between 

pairs. Unlike Gower’s Coefficient, there is no upper threshold, as this measure uses a scale 

appropriate to the data. Distance is never negative using this measure. For this dataset, burials 

were determined to be genetically near one another if they were less than 1.00 using the 

Mahalanobis Distance measure.  

The majority of individuals within multiple burials appear to have been missing more 

than 50% of their metric data, meaning that these individuals could not be compared using the 

Mahalanobis distance triangular matrix. However, there were five multiple burial groups that 

contained at least two individuals present for comparison in the distance matrix. Individuals 

within all of these multiple burial groups do not appear to be especially genetically close (Table 

5.14), though Burials 616 and 617 are nearing the 1.00 threshold. 
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Gower’s coefficient also was used to examine multiple interments. There were fewer 

total individuals available in this analysis, however, one additional multiple burial could be 

examined. Gower’s mirrored what was found using the Mahalanobis distance measure, with the 

exception of the multiple interment containing burials 561A and 562 (Table 5.15). In the 

following tables, “Individuals in a Multiple Burial” indicates all the individuals present within a 

single burial pit (i.e., Burials 30, 31, and 32 are within one pit), while “Individuals in Distance 

Matrix” indicates which of the burials within that single burial pit had enough data to be included 

in biodistance analysis (i.e., only Burials 30 and 32.) 

 

Table 5. 14 Archaic: Mahalanobis Distance Scores for Multiple 
Burials 

 
Individuals in  

Multiple Burial  
Individuals in 

Distance Matrix 
Mahalanobis 

Distance Score 
30-32 30,32 1.52 

130, 131 130, 131 1.53 
510-515 510, 511, 514 1.64, 1.74, 1.57 
616-620 616, 617, 619 1.07, 1.27, 1.35 
700, 701 700, 701 1.31 
926, 927 926, 927 2.02 

  

Table 5. 15 Archaic: Gower’s Coefficient Scores for Multiple 
Burials 

 
Individuals in  

Multiple Burial  
Individuals in 

Distance Matrix 
Gower’s 

Coefficient 
Score 

30-32 30, 32 0.135 
130, 131 130, 131 0.097 
510-515 510, 515 0.083 

561A, 562 561A, 562 0.058 
700, 701 700, 701 0.109 
926, 927 926, 927 0.153 
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Though one burial pit is shared by individuals of close genetic relation, this appears to be the 

exception rather than the rule. As a whole, close genetic relationships did not appear to be a 

determining factor in the creation of multiple burials.  

 

Genetic and Physical Proximity 

 Using the metric and non-metric data, it appears as though close genetic relationships had 

little impact on mortuary organization during the Archaic period. Few closely related individuals 

were interred in close proximity to one another. Burials 561 and 562 are an exception, as they 

share a burial pit and are closely genetically related. As noted above, these individuals had a 

Gower’s Coefficient score of 0.058, indicating a close genetic relationship.  

 Burial 617 and 690 are interred less than five feet from one another (though not within 

the same multiple burial) and are closely related as indicated by the Mahalanobis Distance 

measure (MD = 0.95). However, burial 617 is interred in a large multiple burial group, consisting 

of burials 616-620, none of which are closely related to one another. Burials 311 and 312 are 

also buried within less than five feet of one another, though, again, not in a multiple interment, 

and were shown to be closely related using metric data (MD = 0.97). Other than these cases, no 

closely related individuals, as indicated through metric or non-metric data, were in close burial 

proximity.  

 Because rare traits are rare, they had to be originally culled from data analysis. However, 

these traits can still contribute significantly to biodistance analysis. By looking for groups of 

individuals that show joint occurrence of several traits as well as individuals within a group that 

have similarity in traits, researchers can make deductions about genetic relationships (Alt and 

Vach 1998). Additionally, the congenital absence of teeth is largely controlled by hereditary 
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factors (Dahlberg 1937; Brothwell, Carbonell and Goose 1963), and can be useful in ascertaining 

genetic relationships.  

 There is a cluster of Archaic burials that need discussion: 309-316, 319, 322, and 323 

(Figure 5.1).  

 

 

Figure 5. 1 Portion of cemetery map showing the cluster of possibly closely related Archaic 
individuals. 

 

Within this cluster, three people are congenitally missing their third molars: burials 312, 314, 

316. Seven of the people in the cluster were present in the Mahalanobis distance matrix, and 

could be examined for close genetic relationships. Three individuals within this cluster showed 

evidence of a close genetic relationship (burials 310, 311, and 312), while three other burials 
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within the cluster (313, 314, 316) did not (Table 5.16). The seventh individual from this cluster 

in the Mahalanobis Distance matrix, burial 315, was right on the cusp of having a close genetic 

relationship with burial 312, with a score of 1.00. 

 

Table 5. 16 Mahalanobis Distance Scores for the Archaic Cluster 

Individuals 
Compared 

 
MD Score 

310, 312 0.97 
310, 313 1.22 
310, 314 1.46 
310, 315 1.33 
310, 316 1.33 
311, 312 0.97 
311, 313 1.14 
311, 314 1.33 
311, 315 1.08 
311, 316 1.26 
312, 313 1.10 
312, 314 1.33 
312, 315 1.00 
312, 316 1.28 
313, 314 1.50 
313, 315 1.14 
313, 316 1.39 
314, 315 1.46 
314, 316 1.66 
315, 316 1.41 

Burials 313, 314, and 316 each had enough data to be included in the Mahalanobis Distance 

metric, but no close relationships were found between these burials and any others in the cluster. 

Similarly, burials 313 and 316 were present in the Gower’s Coefficient matrix, and did not show 

any close genetic relationships to anyone else in this cluster.  

The majority of individuals in this cluster do not show a close genetic relationship to one 

another. However, the majority of individuals are linked in different ways. Four individuals 

show a close genetic relation to at least one other person: burials 310, 311, 312, and 315. In 
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addition, burials 312, 314, and 316 have congenitally absent third molars, a highly genetic trait. 

When taken together, these two facts indicate that this probably is a cluster of closely related 

individuals, even though burial 313 is not tied to anyone else in the cluster through congenital 

absence of teeth or genetic relationships.  

Additionally, burials 310 and 319, who are also in the cluster, had craniosynostosis, a 

premature closure of the cranial sutures. Burial 310 had a premature closure of the coronal and 

anterior sagittal sutures. All of the sutures, even the temporals, of burial 319 were obliterated. 

However, during analysis it was noted that this likely occurred in early adulthood as the skull is 

not deformed. Though some cases of familial craniosynostosis do occur, recent studies have 

found that to be relatively rare, with only 8% of cases studied being caused by genetic factors. 

Within these cases, transmission appears to be autosomal dominant, and there is significant intra-

familial variability (Boyadjiev 2007:130). These are the only two individuals in the Archaic 

sample that show this trait, and they are included in the cluster of closely related individuals, 

which could be indicative of a familial relationship. However, with percentages of familial 

transmission so low, this cannot be said for certain.  

 

Biodistance and Health 

 In an effort to understand if genetic relationships influenced, for better or worse, an 

individual’s health and morbidity, enamel hypoplasias on the dentition were examined. Enamel 

defects can be heritable or due to localized or generalized disturbances. Generalized disturbances 

resulting in hypoplasias are the most common, and can be caused by infectious disease, 

metabolic and endocrine disorders (Ortner and Putschar 1981:457), or malnutrition (Goodman et 

al 1991). There are three types of hypoplasias: 
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1) Furrow-type defects 

2) Pit-type defects 

3) Plane-type defects 

Furrow defects are the most common, and are typically referred to as Linear Enamel Hypoplasia 

(LEH). These are most commonly found on the anterior teeth (incisors and canines), though they 

can be seen on the cheek teeth (premolars and molars) as well. They can be found on both the 

upper and lower dentition (Hillson 1996:167). This was the most common enamel defect found 

at the Perry site. Hypoplastic pits were seen at Perry as well, though were not as common as the 

linear type of defect. These pits can vary in size, and may be found as a “spread of pits” or 

occurring in a band along the crown (Hillson 1996:167).  

 Because enamel does not remodel, enamel defects are particularly useful in assessing the 

health of archaeological populations as they are a good, permanent indicator of previous stress. 

Stressors can be deleterious to health, and may leave lasting marks on the skeleton. As any 

“nonspecific response of the body to any demand” (Selye 1956:1), stress causes changes to the 

structure and chemical makeup of the body. Some of these changes are damage incurred by 

stressors, while others are defensive adaptations (Selye 1956:1). In order to cope with and 

respond to these stressors, the body has had to develop mechanisms to survive whatever is 

threatening it. During this process, physiological systems that are needed to survive are 

prioritized while non-essential systems (such as growth and reproduction) are inhibited. While in 

the short term this is beneficial, long term or repeated stress can have detrimental effects on 

health and well-being (Kemeny 2003:124). This prioritization of physiological systems is what 

leads to the cessation in enamel production, leaving a permanent marker of stressful events on 

the individual. 
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These markers of stress can help bioarchaeologists piece together health and illness of 

individuals and groups in the past. While responding to stress, individuals are at an increased risk 

for infectious disease, as the immune system is being repressed in favor of other systems. 

Chronic high stress also can lead to diseases of adaptation, such as kidney and liver disease, 

cardiovascular disease, and hypertension. What’s more, general chronic stress can lead to a 

decrease in fertility, affecting the genetic structure of a population (Brown 1981:78-79). 

Childhood stress has also been found to reduce an individual’s longevity (Rose et al 1978; 

Goodman and Armelagos 1988; Miszkiewicz 2015). Goodman and Armelagos (1988:941) 

believe there are three possibilities that account for this association. The first is that some people 

may simply be more susceptible to disease and physiological disruptions and their affects; 

essentially, ill children make for ill adults. Second, individuals who experienced and survived 

severe stress may lose their ability to respond to other stressors. Finally, this may be the outcome 

of behavioral or cultural exposure to stress that could lead to an increase in childhood stress and 

earlier death. The ability to examine individual morbidity and mortality in the past cannot be 

over emphasized. Understanding and interpreting markers of stress and the role they played on 

population health is essential to understanding populations in the past.  

 For these reasons, dental hypoplasias were chosen to understand the health and stress at 

the Perry site, and specifically, to see if some closely related individuals suffered more stress 

than others. Among Archaic individuals, 30 were recorded as having some type of enamel 

hypoplasia, with eight of these individuals having a close genetic relationship to someone else 

with a hypoplasia (Table 5.17). Gower’s coefficient indicates that some closely related 

individuals were more affected by stress early in life than others at the site, particularly 

individuals 128 and 317, who were related to each other as well as other individuals with LEH or 
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pitting hypoplasias. Burial 128 specifically is related to a large number individuals with 

hypoplasias. Unfortunately, this burial was very fragmentary and could only be identified as an 

adult of unknown sex. While not much is known about this individual, it does appear that he or 

she is central to the genetic relationships concerning individuals with hypoplasias. It should be 

remembered, however, that all of these individuals had other close genetic relations that did not 

have hypoplasias.   

 

Table 5. 17 Gower’s Coefficient Scores of individuals with LEH 

Individuals 
Compared 

 
Gower’s Coefficient Score 

73, 128 .04 
128, 130 .06 
128, 140 .06 
128, 297 .04 
128, 317 .05 

317, 458A .06 
 

No close genetic relationships were found using the metric data, using the Mahalanobis Distance 

measure. This could be due to extreme stress causing fluctuating asymmetry in the size of the 

teeth, though tests regarding fluctuating symmetry would have to be conducted to know for 

certain. 

 

Social Organization 

 This population is highly related and very homogenous. “Close” genetic relationships 

used in the above analysis are truly close; with no score higher than 2.4 in metric analysis and 

0.33 (on a scale of 0 to 1) in the non-metric analysis. “Outliers” (still genetically close, but the 

most distantly so) were also both male and female. As such, no inferences could be made as to 
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whether this population was matrilineal/matrilocal, or patrilineal/patrilocal. Because the 

biodistance results are so similar, it is possible that this was an endogamous group, or that they 

heavily intermarried with only a few other nearby groups.  

 

Atypical Burials 

Prone 

 Three Archaic individuals were noted during analysis as being buried face-down, or 

prone. One individual, burial 38, was an adult male of unknown age. He was interred with a red 

stone bead necklace; unfortunately, though, excavators noted that all but one bead were stolen 

during removal. In addition to being interred prone, the burial appears to have been tossed into 

the too-small burial pit, due to the arm and leg placement. The right arm is bent up under itself, 

while the left hand is folded under the pelvis. Both legs appear to have been leaning against the 

wall of the burial pit, based on the excavation drawing. The only pathologies observed were 

linear enamel hypoplasias on the lower right canine; no trauma or body modifications were 

observed. This individual was buried in the center of the cemetery, where the majority of 

Archaic burials are interred. While not interred any meaningful distance from other people at the 

site, he was, however, on the northernmost edge of this area.  

 Burial 305, also prone, is a 25-29 year old male that is also missing his feet. He was 

interred with two bifaces and a shell bead necklace. No trauma was noted, though he did have 

some common pathologies: periostitis in the legs (mild to moderate), osteochondritis dissecans, 

stage 2 porotic hyperostosis, and Schmorl’s nodes. This person was interred near other Archaic 

burials; however, he too is on the outskirts of the central part of the cemetery, though unlike 

burial 38, he is located on the southern side. 
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 Burial 466 is the final prone Archaic individual noted during analysis. This juvenile, aged 

6 years (+/- 9 months) was part of a multiple burial with juvenile burial 467, aged 5 years (+/- 9 

months). Burial 467 was a sitting interment. These juveniles were interred with a single artifact, 

a lithic PP/K. Burial 466 had some small endocranial lesions, but no other trauma or pathology 

was noted. These individuals were buried outside the central Archaic burial area, and they are on 

the northern extreme of the excavated area. However, there are a few other Archaic interments 

close by.  

 

Snail Shells  

 Burial 75 is somewhat of a curiosity. This was an adult female aged 30-39, interred in the 

sitting position. She was associated with 106 snail shells, a lithic PP/K, and a bone pin. What 

makes this individual an oddity is that, according to the artifact bag containing the snail shells, 

“the cranial vault was filled with the shells.” The body appears to have been articulated at the 

time of excavation, so, if these shells were intentionally placed, the skull must have been dug up, 

been filled, and replaced. However, the archaeological notes do not mention any intrusions, 

shafts, or anything along these lines. This may be some type of taphonomic activity, but the large 

amount of snail shells call this into question. 

 

Mississippian Results 

Population 

In the Mississippian portion of the cemetery, there were 155 males and two probable males, 158 

females and six probable females, 30 adults of indeterminate sex, and 314 subadults. All age 

groups from birth to elderly adults (50+ years) are represented in the cemetery. Further, as 
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discussed below, all status/ranks appear present within this burial site. Based on these results, 

this cemetery does not appear to be designated for a specific portion of the population, and 

seems to include the entire population.  

 

Artifacts – Grave Good Associations 

Number of Grave Goods Analysis 

In general, artifacts were more prevalent and had greater variety in types in the 

Mississippian population when compared to the Archaic. Singly buried individuals (no multiple 

interments) were assessed to determine their burial good associations, specifically, the number of 

grave goods (NGG analysis). Among singly buried Mississippians at the Perry site, 63.9% of 

individuals (n=373) were buried with no associated grave goods. As shown below, there is an 

inverse relationship between the number of people associated with grave goods and the number 

of grave goods present within a burial (Table 5.18). 

Seven individuals had a high number of funerary goods associated with their burial: 

1003, 982, 918, 455, 436A, 558, and 92A. All of these individuals, with the exception of burial 

1003, are males aged between their twenties and forties. Burial 1003, the individual with 39 

associated artifacts, is a subadult around two years of age, and was buried with a large number of 

ornamental goods. Namely, five turtle shell pendants, copper beads (40 in number, but counted 

as one artifact as this was likely one piece of jewelry), and 34 canid teeth pendants. It should be 

noted that the 34 canid teeth may have been a necklace as well, and could have been a single 

artifact. If so, this burial would only contain seven items rather than 39. While still a high 

number of artifacts, it would no longer be in the highest category.  
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Table 5. 18  Count of Grave Goods 
Associated with Mississippian 

Individual Burials 

Number of 
Individuals 

Number of Grave 
Goods Associated 

371 0 
87 1 
52 2 
27 3 
15 4 

 9 5 
 6 6 

4 7 
3 8 
1 11 
2 13 
1 27 
1 32 
1 34 
1 39 

 

The individual with the next highest artifact count was burial 982, a 30-35 year old male 

who was buried with a large cache (n=32) of preforms, bifaces, and adzes. In addition to this 

cache, this individual was also interred with a bone fishhook, sherds, a lithic PP/K, and a preform 

not associated with the cache. Burial 92A, another male in his thirties, had the next highest 

amount of associated mortuary goods, 32. These included lithic PP/Ks, a bone or antler PP/K, 

bone flakers, a modified antler, an engraved bone, a bone punch, bone awls, bone drifts, bifaces, 

an abrader, and a metate. During their report on the initial excavation, Webb and DeJarnette 

(1942:71) noted that the associations with this particular grave “seem to represent a rather 

complete set of tools for working flint by percussion fracture.”  

Burial 455 was interred with 27 grave goods of twelve different types: deer bones, deer 

antlers, antler flakers, a polished bone tool, a fishhook preform, a bone fid (used in rope work), 

punches, an awl, an abrader, a lithic PP/K, an antler billet and an antler PP/K. He was aged 20-25 
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years at death. Two individuals were associated with thirteen goods, burials 918 and 436A. 

Burial 918, a male in his thirties, was interred with an unidentified bone, lithic PP/Ks, bone or 

antler PP/Ks, an adze, biface, and preform. Number 436A, a male in his forties, was interred with 

13 burial goods of 12 different types: lithic PP/Ks, a bone or antler PP/K, a stone gorget, an 

antler atlatl hook, a hammerstone, an unmodified deer antler, a bone pin, an unmodified animal 

bone, animal teeth, an antler flaker, modified animal bone, and an unspecified bone tool. Burials 

558 and 519A are both males in their forties, buried with eleven and ten artifacts, respectively. 

Burial 558 had unspecified antler tools, preforms, an antler billet, two chert celts, turtle shell 

fragments, and an antler PP/K. Burial 519 was interred with PP/Ks, preforms, several types of 

sherds, and a biface. 

 

Number of Artifact Types Analysis 

The number of artifact types (NAT analysis) by individual burial was also tabulated. A similar 

drop off is seen when looking at the number of (singly buried) individuals with a low number of 

grave good types compared to those with a large number of grave good types (Table 5.19), 

though there are three individuals all tied for being interred with the highest number of artifact 

types. The three burials interred with twelve artifact types, burials 436A, 92A, and 455 are all 

male, and also three of the six burials with the largest quantity of grave goods found at the site, 

discussed above. The burial with the next highest amount of artifact types (eight), however, is 

burial 237, an infant aged around 6 months at time of death. This subadult was interred with a 

large conch shell, shell and bone beads, a shell cup, a terrapin shell with teeth from a drum fish 

(determined to be a probable rattle), a shell pendant, and a lithic PP/K. 
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Table 5. 19 Mississippian – Number 
of Associated Artifact Types 

Number of 
Individuals 

Number of 
Artifact Types 

Associated 
371 0 
94 1 
63 2 
27 3 
11 4 
7 5 
4 6 
1 8 
3 12 

 

As shown above, the NAT and NGG analysis of the Perry site do display differences that 

would be expected if some sort of rank or other status differences were displayed through burial 

associations. Namely, that the majority of individuals are buried with no associated goods, and 

very few have a large number of items and types. 

 

Distribution of Artifacts and Biodistance Relationship 

 As with the Archaic population, all artifacts that were not ubiquitous at the site were 

examined to see if they were found with a group or groups of closely related individuals. This 

was undertaken to determine if certain social roles, as evidenced through mortuary associations, 

were limited to individuals within certain family or kin groups, as shown through genetic 

relationships. As with the Archaic, however, the vast majority of artifacts did not show any 

association with any group of closely related individuals. Of the eleven individuals interred with 

a bone pin, seven were included in either the metric or non-metric analysis (or both). Only two of 

these individuals showed a close genetic relationship. Similarly, of the ten people associated with 

a bottle, six could be assessed using biodistance analysis. Of these, there were two sets of 
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individuals who were closely related: burials 372 and 401, and burials 158 and 161. However, 

neither of these sets were related to one another (i.e., 372 was not related to 158 or 161, 401 was 

not related to 158 or 161). So, while there are close genetic relationships found among people 

interred with a bottle, it does not seem to represent any social role defined through genetic 

relationships. The only artifact that may be associated with one set of genetic relations is the celt. 

Of the fourteen individuals associated with a celt (several of which are in a multiple burial), only 

five could be assessed for genetic proximity. Three of these, however, all showed a close genetic 

relationship with one another: burials 178, 302, and 546. Regardless, for the most part, there does 

not appear to be a genetic bias regarding the placement of grave goods among the Mississippian 

population. 

 

Artifact Associations 

 As with the Archaic sample, the following discussion only considers singly buried 

individuals, as it is often difficult in multiple burials to determine which artifacts were associated 

with a specific individual, or if they were associated with the group. Again, the number of 

instances (n=x) refers to the number of burials associated with an artifact, rather than the number 

of artifacts at the site. For example, shell beads (n=33) indicates that thirty-three singly buried 

individuals were associated with shell beads; the actual number of shell beads found with 

Mississippians at the site is in the thousands. 

Males and subadults are associated with lithic adornment goods (slate or stone 

gorgets/pendants, stone beads) while none are found with adult females. While males also have 

shell items, females and subadults tend to have more (e.g., beads, cups, pendants/gorgets, 

ornaments; See Table 5.20). Others (Rodning 2012) have noted similar associations between 
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females, subadults, and shell gorgets in the southeast, specifically at the pre-European contact 

Warren Wilson site. However, at a post-European contact site nearby, Coweeta Creek, the 

association shifts from females and subadults to males and subadults. It is possible that this 

association between females, subadults and shell gorgets is regional in nature throughout the 

southeast before prolonged European contact and influence, though more investigation is needed. 

 

Table 5. 20 Mississippian – Artifact Associations with Males, Females, Subadults 

Sex Slate 
Stone 
Gorge

t 

Stone 
Pendant 

Stone 
Beads 

Shell 
Bead 

Shell 
Cups 

Shell 
Pendant 

Shell 
Gorget 

Shell 
Ornamen

t  

Male 1 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 
Female 0 0 0 10 0 2 2 1 

Subadult 0 0 3 20 2 9 2 2 
Total 2 1 4 33 2 12 5 3 

 

When looking at the site as a whole, males were more likely to be buried with grave 

goods than females. While 47.7% of males were interred with goods, only 36% of females were 

found with grave furniture. Males also were associated with more types of goods than females. 

Only males were found with abraders (n=3), unmodified animal bone (n=2), cores (n=2), bone 

drift (n=2), a slate gorget (n=1), stone pendant (n=1), pearl bead (n=1), dog burial (n=1), atlatl 

hook (n=1), metate (n=1), and a rattle (though, a possible rattle was interred with a young 

subadult). Furthermore, there are some artifacts for which males and subadults are associated, 

but are not found with females: non-pendant animal teeth (n=3), steatite vessels/sherds (n=3), 

and stone beads (n=4).  

 While not as numerous as those found with males, there are some artifacts that are 

associated with only females: bone fid (which was used for weaving or basketry [Milanich 
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2017:292]; n=1), shell pin (n=1), ceramic ladle (n=1), pick (n=1), and a utilized flake (n=1). 

Females and subadults also share associations with specific artifacts that males do not: shell 

ornaments (n=3) and bone beads (n=4). While not exclusively found with females and subadults, 

shell beads do tend to be heavily associated with them. Shell beads were found in association 

with ten females, twenty subadults, and only three males. 

Age played a role in grave good allotment as well: all groundstone (n=6) in the sample 

was interred with adults of either sex, as were unidentified antler tools (n=2) and drills (n=2). 

Bone/Antler billets (n=5) were associated with adults age 20 and above; the only exception was 

an infant who died around the time of birth. Bone awls (n=22) were fairly ubiquitous at the site 

regarding age. However, they are heavily concentrated with individuals in their thirties, forties, 

and fifties. Groundstone (n=5) was only interred with individuals twenty years of age or older. 

Lithic PP/Ks were ubiquitous as well (n=72). They too, however, were heavily associated with 

adults (20 to 50+ years). Of the 73 burials associated with lithic PP/Ks, 47 burials fall into this 

age group. Similarly, the vast majority of burials with bifaces, 15 of 18 burials, were associated 

with adults, aged in range from 20 to 50+ years. The majority of modified bones were found with 

adults between the ages of 30-50 (n=5), while two were found with subadults. 

Some artifacts also were found strictly with subadults: shell of any kind (n=6) that was 

not any type of wearable ornamentation or a spoon (e.g., riverine or snail shells) were found 

strictly with subadults (n=6), shell cups (n=2), bone ornament (n=1), copper coated wooden ear 

spools (n=1), bone beamer (used for scraping hides; n=1), animal tooth pendants (n=2), double 

bowls (n=2), and crinoid stems/beads (n=2). Amongst single burials, the only pipe found was 

with a subadult. Of twelve shell pendants, the vast majority (n=9) were found with subadults 

aged 4 years (+/- 9 months) or younger. The other three shell pendants were found with young 
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adults, a female aged 16-19 years, a female aged 20-29 years, and a male aged 20-29 years. This 

relationship was not statistically significant, though it was approaching significance (p=.068). 

However, there is a clear preference to put these pendants with young children under the age of 

four. The remaining artifact categories were found with subadults as well as adult males and 

females: shell spoons, lithic PP/Ks, copper beads (n=5), modified bone (n=6), unidentified bone 

(n=9), bone pins (n=8), bone/antler flakers (n=9), bone/antler punch (n=5), bone/antler billet 

(n=5), turtle/terrapin shells (n=7), celts (n=4), adzes (n=6), and fishhooks (n=6). Other artifacts 

were only found in multiple burials and thus not discussed here.  

As noted above, shell pendants tend to be found with children aged 4 years (+/- 9 

months) and younger. This seems to be part of a pattern of interring certain artifact types with 

two different age groups: children around four or five and younger and with adults, beginning 

around 15 years of age. Children from ages 6 to 12 years (+/-6 months) are typically and 

noticeably interred with far fewer types of artifacts than their younger and older counterparts, 

though occasionally subadults around age 12 are interred with “adult” artifacts (Table 5.21). 

While shell beads (n=33) are fairly ubiquitous at the site, they are largely associated with 

two age groups: adults (aged around fifteen years to individuals in their forties) and young 

children (aged from birth to 3 years +/- 6 months). Of the 33 single burials associated with shell 

beads, 31 fall within these two age categories. Only two individuals between the ages of four 

years (+/- 9 months) and twelve years (+/- 6 months) have shell beads.  

Certain artifacts are largely, though not exclusively, found with adults beginning 

typically around age 15, though again, occasionally age twelve (Table 5.22).  
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Table 5. 21 Artifacts Found Exclusively with Young Children and Adults 

Artifact Age Found with Children Age Found with Adults (or 
Older Children) 

Shell Beads (n=31; 31 out of 
33 instances of burial with 
shell beads) 

3 years (+/- 6 months) and 
younger 

15 years (+/- 6 months) to  
< 50 years 

Jars (n=17) 3 years (+/- 6 months) and 
younger 

12 years +/- 6 months and 
older 

Preforms (n=12) 4 years (+/- 9 months) and 
younger 

30 years + 

Terrapin/Turtle Shells 
(n=7) 

5 years (+/- 9 months) and 
younger 

20 years + 

Shell Gorgets (n=5) 1 year (+/- 3 months) 20-29 years ; 40-49 years 
Stone Beads (n=4) 5 years (+/- 9 months)  With a single adult male, 

aged 30-39 
Bone Beads (n=4) 4 years (+/- 9 months) and 

younger 
With a single adult, aged 16-
19 years 

Deer Antler (n=4) 1 year (+/- 3 months) and 
younger 

15 years+ 

Non-pendant Animal Teeth 
(n=4)  

6 months (+/- 2 months) 30-49 years 

 

The only discoidal not in a multiple burial was found with a 15 (+/- 6 months) year old 

individual, who would have been old enough to play. Bone/antler flakers (n=9) and adzes (n=6) 

are only interred with individuals aged 15 years (+/- 6 months) and older, and bone/antler 

punches (n=5) are only found with individuals aged 12 (+/- 6 months) or older. Fishhooks (n=6) 

are only found with individuals 15 years (+/- 6 months) or older, with the exception of one 

interred with an infant around 6 months in age at the time of death. Bone pins (n=8) are largely 

associated with individuals aged 12 years (+/- 6 months) and above, except for two. One of 

which was associated with an infant, aged 1 year +/- 3 months, and another with a child aged 10 

years (+/- 9 months). Celts (n=4) are mainly found with adults thirty years of age or older, except 

for one found with a child aged 1 year +/- 3 months. 
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Table 5. 22 Artifacts Found Mainly with Adults 

Artifact Age Found with Adult Age Found with Subadult, if 
Applicable 

Discoidal (n=1) 15 years (+/- 6 months) N/A 
Bone/Antler Flakers (n=9) 15 years (+/- 6 months) and 

older 
N/A 

Adzes (n=6) 15 years (+/- 6 months) and 
older 

N/A 

Fishhooks (n=6) 15 years (+/- 6 months) and 
older 

6 months (+/- 2 months) 

Bone/Antler Punches (n=5) 12 years (+/- 6 months) and 
older 

N/A 

Bone Pins (n=8) 12 years (+/- 6 months) and 
older 

1 year (+/- 3 months); 10 
years (+/- 9 months) 

Celts (n=4) 30 years and older 1 year (+/- 3 months) 
 

Artifact Co-Occurrence Patterns 

 At the site in general, some artifacts tend to occur together. Lithic PP/Ks are one of the 

most ubiquitous artifacts at the site, and are associated with a number of other artifacts. Among 

adults, lithic PP/Ks are always found with deer antler, abraders, animal teeth, rattles, and chisels, 

and frequently with bone/antler PP/Ks and adzes (Table 5.23).  

Table 5. 23 Artifacts Associated with Lithic PP/Ks Among Adult Mississippians 
Artifact Number Found with Lithic 

PPK (Among Adults) 
Total Number Present at 

Site (Among Adults) 
Unmodified/Modified Deer 

Antler 
5 5 

Abrader 7 7 
Animal Teeth 2 2 

Rattles/Probable Rattles 2 2 
Chisel 6 6 

Bone/Antler PP/K 12 14 
Adzes 11 15 

 

When looking at only singly buried adult males, there are also several trends. Lithic 

PP/Ks seemed to be a prerequisite for being interred with many other types of artifacts. All 
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abraders (Table 5.24)), unmodified animal bones (Table 5.25), and unmodified deer antler (Table 

5.26) are found with lithic PP/Ks.	

Table 5. 24 Abraders* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Males 

 Lithic PPK  
Abraders Yes No Total 

Yes 3 0 3 
No 26 95 121 

Total 29 95 124 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.071a 1 .002 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .70. 

 

Table 5. 25 Unmodified Animal Bone* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Males 

 Lithic PPK  
Unmodified Animal 

Bone 
Yes No Total 

Yes 2 0 2 
No 27 95 122 

Total 29 95 124 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.659a 1 .010 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .47. 

The majority of bifaces were found with lithic PP/Ks (Table 5.27)), as were the majority of 

bone/antler PP/Ks (Table 5.28). Though the number of instances for some of these artifact 

associations are small, they are still significant and not likely due to random chance. Further, 

there is a similar association between bodily adornment and lithic PP/Ks. While not significant 

due to the limited number of cases (one each), all forms of bodily adornment were found in 
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association with a lithic PP/Ks: a slate gorget, shell gorget, shell pendant, stone pendant, stone 

beads, copper beads, pearl beads.  

Table 5. 26 Unmodified Deer Antler* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Males 

 Lithic PPK  
Unmodified Deer 

Antler 
Yes No Total 

Yes 2 0 2 
No 27 95 122 

Total 29 95 124 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.659a 1 .010 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .47. 

Table 5. 27 Biface* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian Males 

 Lithic PPK  
Biface Yes No Total 

Yes 7 2 9 
No 22 93 115 

Total 29 95 124 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 16.023a 1 .000 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.10. 

Table 5. 28 Bone/Antler PPK* Lithic PPK Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Males 

 Lithic PPK  
Bone/Antler PPK Yes No Total 

Yes 5 2 7 
No 24 93 117 

Total 29 95 124 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.556a 1 .002 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.64. 
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Females did not have as many goods or types of goods in association with them as males. 

However, when examining all singly buried females at the site, there are still some significant 

co-occurrences. Shell beads appear to be a prerequisite in most cases for having some items. 

Shell beads (3 of 10 instances) were found associated with sherds (Table 5.29), as well as all of 

the shell gorgets buried with females (Table 5.30). Jars (2 of 5) also were significantly associated 

with shell beads (Table 5.31). The only shell spoon in the sample was associated with shell beads 

(Table 5.32) and a shell gorget (Table 5.33). One of two shell pendants was associated with shell 

beads (Table 5.34), and the only shell pin in the sample was not found with shell beads.  

Table 5. 29 Sherds* Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Shell Beads  
Sherds Yes No Total 

Yes 3 8 11 
No 7 114 121 

Total 10 122 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.649a 1 .010 
a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .83. 

 

Table 5. 30 Shell Gorgets* Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Shell Beads  
Shell Gorget Yes No Total 

Yes 2 0 2 
No 8 122 130 

Total 10 122 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 24.775a 1 .000 
a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .15. 
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a.  1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .53.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08.  

 

a. 3 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .02.  

 

Table 5. 31 Jars * Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian Females 
 Shell Beads  

Jars Yes No Total 
Yes 2 5 7 
No 8 117 125 

Total 10 122 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.654a 1 .031 

Table 5. 32 Shell Spoon * Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Shell Beads  
Shell Spoon Yes No Total 

Yes 1 0 1 
No 9 122 131 

Total 10 122 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.654a 1 .000 

Table 5. 33 Shell Spoon * Shell Gorget Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Shell Gorget  
Shell Spoon Yes No Total 

Yes 1 0 1 
No 1 130 131 

Total 2 130 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 65.496a 1 .000 
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a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08.  

 

Though these samples are small, it does appear as though the presence of shell beads was 

generally a prerequisite for the presence of other shell items in female burials, with the exception 

being pendants and the shell pin. This could be because shell items were quite ubiquitous, or 

perhaps that wealthier people (as evidenced by the shell beads and elaborated on in Chapter 6) 

simply had more stuff. 

Aside from lithic PP/Ks, stone objects were not typically found with females. However, 

among those stone objects that were seen with females, there were some significant associations 

present. Lithic PP/Ks were found with preforms (2 of 3 instances; Table 5.35), all adzes (Table 

5.36), and all hammerstones (Table 5.37). Stone materials were not common with females; 

however, it does appear that there were rules for their inclusion in female graves. In general, 

having a lithic PP/K in association generally allowed the association of other stone artifacts to be 

interred in the grave of a female. Further, no stone artifact (aside from PP/Ks) was interred with 

a female without the presence of at least one other stone object. 

 

Table 5. 34 Shell Pendant * Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Shell Beads  
Shell Pendant Yes No Total 

Yes 1 1 2 
No 9 121 130 

Total 10 122 132 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.220a 1 .022 
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a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .45.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30 .  

 

Table 5. 35 Lithic PPK * Preforms Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Lithic PPK  
Preforms Yes No Total 

Yes 2 1 3 
No 17 107 124 

Total 19 108 127 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.457a 1 .011 

Table 5. 36 Lithic PPK * Adzes Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian Females 
 Lithic PPK  

Adzes Yes No Total 
Yes 2 0 2 
No 17 108 125 

Total 19 108 127 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.550a 1 .001 

Table 5. 37 Lithic PPK * Hammerstone Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Lithic PPK  
Hammerstone Yes No Total 

Yes 2 0 2 
No 17 108 125 

Total 19 108 127 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.550a 1 .001 
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 Bowls and jars had some significant associations though in reality they do not appear to 

be that noteworthy for analysis (for example, 1 bowl (of 3) was found with 1 bone flaker (of 2); 

Table 5.38). 

 

a. 3 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .12.  

 

 Aside from the artifacts mentioned above, the majority of other artifacts interred with 

females were single instances, such as the only bone/antler punch being associated with an awl. 

While this produced a significant association using a chi square, it is of little analytical use and 

will not be elaborated on here. 

The artifact relationships seen among adults did not hold true for children; lithic PP/Ks 

were not always found with any other good (except in instances with a count of one). Animal 

teeth were always in association with shell pendants (Table 5.39), meaning they also were 

always found with young children aged four years (+/-9 months) or younger. Further, animal 

teeth were always found in association with shell beads (Table 5.40).  

 

Table 5. 38 Bowl * Bone/Antler Flaker Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Females 

 Bowl  
Bone/Antler Flaker Yes No Total 

Yes 1 1 2 
No 2 123 125 

Total 3 124 127 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 19.994a 1 .000 
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a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06 

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .14.  

 

Terrapin/turtle shells (Table 5.41) were frequently found with shell beads.  

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .14.  

 

 Table 5. 39 Animal Teeth * Shell Pendants Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Animal Teeth  
Shell Pendant Yes No Total 

Yes 2 7 9 
No 0 286 286 

Total 2 293 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 63.989a 1 .000 

Table 5. 40 Animal Teeth * Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Subdaults 

 Animal Teeth  
Shell Beads Yes No Total 

Yes 2 18 20 
No 0 275 275 

Total 2 293 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 27.688a 1 .000 

Table 5. 41 Terrapin/Turtle Shell * Shell Beads Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Terrapin/Turtle Shell  
Shell Beads Yes No Total 

Yes 2 18 20 
No 1 274 275 

Total 3 292 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 17.199a 1 .000 
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A third of subadults with high amounts of shell beads (over 100) were found in 

association with shell pendants (Table 5.42). Subadults with high amounts of shell beads were 

often found with other unique items. Of the two subadults with non-pendant animal teeth, one 

was associated with a high amount of shell beads (Table 5.43). Further, the only copper plated 

ear spools (Table 5.44), steatite bowl (Table 5.45), and celt (Table 5.46) were associated with 

high amounts of shell beads, though the steatite bowl and celt were found with the same 

individual.  

 

a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .18.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .04.  

 

Table 5. 42 Shell Pendant * High Shell Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Subdaults 

 Shell Pendant  
High Shell Yes No Total 

Yes 2 4 6 
No 7 282 289 

Total 9 286 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 18.989a 1 .000 

Table 5. 43 Animal Teeth * High Shell Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Subdaults 

 Animal Teeth  
High Shell Yes No Total 

Yes 1 5 6 
No 1 288 289 

Total 2 293 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 23.251a 1 .000 
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a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .02.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .02.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .02.  

 

Table 5. 44 Copper Ear Spool * High Shell Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Copper Ear Spool  
High Shell Yes No Total 

Yes 1 5 6 
No 0 289 289 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 48.330a 1 .000 

Table 5. 45	Steatite Bowl * High Shell Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Subdaults 

 Steatite Bowl  
High Shell Yes No Total 

Yes 1 5 6 
No 0 289 289 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 48.330a 1 .000 

Table 5. 46	Celt * High Shell Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian Subdaults 
 Celt  

High Shell Yes No Total 
Yes 1 5 6 
No 0 289 289 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 48.330a 1 .000 
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Jars, too, were found in association with unique items; specifically, the only shell spoon 

found with a singly interred subadult (Table 5.47) as well as the only subadult associated with a 

double bowl (Table 5.48). Bone/antler PP/Ks were similarly associated with rare goods. The only 

subadults interred with a bone ornament (Table 5.49), a bone punch (Table 5.50), and a 

headdress (Table 5.51) were found in association with bone/antler PP/Ks.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .03.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .05.  

 

Table 5. 47	Jar * Shell Spoon Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian Subdaults 
 Shell Spoon  

Jar Yes No Total 
Yes 1 7 8 
No 0 287 287 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 35.997a 1 .000 

Table 5. 48 Jar * Double Bowl Crosstabulation and Chi Square – Mississippian 
Subdaults 

 Double Bowl  
Jar Yes No Total 
Yes 1 7 8 
No 1 286 287 

Total 2 293 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 17.067a 1 .000 
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a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .03.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .03.  

 

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .03.  

 

Table 5. 49	Bone/Antler PPK * Bone Ornament Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Bone Ornament  
Bone/Antler PPK Yes No Total 

Yes 1 7 8 
No 0 287 287 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 35.997a 1 .000 

Table 5. 50 Bone/Antler PPK * Bone/Antler Punch Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Bone/Antler Punch  
Bone/Antler PPK Yes No Total 

Yes 1 7 8 
No 0 287 287 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 35.997a 1 .000 

Table 5. 51	Bone/Antler PPK * Headdress Crosstabulation and Chi Square – 
Mississippian Subdaults 

 Headdress  
Bone/Antler PPK Yes No Total 

Yes 1 7 8 
No 0 287 287 

Total 1 294 295 
 

Value df 
Asymptotic 

Significance (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 35.997a 1 .000 
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When looking at overall artifact distribution (for both single and multiple interments) two 

types of artifacts were fairly ubiquitous: sherds and lithic PP/Ks. There are 100 burials (13.9%) 

associated with sherds, and 118 (16.3%) associated with lithic PP/Ks. Bone/Antler PP/Ks were 

not seen as frequently, with only 23 (3.19%) instances of grave good association. Shell beads 

were fairly common, though not as common as sherds or lithic PP/Ks: 45 burials (6.24%) were 

found with some quantity of shell beads. Eighteen burials (2.49%) had one hundred or more 

beads interred with them, and of these, three burials (0.42%) were found with over 1,000 beads. 

Bone awls were nearly as common as shell beads, with 43 instances (5.9%) of inclusion as a 

grave good. However, only one (0.13%) individual was interred with bone awls made from 

human remains (n=2). 

 

Spatial Distribution of the Site 

Bilateral Division of the Mississippian Cemetery 

 As discussed in the previous chapter, an effort was made to separate out as many 

individuals into their proper time periods as possible. This was accomplished through artifact 

associations and burial depths. While not all burials could be assigned a definite or even probable 

cultural period, the vast majority were able to be sorted. Once this was accomplished, the burials 

were plotted in space using the original burial excavation forms and a clear pattern emerged. A 

large portion of the archaic burials are centered in the cemetery space, while the Mississippian 

interments are focused on the eastern and western sides. While there is some overlap (i.e., 

Archaic burials found in the east or west; Mississippian burials located in the center), the vast 

majority make up this pattern (see Figures 4.5 and 4.6 in the previous chapter). This indicates 
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that not only did the Mississippians purposefully create two distinct spaces for the dead, they 

also had knowledge of the placement of the Archaic burials.  

 

Bilateral Division of Goods 

 Upon realizing there was a bilateral division in space at the site during the Mississippian 

period, artifacts were plotted to determine if there were any spatial divisions present in the 

assemblage. Several types of burial goods at the site were confined or mainly confined to one 

half of the cemetery (see Figure 5.2). All celts, chisels, most adzes, shell cups, pearl beads, bone 

beads and rattles (and probable rattles) were located on the east side of the cemetery, while pipes 

were confined to the west or center.  

Of these associations, some were statistically significant: celts (Table 5.52) adzes (Table 

5.53) and pipes (Table 5.54). While the other four artifact categories (shell cups, pearl beads, 

bone beads and rattles) were not significant, this is likely due to the overall small number of 

artifacts present in that category. For the Mississippian population, there were only three shell 

cups, two individuals with pearl beads, six individuals with bone beads, and three rattles or 

probable rattles. However, given that there is a statistically significant division of artifacts 

established with other artifact types, it is possible that these bilateral divisions are also not due to 

random chance. 
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Figure 5. 2 Map showing the East/West division of artifacts in the Mississippian 
period at Perry. 
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Table 5. 52 East/West * Celt Crosstabulation and Chi Square 
 Celt  
 Yes No Total 

East 14 396 410 
Center 0 51 51 
West 0 259 259 
Total 14 706 720 

 
Value df 

Asymptotic 
Significance (2-

sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 10.795a 2 .005 

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .99.  

 

Table 5. 53 East/West * Adze Crosstabulation and Chi Square 
 Adze  
 Yes No Total 

East 17 393 410 
Center 0 51 51 
West 2 257 259 
Total 19 701 720 

 
Value df 

Asymptotic 
Significance (2-

sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 8.521a 2 .014 

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.35.  

 

Table 5. 54 East/West * Pipe Crosstabulation and Chi Square 
 Adze  
 Yes No Total 

East 0 410 410 
Center 1 50 51 
West 5 254 259 
Total 6 714 720 

 
Value df 

Asymptotic 
Significance (2-

sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 8.003a 2 .018 

a. 3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .43.  
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Burials Without Goods 

 The majority of burials at Perry are found without lasting or preserved burial goods. 

These individuals were plotted on the reconstructed cemetery map to determine if they were 

concentrated in specific regions on the map, similar to what was found at nearby Koger’s Island 

(Marcoux 2010). In his reanalysis of the site, Marcoux (2010:168-171) found that interments at 

Koger’s Island were divided into three separate groups. The largest two were interpreted as 

corporate kin groups due to their similarities and burial goods, while the other group, which had 

a relative dearth of grave accompaniments as well as headless and limbless individuals, was 

interpreted as a section reserved for outsiders. Because Koger’s Island and Perry are within such 

close proximity to one another, it was thought that something similar might be happening at the 

Perry site. However, no such organization is found at Perry regarding graves without mortuary 

items. These graves are interspersed throughout the cemetery, in single and multiple interments 

alike, and with individuals of both sexes and all ages. If a portion of this cemetery was for non-

local individuals, it is not apparent through the same measures used at Koger’s Island.   

 

Mississippian Biodistance and Physical Proximity 

 It was hypothesized that familial genetic relationships would condition the mortuary 

organization of the cemetery. Physical burial placement and genetic distance were examined to 

determine if this could be seen in the cemetery.  

 

Multiple Burials  

As with the Archaic population, Mississippian multiple burials were examined to 

determine if individuals buried together within the same pit were of closer genetic relation to 
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each other than they were to others buried outside the pit. To reiterate, in this analysis, values 

less than 1.00 in the Mahalanobis Distance metric and values less than 0.06 in the Gower’s 

Coefficient metric were considered a close genetic relationship in this population. Here too, 

many individuals were missing too much data, meaning a large portion of the population could 

not be compared using either metric or non-metric data. However, there were nine multiple 

burials that contained at least two individuals present in the distance matrix. None of these 

multiple burials appear to have genetically close individuals as defined in this analysis (Table 

5.55). As with the tables found in the Archaic section, “Individuals in Multiple Burial” lists all 

the individuals present within a single burial pit (i.e., Burials 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60 are within one 

pit), while “Individuals in Distance Matrix” indicates which of the burials within that single 

burial pit had enough data to be included in biodistance analysis (i.e., only Burials 58 and 59.) 

While there were even less multiple burials that could be analyzed using Gower’s Coefficient, it 

too found no genetically close individuals (Table 5.56): 

 

Table 5. 55 Mississippian: Mahalanobis Distance Scores for 
Multiple Burials 

 
Individuals in Multiple 

Burial  
Individuals in 

Distance Matrix 
Mahalanobis 

Distance Score 
56-60 58,59 1.35 

161-163  161-163 1.33, 1.55, 1.69 
206-209  206,207 1.37 

200, 212, 219  200,219 1.41 
262, 263  262,263 2.25 
326-328  326-328 1.77, 1.38, 1.32 
445, 446 445, 446 1.22 
597-599  597-599 1.09, 1.14, 1.32 

  873-878  874,878 1.16 
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Table 5. 56 Mississippian: Gower’s Coefficient Scores for Multiple 
Burials 

Individuals in Multiple 
Burial  

Individuals in 
Distance Matrix 

Gower’s 
Coefficient 

Score 
161-163 161, 162 0.90 
206-209 206, 207 0.135 
873-878 874, 878 0.13 

 

These statistical measures indicate that the Mississippians at the Perry site did not 

prioritize burying closely related individuals within the same burial pit, albeit this interpretation 

is based on a small sample. Interestingly, the opposite was found at nearby Koger’s Island. In her 

analysis of Mississippian kinship, Wix (2014) found that three of the eight documented mass 

graves (commonly defined as three or more individuals within the same burial pit) contained 

biologically related individuals, with one mass grave of eight people all being related.  

 At Perry, however, some multiple and mass graves seem to be the product of violence. 

Three individuals in a mass grave (which contained a total of six burials) were decapitated: 

Burials 855, 858, and 860. These individuals were a female in her 40s, a subadult around three 

years of age, and a (roughly) fifteen-year-old of indeterminate sex, respectively. This mass grave 

is particularly interesting in that those buried in it are a single, mature woman, a very young 

adult (whose remains cannot be sexed), and four children. As three of the remains present in the 

grave suffered a violent end, it is likely the others did as well. These individuals may have been 

the victim of a raiding party and, as such, were buried together. 

 

Burials Associated with Structures 

 The top of Zone B contained all of the postmolds at the site. While the majority do not 

readily suggest the presence of clearly defined structures, there do appear to have been at least 
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three structures present. Within the boundaries of two of these proposed structures there are a 

number of burials dating to the Mississippian period; while a third structure contained just one 

Mississippian burial. In the excavation notes, there was no denomination given to any of these 

potential structures, so they will simply be referred to as Structures 1, 2, and 3, hereafter. It 

should be noted here that these buildings are referred to as “structures” (rather than houses or 

temporary houses) as artifactual evidence from within the structures could not be located and 

analyzed. While it is likely that these did function as temporary domestic structures (based on 

their size and associations with a hearth, as well as conjectures by excavators), without 

archaeological evidence this cannot be said with certainty. 

Within Structure 1 there were nineteen individual burials, with an additional ten burials in 

the immediate vicinity surrounding it (see Figure 5.3). Interestingly, only females (n=7) and 

subadults (n=12) were buried within the boundaries of the proposed structure. Surrounding the 

structure were three males, three females, and four subadults. The majority of individuals within 

Structure 1 did not have enough dental material to be analyzed using the Mahalanobis Distance 

measure. 

However, examination of those that were present in the distance matrix revealed that 

many individuals within the structure were closely related to one another (Table 5.57). 

Additionally, two burials located outside the structure, Burials 437 and 172, did not have a close 

genetic relationship to any interment associated with Structure 1. As noted above, anything less 

than 1.00 was considered “closely related” in this sample when using the Mahalanobis Distance 

measure. 

Though not as many individuals had enough data to be measured by Gower’s coefficient, 

the distance matrix produced by this statistic had similar results. Of the burials within or near the 
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structure that were present in the Gower’s distance matrix (n=3), all were closely related to one 

another (Table 5.58). No other burials within or near the structure were available in the Gower’s 

distance matrix due as the result of too much missing data. 

Similarly, a large number of burials in and around Structure 2 did not have enough data 

to be included in the Mahalanobis distance matrix; however, the results from the burials present 

were interesting as well. As seen in Structure 1, there were a number of burials within or near 

Structure 2 that did have close genetic relationships (Table 5.59; Figure 5.4). However, some did 

not have a close genetic relationship to any others surrounding or within the structure when using 

just metric data: Burials 368, 374, 413, 430, 431, and 436. 

Table 5. 57	Mahalanobis Distance for Burials 
Associated with Structure 1 

Individuals in Structure 1  Individuals 
Around/Near 
Structure 1 

Mahalanobis 
Distance Score 

428, 446 N/A 0.885 
438, 446 N/A 0.98 
428, 438 N/A 0.87 
425, 428 N/A 0.87 

446 169 0.99 
 

Table 5. 58 Gower’s Coefficient for Burials Associated with 
Structure 1 

Individuals in Structure 1  Individuals 
Around/Near 
Structure 1 

Gower’s 
Coefficient 

Score 
N/A 169, 437 0.067 
445 169 0.05 
445 437 0.06 
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Figure 5. 3 Structure 1 at 1LU25. 
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Table 5. 59 Mahalanobis Distance for Burials Associated with 
Structure 2 

Individuals in Structure 2  Individuals 
Around/Near 
Structure 2 

Mahalanobis 
Distance Score 

372 370 0.858 
372 401 0.839 
432 365 0.95 
N/A 365, 434 0.927 
N/A 92, 401 0.97 

 

The distance matrix produced by Gower’s showed similar relationships, and also 

illuminated relationships that were not found using just metric data (Table 5.60). The non-metric 

data analyzed using Gower’s revealed close relationships between burials that were not found 

using just the metric data, such as that between burials 365 and 430. Similarly, burial 430, which 

is interred within structure 2, was found to have close genetic relationships with both burial 413 

and 416 (who are both outside the structure). Gower’s also found some individuals associated 

with structure 2 that were not closely related to any others linked with the structure: burials 372, 

374, and 401. However, metric data did find close relationships between burial 372 and 401, as 

well as 401 and 92. In neither statistic was burial 374 found to be closely related to any others in 

or around structure 2.  
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Figure 5. 4 Burials associated with Structure 2. 
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Table 5. 60 Gower’s Coefficient for Burials Associated with 
Structure 2 

Individuals in Structure 2 Individuals 
Around/Near 
Structure 2 

Gower’s 
Coefficient 

Score 
430 365 0.023 
430 413 0.02 
430 416 0.05 

 

Interestingly, using both the Mahalanobis (Table 5.61) and Gower’s statistics (Table 

5.62), several individuals buried within or near structure 1 were closely related to a number of 

individuals interred in or around structure 2 (Figure 5.5).  

 

Table 5. 61 Mahalanobis Distance Associations Between 
Structures 1 and 2  

Individuals In/Near 
Structure 1 

Individuals 
In/Near 

Structure 2 

Mahalanobis 
Distance 

Score 
428 372 0.927 
446 372 0.84 
425 370 0.876 
446 401 0.958 
428 416 0.99 
446 416 0.933 
437 432 0.959 

 

Table 5. 62 Gower’s Coefficient Associations Between Structures 
1 and 2 

Individuals In/Near 
Structure 1 

Individuals 
In/Near 

Structure 2 

Mahalanobis 
Distance 

Score 
437 408 0.055 
445 408 0.056 
445 430 0.034 
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The analysis of these structures illuminates the benefits of conducting biodistance using 

two types of data, both metric and non-metric, as they can highlight relationships that the other 

may have missed. Further, they often bolster the results of one another, providing confidence in 

the analysis.  

 Interestingly, almost all the individuals who show close genetic relationships between 

structures 1 and 2 are female or subadults. There are two exceptions; burial 408, a male, which is 

only semi-close to structure 2, is genetically close to both burial 437, a female outside structure 1 

and burial 445, another female, inside structure 1. This relationship was found using Gower’s 

Distance. The other exception is burial 416, a male buried outside of structure 2, who is closely 

related to female burials 428 and 446 of structure 1.  

Finally, one interment, burial 455, was found within structure 3 (Figure 5.6). A few 

others were found nearby, but not contained within, structure 3: burials 101, 102, 103, 104, 122, 

and 400. Burial 397 may have been intruding into the side of the structure. Unfortunately, none 

of these individuals are available for analysis through the Mahalanobis or Gower’s distance 

measures, so nothing can be said about the biological relationships (or the lack of) between these 

individuals.  
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Figure 5. 5  Close Genetic Relationships Found Between Structures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 5. 6 Burials associated with structure 3. 

 

Biodistance and Health 

 As with the Archaic population, enamel hypoplasias were used as a proxy to examine the 

health of closely related individuals as compared to the rest of the population. 

 The Mississippians had more hypoplasias than seen in the Archaic, with 58 cases 

recorded during dental analysis. Of these, several were found to be closely related to others with 

enamel hypoplasias in both the Gower’s and Mahalanobis statistical tests (Table 5.63). However, 
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it will be noted that, unexpectedly, both these measures do not often indicate the same 

relationship among individuals. This could again be due to the effects of fluctuating asymmetry, 

working on both the size of the tooth and the expression of traits. As with the Archaic, further 

testing on fluctuating asymmetry will be needed to confirm if this is the case.  

 

Table 5. 63	Gower’s Coefficient and Mahalanobis Distance Scores for  
closely related individuals with LEH 

Individuals 
Compared 

 
Gower’s Coefficient Score Mahalanobis Distance 

Score 

46, 814A N/A 0.98 

46, 1024 N/A 0.88 

239, 597 N/A 0.96 

263, 598 .06 N/A 

263, 608A .06 N/A 

291, 408 .06 N/A 

291, 525 .05 N/A 

291, 590 .05 N/A 

291, 597 N/A 0.98 

291, 598 N/A 0.98 

291, 814A N/A 0.96 

291, 987 N/A 0.93 

293, 814A N/A 0.98 

394, 525 .06 N/A 

408, 525 .06 N/A 

408, 590 .06 N/A 

408, 598 .04 N/A 

408, 602A N/A 0.98 
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408, 860A .05 N/A 

473A, 597 N/A 0.98 

496, 602A N/A 0.92 

496, 987 N/A 0.92 

525, 590 .04 N/A 

525, 608A .05 N/A 

525, 914 .05 N/A 

590, 608A .05 N/A 

590, 769 N/A 0.93 

590, 914 .06 N/A 

590, 987 .06 N/A 

597, 602A N/A 0.97 

597, 860A N/A 0.83 

597, 987 N/A 0.99 

598, 602A N/A 0.85 

598, 608A .04 N/A 

598, 987 .06 N/A 

602A, 814A N/A 0.98 

602A, 878A N/A 0.94 

602A, 987 N/A 0.97 

723A, 814A  N/A 0.92 

814A, 878A N/A 0.97 
 

As with the Archaic, many of these individuals share close genetic relationships with each other; 

nearly all of those listed above are related to more than one other person with an enamel 
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hypoplasia. However, just as with the Archaic, not all of these individual’s genetic relations are 

found to have hypoplasias.  

 

Burial Position 

 Several different burial positions/types were identified by excavators at the site: partially 

flexed, fully flexed, reburial (some of which excavators were able to identify as tightly wrapped 

bundle burials while others were noted as probable or partial reburials), extended, isolated crania, 

cremation, and sitting. The majority of these were not restricted by age category: partially flexed, 

fully flexed, reburial, and extended burials were found among all age groups. Isolated crania and 

cremations, however, seem to be reserved in large part for adults. Of 11 total isolated crania from 

the sample, 5 were from individuals aged 30-39, one individual was aged 20-29, one individual 

aged 15 years (+/- 6 months), and one adult of indeterminable age, meaning only three of these 

isolated crania belonged to children. Similarly, only two cremations were found among children, 

while the remaining eleven were found with individuals aged 16-49, as well as one adult of 

indeterminate age. The majority of burial positions were all seen amongst males, females, and 

children. However, among sexable adults, the majority of cremations were male (n=6), whereas 

only one woman and two children were cremated. Finally, only women and children were 

interred as sitting burials (n=6), though this sample size is small.  

 

Atypical Burials 

Prone 

 One Mississippian was noted as prone during the analysis: burial 165. Burial 165 (see 

Jacobi 2007), a 20-25 year old female, was interred with three other individuals, 164 (male, aged 
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30-34), 166 (male, aged 30-40), and 167 (male, aged 30-34). All of these individuals were 

headless. Burial 165 also did not have the first two cervical vertebrae, a feature typical of 

decapitations, though no cut marks were noted present on any of these four individuals. While 

the bottom-most burials (166, 167) look as though they may have been placed within the pit in a 

specific position, the upper-most burials (164, 165), are in a much more haphazard position. 

Burial 164 has one arm extended out to the side, while the other arm is bent up towards where 

the head should be, at an awkward angle. Her legs are also not in the typical flexed, semi-flexed, 

or extended positions. One leg is slightly bent, while the other knee is bent at a more extreme 

angle. Burial 165, our prone individual, has one arm extended down to the side, while the other 

is bent up under itself. Her legs are more reminiscent of the partially flexed position, though not 

as neatly placed as is typical for this site. No one in this grave had any mortuary goods. This 

interment is on the northeastern edge of the excavated cemetery.  

 As all of these individuals are headless, no biodistance analysis could be conducted for 

this research. While it is not clear if these individuals were related, it does reemphasize that the 

majority of the multiple burial pits appear to have been created for reasons other than based on 

biological relationships. These individuals were interred headless, and may have been the victims 

or raiding, warfare, or perhaps were used in ritual. 

   

Social Organization and Biodistance 

 Similar to what was found in the Archaic period, the Mississippian population was fairly 

homogenous. No scores above 2.4 were seen in the metric data, and none above 0.27 (on a scale 

of 0 to 1) in the non-metric data. It was hoped that biodistance data could elucidate matrilocal or 

patrilocal kinship systems, but the high homogeneity impeded this investigation. Genetic 
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“outliers” (they are still highly related to others in the cemetery, just not as close as the majority 

of other people in the population) also were not helpful in this regard, as there were both male 

and female outliers. Because of this, it was not possible to determine if there were 

matrilineal/matrilocal (as suspected from ethnohistoric sources) or patrilineal/patrilocal practices 

being employed in the society. Similar to the Archaic population, due to their extraordinarily 

close genetic relationships across the site, it is possible the people of the Perry site were 

endogamous or heavily intermarried with nearby populations. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION 

 

 As with the previous chapter, the discussion will be divided into Archaic and 

Mississippian components. For both periods, various topics will be addressed, including genetic 

relationships and burial placement, social organization, identity, wealth, and health. Further, for 

each time period, archaeo-biographies are constructed for a number of selected individuals to 

illustrate how looking at all the aspects of a person’s identity as a whole can result in a fuller 

view of life in the past at the individual level. To help orient the reader regarding the discussion 

of the results, the hypotheses are reviewed below: 

Hypothesis 1:  It was hypothesized that close genetic relationships would impact burial 

placement more strongly in the Mississippian than in the Archaic, as evidenced through 

clusters of closely related individuals. 

Hypothesis 2: It was hypothesized that the different aspects of a person’s identity would 

influence how an individual is buried, whether these differences are due to any single 

aspect of a person’s archaeo-biography, or a combination of these. 

Hypothesis 3: Grave Good distributions will change from the Archaic to the 

Mississippian. Specifically, more goods would be found with older males in the Archaic 

due to Archaic societies typically being more achievement based, while grave goods in 

the Mississippian would be interred based on ascription, as these groups tend to be more 

institutionally stratified. 
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Archaic 

Genetic Proximity and Geographical Proximity 

 It was hypothesized that the Archaic portion of the cemetery would be less structured by 

close genetic kin than would the Mississippian. This hypothesis was confirmed. Archaic burials 

do not appear to have been organized on the basis of close genetic kinship. Only one multiple 

burial group, consisting of burials 561A and 562 showed a close genetic relationship, indicating 

this was an exception rather than the rule. Even multiple burials containing reburied individuals 

(such as burial 513) were not closely genetically related. This is not to say that genetic 

relationships were not important during this time period. Rather, it is likely because this group 

was less sedentary than their Mississippian counterparts. Only 20 burials were identified as 

reburials; however, there are 30 burials whose original burial position is unknown, due to 

disturbance or poor preservation. When burials were interred here, it was typically in the flesh. If 

individuals died while away from this area, they may have been interred elsewhere. Further, the 

place of burial may not have been marked in any way, making it difficult to bury close relations 

who died years apart. It could also be that, as all of the people in this population are closely 

related, they may have viewed themselves as one large kin group. It is possible that simply being 

interred in the general area was what was most important. 

 

Social Organization 

Artifacts Co-Occurrence Patterns 

In general, there are not as many significant artifact co-occurrences in the Archaic as 

there are in the Mississippian. All categories examined (male, female, and subadult) had 

significant co-occurrences of shell and stone beads. Because these were readily found together 
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and with all age and sex groups, and had no other significant associations, it is likely these 

simply symbolize a form of wealth among the Archaic individuals at Perry (see Carr 2006). 

Males only had one other significant artifact co-occurrence; those who had abraders all had lithic 

PP/Ks. Females had slightly more significant artifact relationships; females with shell beads 

were likely to have bone awls and bone pins, and females with lithic PP/Ks were likely to have 

bone awls. Subadults, too, aside from the bead relationship discussed above, only had one 

significant co-occurrence. All bifaces were found with lithic PP/Ks. However, it is unclear what 

these artifact associations might signify. 

 While there do appear to be differential ranks and statuses present in this society, they do 

not appear to be standardized across the population. If differential statuses and ranks were 

standardized, elaborated, and symbolized through mortuary ritual and grave accompaniments, we 

would expect to see some sort of uniform patterns in grave good accompaniments with specific 

ranks of people (e.g., Hally 2008). Because there are so few significant artifact co-occurrences, it 

appears as though the Archaic population at Perry did not have as many differential ranks and 

statuses (or standardization across differential ranks and statuses) as seen in the Mississippian 

portion of the population. Differential statuses do appear to be present, and they appear to be 

achievement based rather than ascriptive or institutionalized. To parse out different ranks and 

statuses, Carr’s (2006) methodology was used, as described in previous chapters. Statuses of 

achieved leadership and achieved prestige were both present in this society. As will be discussed 

in the archaeo-biographies chapter, these positions derived from great skill in either 

craftsmanship, food procurement, or warfare. 

Alternatively, if there were standardized ranks and statuses present within this society, 

they may have been represented by perishable goods, or they may have not been elaborated in 
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burial at all. While it is possible that these differences were present but not elaborated during 

mortuary ritual, it is more likely that rank and status gradations present were not as integral to the 

functioning of society as they were in the Mississippian period. 

 

Residential Patterning and Social Divisions 

Attempts were made to analyze the residential patterning present among the Archaic 

people to determine if this society was matri- or patrilocal. Because of the closely related nature 

of this population, it was not possible to determine if this society was matrilineal/matrilocal or 

patrilineal/patrilocal. While we know ethnohistorically that Southeastern tribes tended to be 

matrilineal/matrilocal, this assumption cannot be confirmed for the Archaic population at Perry. 

There are a few biodistant “outliers” in this population, but as noted in the results section, even 

with these “outliers” they are still a highly homogenous group. However, of the four most 

biologically distant from the group, three are male and one is female. This is not strong evidence 

for a matrilineal/local society, but it is present. Again, though, one must keep in mind that this is 

a highly homogenous population and everyone, even the outliers, were very closely related 

biologically. 

The cemetery also was analyzed to determine if there were any clear social divisions 

present among the Archaic group whatsoever. Results indicate that all ages, sexes, artifacts, 

pathologies, and traumas are fairly evenly distributed. Though shell beads are fairly ubiquitous, 

as noted above, there are some individuals with far more beads than others. When analyzing the 

cemetery, it was found that individuals with high numbers of shell beads, are all clustered in the 

central section of the cemetery, where the majority of Archaic burials are. While the majority of 

all other artifacts have individuals with those artifacts outside the central area, wealthy 
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individuals, as indicated by their shell wealth, are in the central portion of the cemetery. Though 

these individuals are all located in the central portion of the Archaic cemetery, this probably does 

not indicate a specialized burial area for a wealthy segment of society. These burials are not 

particularly close to one another (Figure 6.1), and many in this area do not have particularly rich 

burials. It does seem, however, that the shell wealthy inhabitants of Perry were able to position 

themselves in the main portion of the cemetery. 

Other than this small cluster of shell wealth, there do not appear to be any specialized 

burial areas for different segments of society (e.g., kin groups, “elites,” etc.). This makes sense as 

this society appears to be largely egalitarian, with any differences in rank based mainly on 

achievement, as will be discussed later in the chapter. As revealed through the NAT and NGG 

analyses, few individuals in this community had markedly different grave goods, in either 

quantity or quality. As discussed in detail below, a few individuals appear to have held achieved 

leadership roles within the community. While all individuals within this community would have 

had roughly equal access to resources, some individuals differentiated themselves through their 

skills or abilities. While some of these individuals were likely highly skilled craftsmen or great 

warriors, others may have achieved differential status through more intentional means. 
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Figure 6. 1 Portion of the Perry Cemetery, highlighting the Archaic individuals with a high 
amount of shell beads, all in the center of the cemetery. 

 

Hayden (2011:114-115) notes that aggrandizers are present in all populations, and they 

will pursue their own self-interests while knowing there are risks and potential repercussions. 

Leveling mechanisms in egalitarian societies restrict actions that are purely self-motivated that 

would lead to inequalities. However, in societies with abundant resources, these proscriptions 

could be relaxed, as long as the actions of a person did not negatively affect large groups of the 

population or affect their survival (Hayden 2011: 111).  
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Such proscriptions may have been relaxed at Perry. The site is in a relatively prime 

location, near abundant sources of food. During the Mid Holocene, floodplains in northwestern 

Alabama became more stable, and swamps, shoals, and oxbow lakes were now wet for most of 

the year (Carmody 2010:4). These wetlands expanded even further during the Late Archaic 

period, as rain increased and channel gradients lowered (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:75). 

These wetlands provided an ideal environment for shellfish, a resource that was heavily 

exploited. Vegetation resources were plentiful as well, with hickory nuts being eaten with great 

regularity. 

  Carmody (2010) found that hickory nuts were one of the most important resources for the 

inhabitants of Dust Cave, a Middle Archaic site located in northwestern Alabama. Wildlife, of 

course, was eaten as well, with white-tailed deer and other small game being important resources 

in the area (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:105). Simply put, the Perry site was surrounded by 

resources. Situated in the middle of the Tennessee River, the people who lived on and exploited 

the surrounding area would have found an abundance of food. Because the group sharing would 

not have been critical for survival (see Kent 1993 for a discussion on sharing in egalitarian 

communities), this group may not have been held to the strictly egalitarian prohibitions that 

would be found in more marginal environments. People here could have acted in their own self-

interests, as long as it did not hurt the majority of the population.  

 

Wealth  

Shell beads are not found equally among individuals at Perry. Wealth, rather than status, 

can better explain the wide amount of variation seen in the quantity and quality of shell beads 

used as grave goods in the mortuary settings (Thomas 1996:30). Rather than simply being 
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markers of status, shell beads may have been markers of wealth or ornaments used to 

communicate different social roles to the world around them, as discussed by other researchers 

(Thomas 1996; Hally 2008:405; some have also argued that beads, specifically in large 

quantities, have been used in the Archaic as a way to mark membership in a cult or participation 

in a ritual, see Claassen 2018). Shell beads are fairly ubiquitous in the Southeast, with many 

individuals within a community having access to them. As such, individual’s differential 

capacities to accumulate wealth items may account for the variability of shell beads found in 

different mortuary contexts (Thomas 1996:29-30). Wealth can be accumulated in a variety of 

ways, including through achievement, payments of debt (see Hayden 2011) or inheritance 

(Prentiss et al 2012:543). We know that shell beads were viewed as a wealth item in prehistoric 

North America as they were often curated and reused even after they had been damaged 

(Thomas 1996:37). The labor required to manufacture or transport a material adds to its value 

(Smith 1987:321-322), and marine shell beads at Perry had to be procured through trade over a 

great distance, thus making them difficult to obtain. Further, their physical properties, such as 

their shape, color, and shininess could significantly add to their value, while the personal history 

of the shell item, its interactions and circulation, can add to its prestige (Trubitt 2003:244). Shell 

beads were ornaments worn “to achieve visual effects and communicate various explicit and 

ambiguous social messages” to those around them, including messages of wealth or prosperity 

(Thomas 1996:29). Others posit that marine shell may even have an “inherent attractiveness” that 

is particularly suited for displaying status, health, or success (Trubitt 2003:244). Getting these 

beads was probably reliant on the material wealth of an individual or household (as well as debts 

owed to them) and trade contacts.  
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 Columella beads take a great deal more time to create than shell disk beads. 

Experimental archaeology has estimated that the time to create one columella bead would have 

required time in the production of these beads, as 350 minutes, or about six hours (Kozuch 

2007:151). The great amount of labor involved, then, in this bead production, would have added 

greatly to the value of these beads. One of the main functions of having and wearing these beads 

may have simply been to advertise one’s wealth. Of course, expensive items could have been 

given as tokens of affection, but their worth would still be known to others. Wearing the beads, 

giving them to your children to wear, or including them as grave goods were all ways to 

showcase wealth to others in the community (Hally 2008:405). For the Mississippian Southeast 

specifically, (Prentice 1987; Thomas 1996:29-30), shell beads represent and signify an access to 

wealth, as well as reflect the choices individuals made about how to display this wealth in a 

public context, both in life and in death. Further, these displays did not occur in a vacuum, but 

rather against a background of social contexts such as one’s gender, status, level of power, 

kinship, as well as political and economic concerns (Thomas 1996:29-30). 

As Carr (1995:243) notes, the quantities of some materials found, such as utilitarian 

goods, food, or personal ornamentation, can be indicative of wealth. There are large wealth 

disparities among the number of shell beads as grave goods at Perry. Among all archaic burials 

(single and multiple) there are only fifty individuals associated with shell beads (and 300 that are 

not). Of these, only eight have over 100 beads interred with them. Five of these are adult males 

(burials 76A, 107, 110, 134, and 312), two are subadults (burials 88A and 136), and only one is 

an adult female (burial 693A). None of these individuals were shown to be closely related 

through biodistance analysis. Individuals with high amounts of shell beads were plotted on the 

cemetery map, and they did not cluster together in the cemetery. Even among those with high 
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amounts of shell beads, there are noticeable disparities. Four of these individuals (three males 

and a subadult) have beads numbering in the 100s, the female has beads numbering in the 200s, 

and one male has beads in the 300s. One of the subadults has 467 beads, and the final burial with 

a high amount of shell beads, burial 134, a male, was interred with 1,173 beads – far above the 

amounts seen with other burials.  

Given these patterns, a number of conclusions can be reached about bead wealth and the 

Archaic population at the Perry site. First, there is a large difference in number between those 

who have beads and those who do not. Second, even among individuals with shell beads, there 

are large disparities. This indicates that even among more egalitarian groups, such as the Late 

Archaic of Perry, it was possible to achieve significant differences in wealth that was displayed 

ostentatiously, at least in death. This was unexpected, but was probably due to the extraordinarily 

rich environment surrounding the Perry site. Plentiful food and other resources may have made it 

easier to accumulate wealth for some people in this society. Such plentiful conditions tend to 

relax the proscriptions that prevent disproportionate wealth accumulation that are typically in 

place in an egalitarian society (Hayden 2011). It does appear that it was easier for males to 

accumulate wealth than for females. Only one burial “rich” in shell beads was a female, and only 

two subadults, aged 9 months (+/- 2 months) and 4 years (+/- 9 months) had a high number of 

shell beads. This may be because the main role of males tended to be more public in nature, 

giving them more access to wealth in general and shell beads in particular through trade. The 

subadults were likely given these beads in burial by individuals who attended their funerals, as 

they would have been too young to have acquired them on their own. 
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Health 

Biodistance and Health 

 Enamel hypoplasias were examined as a proxy for overall health. When the body is 

placed under enough stress that enamel production is halted, these hypoplasias form. Lack of 

adequate nutrition, severe physical illness, and general susceptibility to stressors, or a 

combination of these things, can result in the halting of enamel production and hypoplastic pits 

or lines (Goodman and Rose 1990:74). Slightly over a quarter of the individuals with enamel 

hypoplasias showed close genetic relationships to others who had hypoplasias, providing a 

window into health during this time period. This was slightly unexpected, as in more egalitarian 

societies, one would expect different family groups to have roughly the same access to food, 

which would alleviate physiological stress due to malnutrition. However, there are three 

possibilities that explain these results. The first possibility is that the LEH present on these teeth 

are a result from the stress of weaning. However, the majority of these related individuals all 

have more than one hypoplasia (some having up to three hypoplasias on a single tooth). This 

indicates that there may have been some persistent problem, or multiple different stressful events 

(of which weaning may have been one) leading to multiple hypoplasias. 

The second possibility is that this group of closely related individuals (burials 128, 130, 

140, 297, 317A, and 458A, see Table 5.7) were not suffering from physiological stress stemming 

from malnutrition, but that they were in general sicklier than those around them. Based on 

osteological analysis, though, this does not appear to have been the case. Burial 128, a poorly 

preserved individual who had the highest number of relations to others with enamel hypoplasias, 

had dental caries, but no other pathologies, though they could have been obliterated through poor 

preservation. Burial 130 had caries and level 2 porotic hyperostosis, which is fairly common in 
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this population. Burial 140 had a nonspecific cranial lesion, and burial 297 had no pathologies 

present. Burial 317A had periostitis and a minor infection, both of which were commonly found 

at Perry. Finally, burial 458A was quite ill, as will be discussed in more detail below. It does 

appear, however, that the pathologies of burial 458A manifested later in life, and would not have 

affected enamel formation. None of these individuals (aside from burial 458, whose chronic 

condition manifested as an adult) showed signs of chronic illness. Sickly children tend to be 

sickly adults, and this does not appear to be the case among these individuals. While they may 

have had quick, severe illnesses that would not have left skeletal markers, it seems that if these 

hypoplasias were caused by disease or infection that we would see signs of continued ill-health, 

recorded in bone, throughout life. 

Finally, the third possibility is that this group of individuals represents a band that hunted, 

gathered, and generally shared food throughout the year, not just during times of temporary 

sedentism. This band or bands could have been particularly unlucky when it came to food 

procurement, resulting in several of its members suffering from malnutrition and an arresting of 

non-essential bodily functions, like enamel production. This theory has problems as well, as 

Perry was located in a fruitful area with plenty of food. Further complicating this is that, 

generally, nutrition among hunter-gatherers is typically better than among agriculturalists as food 

can normally be found reliably throughout the year. Because of this, it is unclear as to why a 

specific group of closely related individuals suffered greater stress than did other Archaic 

individuals. It could be due to malnutrition or a sicklier disposition, though it cannot be stated for 

certain. What can be said, though, is that there was an inherent frailty present for these 

genetically related individuals. 
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Health and Sex 

 When conducting the above analysis, it was noticed that the vast majority of the people 

with hypoplasias survived into adulthood (77%), and that the majority of the adults with 

hypoplasias were male (78.3%). This could be due to parents giving preferential treatment to 

females, which could be the case if the society was indeed matrilineal. For example, at 

Grasshopper Pueblo, Fenton (1998) found significantly higher levels of enamel hypoplasias in 

males, arguing that daughters were being favored in that matrilineal society. However, in their 

assessment of sex bias on enamel hypoplasias, Guatelli-Steinberg and Lukacs (1999) found that, 

in most hypoplasia-related studies, males had more hypoplasias than females. They interpret this 

as “a weak influence of male vulnerability on the expression of EH [enamel hypoplasias] that is 

most likely to be detected in samples of very large size (>1000 individuals” (Guatelli-Steinberg 

and Lukacs 1999:117). While this is a large sample, the Archaic portion at Perry is nowhere near 

1000 individuals. However, this research may still have been recognizing a slight male 

vulnerability in this population being recorded by enamel hypoplasias. More research will need 

to be conducted to determine if it is male vulnerability or cultural practice that resulted in the 

difference in hypoplasias seen between the between the sexes.  

 

Identity, It’s Different Aspects, and Manifestations in the Archaeological Record 

 Identity was examined at differing scales throughout this research. Population wide 

patterns were examined, as well as how identity manifested in different subsets of the population 

(age groups, by sex, etc.). The most relevant results will be discussed below for the different 

subsets of the population. Following this, the micro-level of identity is investigated the 

examination of archaeo-biographies.  
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Artifacts and Age 

 Examination of the Sherratt diagram (see Appendix E) revealed that children who died at 

or around the time of birth were not interred with goods. This may be because death was such a 

common occurrence among young children, particularly at birth, that goods were simply not 

given to these individuals. Death of such young children may have been seen as a predictable 

outcome for many, and grave goods may not have been viewed as a necessary part of the 

mortuary ritual for someone so young; they may not have yet fully “become” a person yet. 

However, children not much older, beginning at around six months (+/- 2 months), could be and 

often were interred with burial goods. As noted in the results chapter, subadults had few artifacts 

found in association with them when compared to adults; however, shell ornaments and shell 

pendants tended to be associated with children. Aside from one adult with a shell pendant, all 

other shell pendants (n=2) and all shell ornaments (n=2) were found with young children who 

died at the age of 2 years (+/- 6 months) or younger. As this is a very vulnerable segment of the 

population, these pendants and ornaments could have acted as a type of protective measure for 

the afterlife. Hally (2008:505) posits that, as shell gorgets are found more frequently with 

subadults than with adults, these gorgets may have been a type of protective device, or could 

have been a method of marking their membership in a group. It is possible that the shell 

ornaments and pendants at Perry functioned in the same way. All but one are found with very 

young children. Because there are so few, it is unlikely that they were marking membership in a 

group, unless this group was extremely exclusive, which is unlikely given the egalitarian nature 

of this society. If indeed these were protective devices, this could indicate a social age category 

unknown to modern society that may have been thought of as more susceptible to supernatural or 
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worldly forces. However, if that is true it is curious as to why only four individuals would have 

needed such protection while others did not. They could have died sudden deaths, too quickly for 

whatever killed them to leave markers on their bones, which may have necessitated the need for 

protective measures.  

 Further, younger subadults (age 6 months +/- 2 months to those aged 5 years +/- 9 

months at death) were far more likely to be interred with grave goods than older subadults, aged 

6 years (+/- 9 months) to 12 years (+/- 6 months). Younger subadult were interred with goods 

44% of the time, while older subadults were only interred with goods 28% of the time (see 

Appendix E). Additionally, younger subadults were interred with far more types of goods than 

the older subadults. While younger subadults had 14 different types associated with their burials, 

older subadults only had six. While some of these differences may be due to protective devices, 

as discussed above, the remainder could also be gifts from parents that were deemed appropriate 

for younger subadults but not those who were older. It could be that these younger subadults 

were associated with the parents more so than older children, who were likely more helpful to 

society and thus were beginning to cultivate their own place in the community. Because of this, 

the younger subadults may have been given more items that relate to their parents, particularly 

wealth items, as ornamental objects (shell beads, stone beads, shell pendants, shell ornaments) 

make up the majority of these goods.  

Within this “older subadult” category (roughly ages 6-12 years at death), only four 

individuals have grave goods: one individual aged 8 years (+/- 9 months), who was interred with 

beads, and three 12 year olds (+/- 6 months), who had more utilitarian items. This pattern may 

indicate a social age change that occurs around 12 years of age, wherein children became more 

involved members of society (and are in the process of becoming adults) as indicated by the 
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inclusion of lithic and bone PP/Ks in these burials. These types of goods are not found with any 

of the younger “older subadults” (6-11 years). At this age, they may have been contributing as 

much, or near as much food to the community as older adults were. While younger subadults 

(aged roughly 6 months to 5 years at death) were found with utilitarian goods too, it is unlikely 

that they were using them, or that they represent the same thing as they do when found with 

older children. The key here is that there is an age gap wherein subadults are interred with nearly 

no goods from ages six to eleven, and that starting around age twelve, goods are found again, 

many of them being utilitarian. Fifteen year olds (+/- 6 months) are interred with goods as well, 

and were likely considered adults within their community. However, not all skeletons at this age 

can be reliably sexed, and are therefore located within the subadult section of the Sherratt 

diagram.  

Similar findings were noted by Nicosia (2017:74), in his research on seven Middle to 

Late Archaic sites in west Tennessee. He found that “adults” (19 years and over) and “infants” 

(aged fetal to three years) were found with the highest proportions of goods, with “child” (4 to 10 

years) aged individuals being found with the least amount of goods at each site examined. 

“Adolescents” (aged 11-18) were interred with more goods than those categorized as “child,” but 

had less than “adults.” Though these categories are quite broad, and may not be appropriate for 

the cultures investigated (some individuals categorized as adolescents were surely thought of as 

adults), it is interesting that a similar dearth of goods was found within a similar age range to 

those at Perry. 
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Artifact Associations and Biodistance 

 Close genetic relationships did not appear to influence who could be buried with any 

particular artifact. While two artifact types, bone needles and fishhooks, are each found with a 

set of closely related individuals, two instances regarding two separate items do not indicate a 

pattern. Unfortunately, without more data, it cannot be said for certain whether this was a 

coincidence or some sort of social role that was based on genetic relationships. In any case, the 

vast majority of artifacts among Archaic individuals do not show any patterns relating to 

relationships indicated using biodistance analysis, so if these were indeed based on genetic 

association, they would be the exception rather than the rule for this population. 

 

Archaeo-Biographies  

 As defined in the first chapter, archaeo-biographies are the various facets of an 

individual’s life and identity that can be examined through combined archaeological and 

osteological analysis, and include, but are not limited to: age, sex, genetic relationships, status, 

rank, health, and traumatic physical experience. These biographies are the product of a lifetime, 

built up slowly, day by day, as the result of the individual’s particular skills, choices, 

achievements, abilities, social position, relationships, injuries, age, and illnesses. A single person 

has a multitude of different identities that are fluid and created over time. It is important to 

consider all elements about a person’s life and identity that are available, as they all contribute to 

some aspect of that person’s archaeo-biography. Of course, in most archaeological collections, 

some skeletal remains and burial circumstances will lend themselves more easily to the creation 

of a archaeo-biography. The Perry site is no different; these were the individuals focused on 
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here, to showcase how a wide range of information can be pulled together to create a more 

complete view of a person and their place in society.    

 

Burial 134 

 This adult male was aged 30-40 years at the time of death. He was the only individual in 

the Archaic period to be interred with over 1,000 beads, 1,173 to be specific. The closest any 

individual comes to this number is 467 beads, placed with a 9-month-old infant. Burial 134’s 

beads were placed on top of the right ilium in what appears to be a pile, rather than worn on the 

neck or arms. Because they are concentrated in one area, they do not appear to have been part of 

a burial shroud, though it has been suggested these beads could have been decoration on a skin 

bag (Keith Jacobi, personal communication, 2019). This individual was headless, though no cut 

marks were recorded. Notes from the paleopathological analysis state that the lack of a skull 

could be due to a “possible preservation issue or trophy taking.” It appears unlikely to be due to 

poor preservation as the rest of the skeleton is in a state of good preservation. It could be, 

however, a case of trophy taking, ancestor veneration, or an action intended to halt this person’s 

progression into the afterlife (see Jacobi 2007:300). 

This large cache of shell beads likely is being used to illustrate or signal this individual’s 

wealth to others. Carr (2006) notes that quantities of food, goods, or ornamentation are signifiers 

of wealth, which appears to be the case here. Because this individual has such a great number of 

beads, and no other Archaic individual at the Perry site comes close to the same number, it is 

possible that this wealth was accumulated through aggrandizing actions. The high bead number 

could indicate a stark inequality in terms of wealth, which would normally be prohibited in a 

strictly egalitarian society. However, as Perry was surrounded by ample food resources, it is 
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possible he was able to leverage this to his own favor, resulting in an inequality displayed 

through ornamental ostentation. It is also possible this individual was a bead maker; however, no 

other items were interred with this individual, including any tools to make beads or bead blanks. 

It seems more likely that these beads were intended to showcase wealth, possibly through 

decoration on a bag or other object.   

 

Burial 305 

 As discussed in the results section (see Chapter 5), this individual was interred face-

down, on the outskirts of the Archaic concentration of the cemetery, and he was missing both 

feet. No signs of trauma were noted during skeletal analysis, and he had relatively common 

pathologies (periostitis, osteochondritis dissecans, porotic hyperostosis, and Schmorl’s nodes). 

Both the metric (Mahalanobis Distance) and non-metric (Gower’s Coefficient) statistical tests 

indicate that this individual is not closely related to anyone at the site. However, it must be 

remembered that not all familial groups have adequate typical traits for identification and thus 

cannot be identified (Alt and Vach 1998). There are therefore two possibilities: a local, who 

committed some act that required punishment and dishonor in death, something not typical for 

the majority of society, or he may have been a nonlocal captive or an enemy. In either case, he 

was buried on the outskirts of the main concentration of burials, in the prone position, and 

without feet. 

 If his feet were taken as a trophy, this was not unusual. Feet were just one of many trophy 

possibilities taken by prehistoric people in the New World (Chacon and Dye 2007:7; Seeman 

2007:171). Trophy taking extends back into the Archaic period (Chacon and Dye 2007:5; 

Mensforth 2007), and has been investigated in the region (Brown and Dye 2007; Jacobi 2007; 
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Ross-Stallings 2007; Devore and Jacobi 2014) and at the Perry site (Mensforth 2007:253-254; 

Jacobi 2007) previously. Despite widely held beliefs that maiming and disfigurement in this life 

can affect the body in the afterlife, trophy taking and mutilation were not uncommon. 

Ethnohistoric sources even tell of a Sioux woman wearing the hands and feet of Chippeway 

children as a necklace (Eastman 2004 [1849]:39). Results of mutilation to the corporeal body 

was believed to cause hindrances and pain that continued into the afterlife, and for the aggressor, 

it provided a display of power and dominance over the unfortunate recipient of the actions 

(Seeman 2007:171; Jacobi 2007). Taking the feet of a person in life would insure they would not 

walk, run, hunt, fight, or do any action that required mobility, in the afterlife. So, this unfortunate 

result for burial 305, and, along with his prone positioning, indicates, at the very least, that he 

had an extremely low position in society at death. Whether he was a local who committed some 

unforgiveable act, or a foreign enemy/captive, he met a gruesome end and was given a painful 

afterlife. 

 

Burial 360 

 This female was aged 35-45 years at death. She was interred with the second highest 

number of artifacts, eleven, and tied with several other individuals for the second highest amount 

of types, four. Her grave goods included three finished bone fishhooks, two bone needles, four 

unfinished bone fishhooks, a lithic PP/K, and shell and stone beads. Only one other individual 

was found with a fishhook, and that person is part of a multiple interment. This individual was 

short, standing at almost 5’1”. She had no trauma or body modifications, and only minimal 

pathology. Though she did not have a physical predisposition to power (being neither tall nor 

robust), and although males typically were involved in hunting and fishing, she may have gained 
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a role of achieved leadership through her skill at crafting, and perhaps using, bone fishhooks. 

Fish were an important part of the diet for Southeastern tribes, and anyone particularly adept at 

creating fishing gear would have been an important part of the community. While males are 

described ethnohistorically as being the main fishers (Swanton 1946:332-344), it appears that 

women were not excluded from making the required implements. 

 

Burial 458A 

 This male was aged 45-55 years at the time of death. He was interred with a pipe, two 

terrapin/turtle shells (one of which was a potential rattle), and a large clam shell. He was 

relatively tall for this population, and stature would have been at nearly 5’8”. However, he would 

not have been a very intimidating figure, at least towards the end of his life. There was a great 

deal of abnormal bony fusion present in this individual which would have hampered his ability to 

sit or stand without help. During osteological inventory, it was noted that the lower spine had 

fused with the hips, and the wrists and ankles had both osseous and non-osseous coalitions (an 

abnormal connection between two or more bones), along with the coalition of certain 

metatarsals. The left and right scapulae showed signs of either soft-tissue coalition or ligament 

damage on the coracoid process, with the right also being necrotic (a death of bony tissue). The 

sternum and both clavicles were necrotic, with the clavicles being severely atrophied on the 

lateral ends. All of the ribs were fused to the vertebral column, and the entire vertebral column 

was fused together. The left and right pubis were necrotic, and the left femoral head had fused to 

the acetabulum (hip socket), meaning he could not rotate his leg as he would have normally, 

which would greatly impede mobility. Both humeri, radii, and ulnae displayed lesions, some of 

which may have been due to ligament pathologies. The left hand showed signs of atrophy, 
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indicating that this arm and hand were limited in functionality. Both femora, tibiae and fibulae 

had moderate periostitis with bone remodeling, with the femora also showing signs of atrophy 

from disuse. His incisors and canines show signs of use-wear.  

 In short, this individual was quite ill and had severe disabilities, and the rattle he was 

interred with may have been placed there to alleviate some of these ailments. The rattle was the 

“critical implement” for ritual purification or dispensing medicine to the sick (Emerson 

2003:142). Among the Cherokee Shawnee, for example, False Face impersonators used rattles 

during dances in order to protect households and prevent disease (Gillreath-Brown and Peres 

2017:110). Rattles were so prevalent within shamanistic practices that they have been used to 

represent shamans themselves and their role in society (Emerson 2003:142). Pipes, too, were 

used by shaman to suck or blow disease and illness out of the body (Jolly III 2004:15). While 

much of our knowledge of shamans comes from ethnohistoric sources, shamanistic activity has 

been seen as far back as the Archaic. In their investigations into a human tooth necklace found at 

the Archaic Bluff Creek site (1LU59), Jacobi and James (2011) theorized that this necklace, 

made up of 131 human teeth, was likely a powerful tool used by a formidable shaman. This 

shaman was interred with the human tooth necklace, tools made from human bones, and was 

headless at the time of burial. They argue that this was an individual imbued with ritual power, 

who owned such powerful items that they had to be interred with him in death out of fear and 

respect (Jacobi and James 2011). Because evidence of shamans in the area has been found as far 

back as the Archaic, it is plausible and highly possible that this rattle was being used in a 

shamanistic manner. At the end of this male’s life, he would have been essentially immobile, in 

pain, and would have had great discomfort. The turtle shell rattle and pipe may have been 

interred with him to alleviate his pain in the next life.  
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Burial 623A 

 This burial held the remains of a 40-50-year-old male at the time of death. He was 

interred with ten lithic PP/Ks, sixteen modified animal bones, a turtle shell, and an antler flaker. 

It is likely that this individual had a position of achieved prestige in this society, perhaps as a 

skilled craftsman or as a great hunter or warrior. Lithic PP/Ks are prevalent in the Archaic, found 

with males, females, and subadults of all ages. However, none have as many, or even nearly as 

many, as this individual. This continuous distribution of PP/Ks, with burial 623A having a 

quantitatively distinct amount, is consistent with a position of achieved prestige. He is a mature 

adult (not too young or old), the correct sex for either of these proposed prestige positions based 

on cultural parameters, and though he was not particularly tall or short, standing around 5’6”, he 

fits the majority of parameters surrounding a position of achieved prestige based on the criteria 

set by Carr (2006).  

 Further, it appears this individual was intentionally interred with extra, repetitive, skeletal 

elements. Three sets of extra feet and hands were interred with this individual, labeled burials 

623B-623D. Extra arms, hands, legs, and feet within a burial can be interpreted as trophy taking 

(Jacobi 2007:307). If this individual was indeed a great warrior it would not be unheard of to 

inter him with at least some of his trophies. While there were no cut marks observed on the extra 

hands or feet, the preservation for all was recorded as poor. Due to the repetitive nature of the 

extra skeletal elements, it is highly unlikely that this is a coincidence or due to taphonomic 

activity; these extra hands and feet were deliberately interred with this individual, further 

demonstrating his prowess as a great warrior. 
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Burials 926 and 927; Burial 1000 

As discussed above, ethnohistoric accounts note the belief that what occurred to a person 

in life endured into the afterlife. Dying quickly by disease was believed to leave no pain, but 

chronic disease leads to eternal suffering. Similarly, disfigurement, maiming, and mutilation 

suffered in life had continuity beyond death – a man with only one leg in life would be one-

legged for all eternity. This is demonstrated in the following character assessment of Plains 

Indians by Dodge (1882:180): 

“The most touching trait of Indian character is the universal desire that the dead shall 
enter the Happy Hunting Grounds with as complete an outfit as possible. Any article 
supposed necessary in the future state, which the dead man did not possess in life, is at 
once supplied by relatives or friends, often at considerable sacrifice.”  

 

As such, many Native Americans went to great lengths to not disturb individuals in their own 

tribe – ethnohistorians remarked that, even if a Native American man were starving, he would 

not disturb a grave known to contain weapons for hunting (Dodge 1882:180). It is therefore 

particularly interesting when bodies are knowingly desecrated.  

In the Archaic portion of the Perry site, decapitation was not common. Only five 

individuals were found during osteological analysis to show signs of decapitation (cut marks 

along the cervical vertebrae (typically the first and second); cut marks around the base of the 

skull). Five others were “possible” victims of decapitation, as their skulls were clearly missing or 

deliberately placed out of anatomical position but showed no evidence of cutting or chopping. 

Two of these were initially described as isolated crania, though osteological analysis has 

determined one of these, in a mass burial, may in fact have other skeletal elements present.  

The majority of these decapitated and possibly decapitated individuals are interred with 

multiple grave goods. While many decapitated individuals were interred headless, some were 
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interred with the decapitated skull. Of those with the skull, the majority had close genetic 

relations to others within the cemetery. Three individuals, however, do not hold to this pattern. 

Burials 926 and 927, a female aged 40-45 years and a male aged 30-39 respectively, were 

interred together in a single pit. Burial 926 was interred with a single lithic PP/K, in the partially 

flexed position on her side. Her skeletal remains showed no visible signs of decapitation; 

however, her skull was deliberately placed near her knees, right next to burial 927, which was an 

isolated cranium. During osteological analysis, cut marks were found on the mandible and 

interior left ramus of 927, and osteological analysts noted the possibility of this skull functioning 

as a trophy head. Further, neither of these individuals were closely related to anyone else in the 

cemetery (including one another), and they were interred on the absolute edge of the excavated 

cemetery along the southwest border. Due to their burial placement at the edge of the cemetery, 

their burial positioning, their lack of genetic relationships with anyone at the site, and their head 

removal, it is likely these were outsiders, possibly captives, who were not afforded the same 

burial treatment as others at the site. While it is possible that these individuals were closely 

related to others at the site who had no dental material or not enough dental information to be 

included in biodistance analysis, the information we have, coupled with their location on the 

outskirts of the cemetery, the deliberate skull placement, and body desecration in general 

indicate an ill-favored position in this society. Whether they were outsiders captured in a raid, 

with burial 927’s skull being taken as a trophy, or they were disgraced members of their own 

community, these individuals were not seen fit to enter the afterlife with their bodies intact.  

 Similarly, burial 1000 was interred with no grave goods; however, this individual’s 

genetic affiliation cannot be determined as no cranial material was present. This female, aged 35-

45 years at the time of death, was interred with burial 1001, also associated with no grave goods. 
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Further, there were no cut marks present on the cervical vertebrae of burial 1000, so a 

decapitation diagnosis cannot be stated with certainty; however, during excavation, it was noted 

that this individual’s left arm was missing as well, while the rest of the limbs were present. 

While not on the absolute edge of the cemetery, these two individuals are buried in the margins, 

in the Southeastern sector of the cemetery with few Archaic interments. The absence of a skull 

and entire limb could be the result of trophy taking as well, though without the presence of cut 

marks it is impossible to state with certainty.  (See Table 6.1 for a review of Archaic archaeo-

biographies).
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Table 6. 1 Review of Archaic Archaeo-Biographies 

Burial Sex Age Burial Goods/Burial Features Trauma/Illness Overall Assessment 
134 M 30-40 Shell beads (n=1,173) Possible decapitation, or 

ancestor veneration. 
Possible aggrandizer 

305 M 25-40 Shell bead, bifaces Missing feet, periostitis, 
osteochondritis dissecans, 
porotic hyperostosis, 
Schmorl’s nodes 

Lowly position in society, either 
as local who committed 
unforgiveable act, or foreign 
enemy/captive 

360 F 35-45 Fishhooks, bone needles, 
unfinished fishhooks, lithic 
PP/K, shell beads, stone beads 

Minimal pathology Achieved leadership role, 
craftswoman 

458 M 45-55 Pipe, terrapin/turtle shell, 
potential rattle, large clam shell 

Abnormal bony fusion, 
necrosis, ligament 
pathologies, bone atrophy, 
periostitis, use wear on 
canines and incisors 

Disease and illness led to a need 
for shamanistic relief in the 
afterlife 

623A M 40-50 Lithic PP/Ks, modified animal 
bones, turtle shell, antler flaker; 
Three sets of extra hands and 
feet interred with this burial 

N/A Achieved prestige, skilled 
craftsman or great hunter/warrior 

926,927 F, 
M 

40-45, 30-40 Lithic PP/K; skull of 926 placed 
between her own knees; 927 is 
an isolated cranium 

Burial 927 has cut marks 
on the mandible 

Possible captives/enemies 

1000 F 35-45 None Left arm missing; no skull Possible trophy taking 
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Mississippian 

Genetic Proximity vs. Burial Proximity 

In general, the Mississippian portion of the cemetery did not seem to be organized by close 

genetic kinship. Though closely related individuals did occur within and around the boundaries 

of two structures present in the Mississippian period, as discussed below, the majority of 

individuals for whom biodistance could be conducted were not placed near close kin. However, 

only the permanent dentition was examined during biodistance analysis, due to discordant results 

when comparing results from the permanent and deciduous dentition (Lukacs and Kuswandari 

2013:467). As such, all infants and many young children could not be included, and relationships 

between adults and many children could not be assessed. Though these Mississippian individuals 

may show a preference to bury younger children with close relations, separate analysis will have 

to be conducted at a later time to confirm or deny this. Of the burials examined in the study, the 

majority are not interred in close proximity to genetic relations. There are a few exceptions to 

this, however, that should be discussed. In the eastern section of the cemetery, there are 

individuals within three small multiple burial groups and a single interment that have strong 

genetic ties (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6. 2 Close genetic relationships and close proximity between burials 145, 158, 161, and 
178. 

 

Through both metric and non-metric data, burials 145, 161, and 178 all showed a close 

genetic relationship to one another, while burial 158 showed a close genetic relationship to both 

burials 145 and 161. Burial 145 was a female, aged 40-45 at death; burial 158 was a 20-25 year 

old female; burial 161 was a 30-35 year old male at the time of death; and burial 178 was a male 

aged 40-50 years. None of these individuals suffered any skeletally visible trauma at their time of 

death; however, one individual buried with burial 161, burial 163, did display cut marks 

consistent with scalping. As this individual (and burial 225, a fetus associated with burial 163) 
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died violently, it is plausible that each person in this multiple burial did as well. No clear reason 

presents itself as to the nature of the other multiple burials, but the close genetic relationships 

here may have influenced their placement within the cemetery. This portion of the cemetery may 

have been relegated to a certain kin group, as evidenced by the overlapping, close, biological 

relationships. This cemetery is very large, and having four individuals buried closely to each 

other is probably not an accident. Genetically unrelated individuals may have been included 

because they had a special relationship to a member of this kin group, were non-biological kin, 

or because they died in the same event (as is likely the case with interments 161, 162, 163, and 

225). Because this kin group had their own section of the cemetery, it is likely they were seen as 

important or powerful within the community. This is further evidenced by the relatively large 

amount (for the site) of grave goods found with these individuals (Table 6.2), and the special 

status of burial 178 as a ritual specialist (discussed below in the archaeo-biographies section). As 

far as can be discerned, no structure is present in this area.  

 

Table 6. 2	List of Grave Goods found with Related Burials 145, 158, 161, 178 

Grave Number Goods 

Burial 145 (in a grave with 146 and 147) Standard jars (2), shell spoons (24), bowls (2), 
sherds, unmodified rock (1) 

Burial 158 Mississippi Plain jar (1), sherds, Short necked 
bottle (1) 

Burial 161 (in a grave with 162, 163, and 
225) 

Bell Plain Jar (1), Bell Plain bottle (1), shell 
beads (9) 

Burial 178 (in a grave with 179, 180, and 
188) 

Bone PP/K (1), shell beads (10), bone pin (1), 
chert celt (1), lithic PP/K (2), sherds, 

unidentified bone, bone needle (1), chert adz 
(1), ground celt (1), hematite nodule (1) 

 

On the western side of the cemetery, bordering the large Archaic section in the center, there 

is another group of closely related individuals. This group is spread over a much wider area than 
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the previously discussed kin group; however, the large amount of close genetic relationships in 

the area bears discussion (Figure 6.3). Using the metric and non-metric data, a number of close 

relationships were found in the area. As seen in Figure 6.3, burials 567, 576, 597, 598, 602, 608, 

674, 679, 736, 764, 770, and 819 form a web representing a “loose” kin group, in that there are 

several overlapping relationships, but not all are genetically close to one another (Table 6.3; 

Table 6.4). Several individuals make up the core of this web, in that they are closely related to a 

number of others found in this relationship network: burials 567, 598, 602, 764, and 770. These 

individuals share close genetic relationships with the same people (for example, burials 598 and 

602 are closely related to each other as well as to burials 567, 736, and 770), and connect others 

to the web that are unrelated to anyone else nearby (for example, burial 598 is the only person 

with a close genetic relationship to burial 608).  

Two of these individuals (burials 597, 598) are of an unknown time component; they were 

interred without diagnostic artifacts and at inconclusive depths. As such, their biodistance data 

was included in both the Archaic and Mississippian statistical tests. 

However, as they share such close genetic relationships with individuals in the Mississippian 

time period, it is highly likely that this is the period from which they originated. Some others in 

the vicinity, unfortunately, did not have enough data to be included in either statistical test; 

however, based on the data present, it appears that this kin group is spread over this swath of the 

cemetery. While not as concentrated as other kin groups, they do appear to loosely cluster in this 

area. Interestingly, in this large, loose cluster, the majority of related individuals are male (n=7), 

while there are four subadults and only one female (burial 736). 
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Figure 6. 3 Western area burials with close genetic relationships. Relevant burial numbers 
enlarged; genetic connections linked linearly. 
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Table 6. 3 Half-Triangular Matrix showing Mahalanobis Distance Scores for 
“Loose” Related Group 

 567 597 598 602 608 674 679 736 764 770 819 
567 0           
597 1.15 0          
598 1.21 1.09 0         
602 0.98 0.97 0.85 0        
608 1.31 1.25 1.51 1.19 0       
674 1.49 1.20 1.37 1.25 1.55 0      
679 1.28 1.30 1.39 1.08 1.27 1.49 0     
736 1.08 1.09 0.97 0.95 1.35 1.24 1.16 0    
764 1.55 1.09 1.25 1.25 1.38 1.38 1.47 1.28 0   
770 1.34 1.29 1.43 0.97 1.43 1.43 1.33 1.50 1.49 0  
819 1.02 1.12 1.20 0.79 1.42 1.42 1.21 1.33 1.11 1.15 0 

 

	
Table 6. 4	Half-Triangular Matrix showing Gower’s Coefficient Scores for 

“Loose” Related Group 
 567 576 598 602 608 674 679 736 764 770 819 
567 0           
576 .06 0          
598 .05 .06 0         
602 .07 .11 .08 0        
608 .11 .10 .04 .12 0       
674 .09 .09 .09 .11 .07 0      
679 .08 .08 .07 .11 .06 .06 0     
736 .16 .17 .07 .15 .12 .13 .13 0    
764 .04 .07 .05 .07 .08 .04 .06 .11 0   
770 .07 .06 .06 .09 .08 .08 .08 .12 .04 0  
819 .14 .16 .11 .14 .15 .13 .18 .14 .09 .03 0 

 

This was unexpected as, ethnohistorically, Mississippian societies tended to matrilineal and 

matrilocal. It is unclear why there would be a cluster of related males and subadults with only 

one related female. It is possible these males were being interred in their natal households, 
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though if this is the cause one would expect more females to be included in this near-relation 

cluster. More research is required to answer this question. 

Other than these two kin group concentrations and those found in structures 1 and 2 

(discussed below), close genetic relationships did not appear to be a major factor in deciding an 

individual’s ultimate burial placement. It was expected that burial proximity would mirror 

genetic proximity for the majority of individuals in the Mississippian period due to their more 

sedentary lifestyles; however, this appears not to be the case for most Mississippian people at 

Perry. Other factors appear to be at work to determine burial placement, such as violent deaths in 

the case of some multiple burial groups, or clan membership as it relates to the broader 

placement in the cemetery on the eastern or western side.  

 

Close Genetic Relations and Structures  

 As noted in the results section, only older females, aged forty or older, and subadults 

were buried within structure 1, with several of these individuals being closely related. Similarly, 

of individuals that are definitely within structure 2 (several could or could not be, the west side 

of the structure is not well delimited), all but one are subadults or adult females aged in their 20s 

and older. Structure 3 has one Mississippian interment within its boundaries, several individuals 

nearby, and perhaps one that may have been placed in its walls. Unfortunately, however, none of 

these individuals had enough data to be included in the biodistance analysis, and subsequently 

will not be discussed in this section. Structure 4, similarly, has a few individuals nearby, but 

none within the structure itself. 

Residential burial has been studied across the world and in the Southeastern United States 

(Hally 2008; Wilson et al 2010; Wilson 2010; Sullivan and Rodning 2010). Residential burials 
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have been interpreted in many different ways: as a method for kin groups to gain social power 

using social memory (Roth and Baustian 2015); to associate a specific kin group with ancestral 

residential spaces, thereby claiming the land rights that come with it (Wilson et al 2010; Wilson 

2010); showing continuity with ancestors as well as forging an association with them (Hally 

2008; Roth and Baustian 2015); and, in addition to connecting with the ancestors, as an 

expression of power and prestige for women (Sullivan and Rodning 2010; Rodning 2011). 

If structure 1 and 2 are domestic in nature, they probably reflect an expression of power 

and prestige among females at the Perry site, as well as a possible an attempt to forge a 

connection, or perhaps claim an ancestral tie, to the Archaic population in the center of the 

cemetery. Until recently, the majority of research on Mississippian interments has focused on 

hierarchy and elites, (e.g., Larson 1971, Peebles 1971, Milner 1984) with the roles of males often 

being given the most consideration. More recently, researchers (e.g., Rautman 1998; Levy 2007) 

have been exploring notions of heterarchy and the power relations among different segments of 

the community, including the power and prestige women could and did attain in the past. 

Sullivan and Rodning (2010) address this in their examination of residential burials at four sites 

in Tennessee and North Carolina. More traditional interpretations of the patterns seen at these 

sites would determine burials in the mounds and public structures, typically male, would have 

more prestige and power than would the burials of females in domestic spaces. However, the 

authors, view these different burial programs as indicative of the various ways men and women 

could come to power and hold statuses based on the various domains present in social and 

political life (Sullivan and Rodning 2010:81).  

Sullivan and Rodning (2010:89), drawing on ethnohistoric sources concerning the 

Cherokee, note that while men represented the community, dealt with trade and alliance matters, 
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and achieved prestige through war, females had authority as well. Women owned the homes, 

could overrule declarations of war, acted as clan officers, had freedom in marriage and sexual 

relationships, and, through their bloodlines, determined clan membership (Sullivan and Rodning 

2010:89). The authors state that graves associated with the residential dwellings are to honor the 

female based kin groups who are associated with those houses; just because females are not 

found in a mound or public place does not indicate that they were viewed as secondary to males. 

Rather, these places represent women’s power, just as townhouses reflect the men’s role in 

community leadership. Sullivan and Rodning (2010:89-91) found that as women became older 

and more responsible for the household realm, they were interred in residential areas rather than 

in or around the mounds; 100% of females over forty years are buried in these residential areas. 

Further, they are interred with more grave goods than men in the same age cohort (Sullivan and 

Rodning 2010:89-91). The authors even posit that being buried in a domestic residence “may be 

as much of a material ‘accoutrement’ for a female as are some symbolically charged objects 

interred with males” (Sullivan and Rodning 2010:92). 

 As structures 1 contains only females and subadults, and all but one interred within the 

boundaries of structure 2 are females and subadults, it is likely something similar is occurring 

here. In both structures, numerous individuals share a close genetic relationship, indicating they 

were close kin. This, combined with burial in the same structure, seem to indicate an even closer 

bond. Further, as several females in structure 1 are related to females in structure 2, this could 

indicate a small, related household cluster. Moreover, while related males are located near the 

structures, they do not occur inside. This further emphasizes the importance of women in this 

domain. However, unlike the findings by Sullivan and Rodning (2010), the individuals in and 

around structure 1 (see Figure 5.3) do not have many grave goods. The women within the 
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boundaries of structure 1, with the exception of burial 443, are interred with no grave goods. 

Burial 443 herself only has two goods interred with her. These were not “rich” burials by any 

means, but this does not mean they were without prestige. Being buried in the structure could 

have bestowed enormous prestige on an individual interred within. This is likely, as all of these 

women were forty years of age or older when they died. This indicates that they likely had 

earned great responsibility when it came to matters concerning the house and family. Further, 

they had likely acquired prestige through their old age.  

There are three males buried outside the structure, only one of which had enough data to 

be included in any biodistance analysis. In both the Gower’s and Mahalanobis distance 

measures, this male (burial 169) was related to individuals within and outside the building: 

burials 437, 445, and 446. Burials 437 and 445 are adult females, while 446 is a subadult, aged 6 

years ( +/- 9 months). Burial 169 could be a son or brother of the individuals within the structure, 

as could be the other males present.  

 The artifact associations seen with individuals in association with structure 2 present a 

stark difference (see Figure 5.4). Individuals in and around this structure tend to have grave 

goods, some richly endowed. Of the burials definitely located within the boundaries of structure 

2, all but one are females and children. However, all the females in this case are interred with 

goods. Burial 430, a woman in her 20s, was interred with two artifacts; burial 432, a woman in 

her 30s, was interred with three grave goods, and burial 378, an older woman aged 50+ years, 

was interred with seven artifacts of four different types. Burials associated with this structure 

have some of the highest artifact counts at the site – of the fifteen Mississippian burials at Perry 

with the most grave goods, four of these are associated with this structure. Further, when looking 

at the highest amount of artifact types, two of the male burials associated with the structure, 
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burials 92A and 436A have the highest type counts (n=12) at the site. The other two burials, 378 

(a female) and 435A (a subadult) are also in the top twenty for most artifact types.  

 Burial 378 was the oldest female within the boundaries of the structure., and she is also 

the female with the greatest amount of goods at the site. This pairing probably reflects her power 

associated with the domestic sphere. As with structure 1, merely being buried in this location 

was probably an honor in and of itself; but this honor was strongly emphasized by the number 

and types of goods associated with her. She is interred with the only shell pin known from the 

site, as well as three PP/Ks, a bone awl and two adzes. Unfortunately, this female did not have 

enough metric or non-metric data to be analyzed using biodistance, so we cannot be sure how 

close of a genetic relationship she had to others in the structure. Burial 436A, a male aged 40-49, 

is located inside the boundaries of structure 2 as well.  He is interred with both lithic and bone 

PP/Ks, a stone gorget, an atlatl hook, a hammerstone, an unmodified deer antler, a bone pin, 

modified and unmodified animal bone, animal teeth, an antler flaker and an unspecified bone 

tool. The stone gorget was evidently not present during the inventory of the site artifacts 

conducted by OAR in 2017, however, a description of the item from Webb and DeJarnette 

(1948:35) describes it as a flat shale gorget “centrally expanded, [with] shouldered trianguloid 

ends, 2 perforations, broken” and was “secondarily used as a grooved abraider.” There is a photo 

of this artifact (Webb and DeJarnette 1948:41), but it is unclear and if there is any decoration it is 

not readily obvious or described.  

Burial 416, a male in his 30s and located outside structure 2, is related closely to two 

individuals who are buried within the structure or just outside its walls. He and burial 169, 

another male, of structure 1 are both closely related to burial 446, a young child located in 
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structure 1. This close genetic relationship of males to the same children indicates that these are 

indeed likely male relations being buried in their natal house groups.  

While it appears that females were being honored by burial within these structures, it is 

also possible that, at least for structure 2, a social house was in use. Social houses are a type of 

general kinship category (that can contain biological and non-biological kin) that emphasizes the 

continuation of the prosperity of the estate through both material and immaterial wealth (Beck 

2007:4-6). The legitimacy of the house and its associated rights is of the utmost importance, and 

houses will build claims and gather labor strength through whatever means is necessary. 

Typically, this is done through biological reproduction, adoption, or enslavement of servants 

(Brown 2007:299-230). The most powerful and durable parts of the house are the architecture, 

the bones of ancestors, origin stories, and heirlooms, particularly exotic ones. The architecture 

anchors the house members in place, and positions the house in the community hierarchy as 

compared to other houses. Ancestor burials within the house or an associated household shrine 

link house members to the past.  Ancestral bones add legitimacy to current social house members 

and authenticate their rights and resources. The bones are also considered sacred, and make up 

an important part of the household wealth. Origin narratives are equally important, in that it 

gives a common identity to house members and links them together, as well as to other social 

houses through shared creation stories. Finally, heirlooms are key in creating relationships with 

other houses, and also showcase that house’s prominence in the community. Having rare and 

inalienable goods give the house tangible durability (Beck 2007:6-10). 

Many of these criteria are present regarding structure 2. The architecture is present, one 

of the few recorded structures found at the site. Ancestor burials of close genetic relations, as 

well as some non-genetic relations, are interred within and around the structure. As social houses 
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strive to reproduce themselves for the next generation, these non-genetic kin burials could 

represent adoption or enslavement of servants to further the social house and expand its power. 

Wealth (a key feature of the social house) found with structure 2 is abundant; four individuals 

associated with this structure have some of the highest grave good counts at the site.  Heirlooms 

are also likely present. Copper ear spools were found with burial 435A, an infant buried just 

outside the structure. Copper was rare at Perry, and could have been regarded as an heirloom. 

Burial 436A, also associated with the structure, had a slate gorget, a rare item that may have 

functioned as an heirloom as well. It seems likely that this could have been functioning as a 

social house in addition to honoring female members of this kin group, though it is curious that 

there do not appear to be others. Structure 1 has a relative dearth of grave goods, and as material 

and immaterial wealth are key to the maintenance of a social house, it does not appear that this 

kin group is functioning in the same manner. 

Finally, the placement of these structures may be functioning in one other way as well; as 

an attempt by these closely related groups to forge a connection with the past. Many of the above 

studies (Hally 2008, Wilson et al 2010; Wilson 2010; Roth and Baustian 2015) that interpret 

domestic burials as forging connections with the ancestors discuss the rebuilding of structures 

over former structures, or burying individuals in the place where residential structures once 

stood. This does not seem to be the case at Perry. Excavators (Webb and DeJarnette 1948:15) 

noted that all evidence of post holes at the site were found on the top of the strata zone B, 

indicating that these structures were all probably built at roughly the same time. Further, while 

there are a few stray post holes nearby, none seem to indicate the presence of another, older 

building. While these could indicate structural modifications, they were found at the same depth 

and probably did not differ greatly in time of construction. In addition, Knight (1990:5-6) states 
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that genealogies were not tied back to an ancestor as these were not necessary for clan 

organization. Rather, social groups and parent-child ties were more important. Instead of 

converging around ancestors, they likely united around a living matriarch.  

Despite this, these structures still may be an attempt to establish a kin group with the past. 

Each of the four possible structures at the site (only three have individuals buried within them) 

are along the outer edge of the eastern half of the Mississippian burial ground (Figure 6.4). It is 

not impossible that where the Archaic period peoples interred their dead was remembered by 

those individuals who occupied the site after them. Woodland people along the St. John’s River, 

for example, deliberately placed their burial mounds away from the previously constructed 

archaeological features of the Middle and Late Archaic (Wallis 2008). This was not due to 

environmental changes, but rather a conscious choice by these people to keep their mortuary 

facilities separated from those of the past, even though they lived among the Archaic 

constructions periodically. Where they chose to put their burial mounds were places that were 

archaeologically sterile, manually cleared of vegetation and sterilized with a layer of clean, white 

sand. The author argues that this is a deliberate avoidance and disconnection from earlier 

historical affiliations (Wallis 2008:251-252). It is possible that, due to the majority of 

Mississippian burials being interred on either side of the heavy concentration of Archaic 

interments, they knew where these burials were. These structures form a rough border with the 

Archaic cemetery, and may have been an attempt by the people who owned the structures to 

forge a connection with the past. However, as it seems to be just one house group/kin group 

doing this, it is hard to say this for certain. 
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Figure 6. 4 The four structures present at the site on the edge of the Archaic center of the cemetery. Orange circles are present to more 
easily see the structures.
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Social Organization 

 Clans in prehistoric eastern North America were often dually organized into ritual, 

exogamous groups, made up of multiple clans per group, that were based on matri- or 

patrifiliation. The two groups of clans each took on opposing characteristics (such as warlike 

versus peaceable) and each fulfilled different ritual roles during ceremonies. Further, the clans 

themselves were hierarchically ranked, adding another set of opposing characteristics (inferior 

and superior clans) to the social structure. However, clans were not ranked internally and 

members were not given ascriptive ranks. Rather, leaders and officers were chosen by the group 

based on age, ability, or achievement (Knight 1990:5-6). The archaeological correlates one 

would expect of this type of dual social organization have been outlined by Marcoux 

(2010:151;159) as follows:  

1) Artifacts representing high status will be distributed amongst age and sex categories on 

the basis of achievement rather than ascription 

2) The cemetery will show a bilateral division in spatial organization 

3) There will be a bilateral distribution of burial forms, artifact types, or artifact styles, 

likely associated with the different characteristics or ritual roles of each clan 

 

All three of these criteria are readily apparent in the data from the Perry site. First, as will be 

discussed in the archaeo-biographies portion of the chapter, the majority of high status 

individuals found in this population appear to have achieved their status, rather than been 

ascribed it. Second, the Mississippian component of the cemetery is divided bilaterally on the 

roughly east and west sides of the large Archaic portion of the cemetery, located in the center. 
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While there is some overlap (i.e., some Archaic burials in the east or west, some Mississippian 

burials in the center), in large part the Mississippian portion of the cemetery is divided into two 

sections (see figures 4.5 and 4.6). Finally, there is a distinct bilateral division of goods present at 

the site; all celts, chisels, shell cups, pearl beads, bone beads, rattles (and “probable” rattles) as 

well as most adzes are located on the east side of the cemetery, while pipes are confined to the 

west and center.  

As noted in the results chapter, three of these associations are statistically significant and not 

likely due to chance: celts, adzes, and pipes. Briefly discussed above, celts may have an 

affiliation with a specific group of closely related people, which could explain their relegation to 

one clan and one half of the cemetery. While a few of the celts may have been ceremonial, the 

majority do not appear to have been, due to use wear, their shape, their sharp cutting edges, and 

the materials used. Only two greenstone celts, one interred with a burial of infants and the other 

with a mass grave, were found. Further, no spatulate celts were described in the analysis. Among 

individuals buried with adzes, only three were available for biodistance analysis, burials 178, 

207A, and 546. Of these, burials 178 and 546 showed a close genetic relationship using Gower’s 

Coefficient (a score of .05; burial 178 was not present in the Mahalanobis tests). Conversely, 

burial 207A was not found to be closely related to either burial 178 or 546. Again, as the 

individuals available for this analysis make up a small sample, a determination about adzes and 

genetic affiliation cannot be made. Nevertheless, celts, (most) adzes, and all chisels were found 

on the east side of the cemetery with one of the probable clans, indicating that perhaps some 

roles in the community, namely woodworking, were divided on a clan basis.  

Pipes were the only artifact to be confined to the western portion and center of the cemetery. 

Pipes typically were used to smoke tobacco and other plant products, and often were decorated to 
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indicate their ritual purpose (Luckenbach et al 2015:61). Shamans may have been the first to use 

tubular pipes as “medicine tubes” to suck or blow whatever was causing illness out of the body 

of a patient. Smoking pipes, too, were important, as they were often smoked for medicinal or 

ritual purposes (Jolly III 2004:15). There are only three pipes found with Mississippians at the 

site, one is tubular sandstone, one is tubular soapstone, and one is an elbow pipe made of 

ceramic, decorated with a probable human effigy. The human effigy pipe was interred with a 

multiple burial of four people: a male in his 40s, a female in her 40s, and two subadults, aged 11 

years (+/- 9 months) and twelve years (+/- 6 months). None of these individuals appeared to have 

been particularly ill, though one of the subadults had a cloaca on the right femur that was in the 

process of healing, while the adult male had blunt force trauma on the left parietal that also was 

healing at the time of death. 

The tubular sandstone pipe is interred with a male in his 20s, who had periostitis on the limbs 

due to an acute infection, though this is fairly common. The tubular soapstone pipe was interred 

with a subadult, aged 7 years (+/- 9 months). Though this burial is poorly preserved, osteological 

analysis revealed porosity on the sphenoid, which has been linked by researchers to scurvy (e.g., 

Pitre et al 2016; Krenz-Niedbała 2017:8). As such, this child may have been given the pipe to 

help with illness in the afterlife. Pipes are rarely interred with individuals in this community, and 

they are only found in the center and west side of the cemetery. While one individual may have 

been given a pipe to alleviate sickness in the afterlife, it is unclear why the other individuals were 

interred with pipes. They may have been religious practitioners, though this cannot be said for 

certain.  

 Burial positioning generally did not differ between the two halves of the cemetery, with 

roughly equal percentages of most burial types (fully flexed, partially flexed, reburial, extended, 
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cremation, and sitting burial). The only category that showed any real difference was the isolated 

crania category; ten of the eleven isolated crania were discovered on the east half of the cemetery 

and only one in the west. Burials 243 and 244 were complete skeletons who were interred with 

three additional skulls, burials 245, 246, and 248. While skulls 245 and 246 do not show signs of 

violence, skull 248 was scalped and decapitated at death, evidenced by various cut marks on the 

skull and cervical vertebrae. Because 248 was a victim of a violent death, it is highly probable 

that burial 245 and 246 were as well, though they do not have skeletal markers to corroborate 

this. Other isolated crania on this half of the cemetery suffered similar fates. Isolated crania 

burial 975 was a possible victim of scalping, having cut marks across the skull, and isolated 

crania burial 976 was a victim of decapitation, evidenced by cuts on the first cervical vertebrae. 

Burial 984 was decapitated as well, and was noted during osteological analysis to be a “probable 

head trophy.” The remaining isolated crania on the eastern half of the cemetery, burials 188A, 

272, 429, and 995, however, did not show signs of trauma. The only isolated crania (burial 

739A) in the western half showed no signs of trauma either.  

Additionally, burials within structures were found only on the eastern half of the site. This, 

combined with the isolated crania, indicate that there are differences in distribution of burial 

forms in the two halves of the cemetery. All of this information taken together indicates that the 

Mississippian portion of the cemetery had a dual organizational structure that determined burial 

placement. One half of the social group was located on the eastern half of the site, the other on 

the west, with a large concentration of Archaic burials between them. It is notable that one side 

of the cemetery, the eastern side, had the majority of archaeologically distinctive criteria (Table 

6.5). Why the eastern half of the cemetery has so many distinctive features while the west has a 

relative dearth is unclear. It is possible that distinctions made on the western half of the cemetery 
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are not visible archaeologically, whether this is due to deterioration or performative acts that do 

not leave archaeological residue. 

 

Table 6. 5	Differences found between the East and West 
portions of the Mississippian cemetery at the Perry site. 

East West 

Celts* Pipes* 

Adzes*  

Chisels  

Shell Cups  

Pearl Beads  

Bone Beads  

Rattles (and “probable” rattles)  

Isolated Crania*  

Burials within Structures**  

* Indicates a statistically significant relationship. 
**Not tested for statistical significance as all structures were on the East half of the 

cemetery. 
 

Because of this, the majority of what can be said about these dually organized groups can 

only be said about the eastern half. It appears that the majority of woodworkers, or perhaps 

woodworking specialists, spring from this group, as all celts, chisels, and most adzes are 

associated with burials from the eastern half of the cemetery. Almost all of the isolated crania are 

found here as well, and the majority of these show osteological signs of violence (decapitation, 

scalping), indicating a violent end for these individuals (rather than something like ancestor 

veneration, which would certainly not involve the violent dismemberment of a family member). 
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And though violence was prevalent throughout the Perry site, it is possible that this group may 

have engaged in more trophy taking and been more generally involved in war-related activities 

than the other group.   

While there is not much to say regarding the characteristics of the western half of the 

cemetery, all the pipes were found here and in the center. It is possible that shamans came from 

or were part of this group, though the fact that rattles are interred exclusively in the other half of 

the cemetery gives pause. It could be that many of the characteristics associated with this group 

were spiritual and not necessarily materialized, though this cannot be said for sure. In either case, 

the evidence from the Perry site points to a dual social structure (as outlined by Marcoux 2010), 

albeit lopsided in terms of archaeological evidence. High status, as will be discussed below, was 

mostly achieved rather than gained through ascription. There is a clear bilateral division of 

burials within the cemetery, and with this, there is also a bilateral division of burial goods and 

burial forms.  

 

Health 

Biodistance and Health 

 Similar to what was seen in the Archaic, certain closely related individuals suffered from 

stress that was strong enough to arrest non-essential bodily functions and create enamel 

hypoplasias. Of the 58 individuals in the Mississippian population with hypoplasias, 41.4% of 

them had a close genetic tie with at least one other individual with a hypoplasia, with the 

majority of them being closely related to more than one other person with hypoplasias. As with 

the Archaic, this could be due to several factors. And, as before, it is not likely simply due to just 

weaning, as 74% of individuals with hypoplastic lines had more than one hypoplasia per tooth. 
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In fact, one of the individuals with a single hypoplastic line had this line on the third molar, 

which doesn’t begin developing until well after weaning age. Another explanation is that these 

individuals had higher rates of morbidity than others at the site. While the majority of these 

individuals had common pathologies, such as porotic hyperostosis, periostitis, and caries, others 

had far more severe pathologies at higher rates.  

Burial 46, a 15-18-year-old probable female had a very stressful life. Seven of her teeth 

had hypoplastic pitting, with some of these teeth having three separate hypoplastic lines. She had 

more common pathologies as well, namely caries and periostitis. The sheer amount of 

hypoplastic lines indicate a great deal of physiological stress, which may have contributed to her 

early demise, as no traumatic injuries were seen. Burial 394 had periostitis; arthritis on both 

wrists, the left tibia and on the lumbar vertebrae; necrosis in the right foot (lateral cuneiform); 

osteochondritis on both patellae and on the phalanges of both feet; dental abscesses; and caries. 

While all of these pathologies would have occurred later in life, they could be related to early 

stressful events, as early stressors have been found to influence lifelong morbidity and reduce 

longevity (Rose et al 1978; Goodman and Armelagos 1988).  

Similarly, burial 608 had porotic hyperostosis, calculus, caries, abscesses, periostitis, and 

periodontal disease, while burial 987 had a cranial infection as well as porotic hyperostosis and 

calculus. Furthermore, when examining the effects of biological relationships on mortality rates, 

it was found that individuals who have hypoplasias that have relatives with a hypoplasia were 

more likely to die at an early age than hypoplastic individuals without hypoplastic relatives. 

Sixty-five percent (n=15) of people with hypoplasias who are related to others with hypoplasias 

died before the age of 25. Of these, 47.8% (n=11) were teens or children when they died. Only 

two of these young individuals showed signs of perimortem trauma indicating cause of death: 
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burials 860A, a 12-15-year-old subadult, was decapitated and burial 1024A, a 16-20-year-old 

male, was scalped. The remainder show no osteological signs of violent trauma that would have 

led to early deaths. Conversely, of individuals with hypoplasias that have no relatives with 

hypoplasias, only 38.7% (n=12) died before the age of 25. Only one of them, burial 79, showed 

signs of perimortem trauma (scalping). This means that, if a person and their relatives had 

hypoplasias, they were 26% more likely to die at an early age than those with healthier, stress-

free relatives.  

Nevertheless, both groups had high percentages of early deaths. This is likely because 

early stressors can make an individual less likely to respond well to later stressors (Goodman and 

Armelagos 1988:941), and more susceptible to infection and disease. It appears that both this 

group of close relations and people with evidence of early life stressors were simply less well 

equipped to deal with disease and infection, leading many of them to early deaths. 

  

Wealth 

There are only 45 Mississippian individuals at the site with shell beads, and just ten of 

these burials have a high number of shell beads, defined in this study as being associated with 

over 100. Of these, eight are subadults, all of whom are under two years of age except for one 

individual, aged 7 years (+/- 9 months). Two additional individuals with a high number of shell 

beads are a male aged 40-49 and a female aged 20-29. While these two adults may have 

accumulated this wealth themselves, the children, particularly the majority aged around two 

years and younger, could not have.  

Two of these children (burial 384 and 784, aged at death 9 months +/- 3 months and 6 

months +/- 3 months respectively) each had over a thousand beads in association. For burial 384, 
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these beads seem to be part of necklaces, anklets, and bracelets based on the plan view drawing 

of the burial. (This individual is part of a multiple interment with two other infants, one of whom 

also had over 200 shell beads as ornaments worn on them, separate from those found with 384.) 

The beads with burial 784 also appear ornamental as the beads were found around the lower ends 

of both arms. Because the vast majority of the individuals with shell beads are quite young, it is 

likely that this, too, is part of the cultural age distinctions discussed above. As these young 

children did not have their own separate identities in the community, it may have been more 

appropriate to show parental or familial wealth in the context of young children rather than older 

ones. Placing such a large quantity of goods with children during the mortuary ritual would have 

been a public way of displaying one’s wealth through conspicuous disposal as well as honoring 

the children in this life and the next.   

As noted in the results chapter, most of the copper at the Perry site is found with young 

children as well. The only copper wooden ear spools were found with burial 435A, an infant 

aged around 9 months at death. The only copper ornament was interred with a multiple interment 

of three infants, two aged around 9 months at death, and the third aged around 6 months. Finally, 

of the five people with copper beads, three were found with subadults, aged 6 months, 2 years, 

and 10 years at the time of death. These were not likely marking membership in some society or 

status, as they only were found with two adults. It is most likely that these are wealth items, 

given to these children in death by those who knew them. 
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Identity, It’s Different Aspects, and Manifestations in the Archaeological Record 

            This section is organized much like its counterpart in the Archaic portion of this chapter. 

Identity as it is manifested among different subsets of the population will be discussed first, 

followed by a discussion on the micro-scale in the form of archaeo-biographies. 

 

Social Age 

Social age refers to the culturally constructed age category that one falls into (such as 

“teens” for the modern western world) during different phases of life (Knudson and Stojanowski 

2008:411). Unlike chronological age, which can be assessed osteologically, or developmental 

age, which can be roughly assumed based on modern developmental sequences (for example, 

children can say several words and make short sentences by around two years of age [Center for 

Disease Control 2018]), social age is more difficult to assess as it is unique to the culture or 

society that constructs it. However, by looking at the differential treatment of different age 

groups, researchers can uncover potential social age categories present in past societies. As noted 

in the results chapter, there were a number of artifacts associated only with young children 

(typically four or five years of age and younger) or adults: shell pendants, preforms, jars, turtle or 

terrapin shells, most instances of shell beads (only two instances were found with older children), 

stone beads, bone beads, deer antlers, non-pendant animal teeth, and shell gorgets. Young 

children (aged birth to around five years at death; n=198) were interred with far more types of 

goods than older children (aged six to twelve years; n=74). Though significantly more children 

fall into the younger category, the percentages of those with and without goods are virtually the 

same for the two groups. Young children were found with some type of grave goods 32% of the 

time, while older children were found with some type grave goods 30% of the time. This 
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indicates that, while each group had the same likelihood of being buried with some type of grave 

furniture, younger children were interred with a greater variety of types than their older 

counterparts.  

This likely reflects some sort of social age distinction present at the Perry site, similar to 

the one found at the King site found by Hally (2008:410-411). He discovered a cultural age 

change around age three to four, as well as around age seven, as evidenced by burial treatment. 

Children aged four and below at King were typically interred with pots, while children older than 

this were not. Around age seven, Hally found that children were buried without grave goods and 

at deeper levels than younger children, and at around age fifteen, males were buried with 

artifacts only seen with “adult” males. He determined that the social change seen around age 

three or four likely represented a time when children stopped being associated strictly with the 

maternal house and begin to be identified in the larger social world. He determines that the 

change around age seven is likely a social one, or perhaps a rite of passage. Further, the 

treatment of males around fifteen years of age at the King site indicates that at this age they were 

no longer considered children based on their grave accompaniments (Hally 2008). Similar to 

what was found at King, children older than five seem to be considered differently than do those 

five or younger. This may be the same, or similar to, the age distinction held by the Cherokee. 

Swanton (1946:714) notes that “at the age of 4 or 5, boys come under the supervision of their 

fathers or elder brothers and learn to handle bows and arrows, while girls help their mothers and 

older sisters.” At this age, social roles are beginning to be learned, a distinction is made between 

the sexes, and they are beginning to attain their individual identities within the community.  

Younger children at the Perry site may have been linked with the maternal household and 

were associated with parental identities rather than having their own. Because they only really 
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existed in the community through their parents, they may have been assigned, temporarily, the 

identities or statuses of their parents, which is what we see reflected in burial. However, when 

they became old enough to contribute to society in their own right, and consequently developed 

their own identities separate from their families and parents, they were no longer eligible to take 

on the identities of their parents. Alternatively, this society simply could have placed more value 

in young children, and viewed it as more appropriate to inter those children with more grave 

goods or more types of grave goods. In either case, it does appear that some social change occurs 

around the age of four or five, salient enough to result in a difference in mortuary treatment.  

 Another social and possibly developmental age change occurs around 15 years of age. At 

this age, individuals can be interred with otherwise exclusively “adult” goods – namely, 

discoidals, adzes, bone flakers, and fishhooks (this last type is an exception, there is one infant 

interred with a fishhook, while the rest are interred with individuals 15 years and above). This 

appears to mark a change from childhood to adulthood, and specifically, that new statuses, roles, 

and activities were available to individuals previously restricted by age. Some of these new adult 

roles may have begun even earlier, around age 12. Burial 959A, for example, is interred with a 

bone/antler punch and an antler headdress, both of which are not found among younger children. 

This may have been a transitional period where children were beginning to be treated in a more 

adult-like manner. Swanton (1946:717) states that, among the Natchez, boys around 10 to 12 

began to carry small burdens, and further, that at around age 12, boys were given bows to 

practice shooting. Only later were they allowed to go on hunts with the men. Something similar 

could be occurring at Perry, explaining why some twelve year olds had adult goods. Further, 

Swanton does not specify how much “later” boys were allowed to go on hunts with men, but it 
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appears that by age fifteen, a person was considered to have reached adulthood, so the transition 

between childhood and adulthood likely happened around this time. 

 

Artifact Association and Biological Distance 

Much like the Archaic, the majority of artifacts found with Mississippian burials do not 

seem to be restricted to certain genetically close groups. If social roles were restricted on the 

basis of one’s genetic relationships, we would expect to see closely related individuals or groups 

of closely related individuals interred with the same types of artifacts, while others would not 

have them. Howell and Kintigh (1996), for example, found a genetic basis for leaders within an 

ancestral Zuni community based on special mortuary goods allocated to specific genetic groups. 

 Of course, some social roles could still be restricted based on one’s biological relations, 

and just not be elaborated in a way that we can see archaeologically. However, based on the 

evidence we do have, it does appear that most social roles in the Mississippian period at Perry 

were not ascription based, so we would not expect to see groups of closely related people having 

the same social roles. The only possible exception to this are celts, which have a tentative genetic 

affiliation. Of the 14 individuals found with celts in the Mississippian period, five could be 

assessed using biodistance. Three of these individuals all had a close genetic relationship with 

one another. It should be remembered also that celts were one of the types of artifacts that 

showed a clear, statistically significant, bilateral division in the cemetery, that could represent an 

association with one of the two clans. If one certain group of close relations were the main 

woodworkers in the community, it could explain why all of the celts were found with just one of 

the clans. Nevertheless, if the celts are restricted to one group or relations, it is not the norm for 

the Perry site. The majority of social roles and statuses one could attain do not appear to be 
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genetically based. As will be discussed in the archaeo-biographies section, while some roles 

were genetically determined (such as a family matriarch), the majority of others seem to have 

been based on one’s individual achievements, prowess, and skills.  

 

Artifact Co-Occurrence Patterns 

 All categories examined (male, female, subadult) in the Mississippian period had more 

artifact co-occurrences than did their Archaic counterparts (see Appendix F for the 

Misssissippian Sherratt diagram). For males, being interred with a lithic PP/K appeared to be a 

prerequisite for having a number of other artifacts: abraders, unmodified animal bones, 

unmodified deer antler, bifaces, bone/antler PP/Ks, (see Tables 5.24-5.28) and items of bodily 

adornment (gorgets, pendants, beads). While females were not interred with as many types of 

goods as males, there were still significant co-occurrences of artifacts. Shell beads were 

significantly associated with several other types of artifacts: shell gorgets, jars, and pottery 

sherds. While not significant, shell beads also were found with the only shell spoon and the only 

shell pin, as well as one of two shell pendants found with adult females. Though stone goods 

typically were not found with females, if the female had a lithic PP/K in her grave, she was also 

more likely to have other stone items, such as preforms, adzes, and hammerstones. For both 

males and females, it appears that there were rules or prerequisites for including some grave 

goods in an interment. While PP/Ks are fairly ubiquitous at the site, they seem to form the 

baseline for males regarding the addition of other goods into their graves, even though the 

additional goods varied greatly in use and function. Similarly, among females, being interred 

with a lithic PP/K allowed a female to be interred with other stone artifacts. This indicates that 

females, too, had to reach some baseline to be interred with other stone goods, represented by the 
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presences of a stone PP/K. For both males and females, this could be indicative of some type of 

status gradation, though it is unclear what this status would be. 

 Children did not follow the same patterns as adults. Lithic PP/Ks, while prevalent in child 

burials, do not seem to represent a grade through which they must pass to receive other goods, as 

it appears with adults. However, children with high amounts of shell beads, with jars, or with 

bone/antler PP/Ks did show interesting associations. Children with over one hundred shell beads 

were found with unique items, such as non-pendant animal teeth, the only copper plated ear 

spools, a steatite bowl, and a celt. Jars, too, were significantly associated with unique items such 

as the only double bowl found with a subadult, and the only shell spoon. Finally, bone/antler 

PP/Ks were found with the only bone ornament, bone punch, and headdress (this one, made from 

antlers) found with children. 

Some of these associations appear to be the product of wealth display. As discussed in the 

Archaic section, shell beads with children, especially in such high amounts, are probably a 

display of the parent’s or family’s wealth rather than indicative of some type of rank. This 

assessment is bolstered by the association of a high amount of shell beads and the only copper 

ear spools at the site being interred with a child. The child with these goods, burial 435A, was 

only 9 months old (+/- 2 months) at the time of death. Copper was difficult to obtain, and was 

likely a further reflection of the parent’s wealth. While it could be argued that copper is a marker 

of ascriptive status, I believe that is not the case at the Perry site. Copper is rare at the site, with 

only five individuals with copper beads, one with copper ear spools, and one multiple interment 

of children that have a single copper ornament. Most of these items (five of the seven) are 

interred with subadults. Only one adult female and one adult male have copper items. If this were 

a marker of ascriptive status, it would be seen more evenly across age and sex groups, which it is 
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not. It is also possible that copper was functioning as an heirloom in addition to being an item of 

wealth, if indeed a social house is present at the site (discussed in detail below). 

 Again, it is difficult to make real determinations about the meaning of grave good 

associations when there is only one instance of that grave good; however, it does appear that rare 

items are more often found with some grave goods than others. As noted in the previous chapter, 

the significance of jars and bone/antler PP/Ks with rare artifacts is less clear, as jars also are 

found among adults but do not show the same type of associations as among subadults. As to the 

bone/antler PP/Ks, this may be something similar seen among adults. The only bone punch, bone 

ornament, and headdress seen among children were found with bone/antler PP/Ks, which could 

indicate that a prerequisite for these items was having a bone/antler PP/K. Again, though, it is 

unclear what rank or status this would be representing among subadults. 

Intriguingly, ten of thirteen shell pendants at the site are interred with children aged 4 

years (+/- 9 months) and younger. Much like shell beads, these items could have functioned as a 

show of wealth from the family or kin group, as these items would have taken time to create and 

transport to the area. However, similar to what was seen in the Archaic sample, these could have 

been protective measures placed with a vulnerable population. While the majority of these 

children do not show skeletal signs of pathology, two of these individuals do, indicating they 

were sickly prior to and at the time of death. Of children interred with shell pendants, these two 

sickly children also have the highest number of shell pendants in association. Burial 738, interred 

with four shell pendants, died shortly after birth. This individual had severe periostitis on both 

humeri, with new woven bone covering the entire diaphysis. Such severe periostitis is rare in a 

newborn, and clearly indicates ill health. Burial 822, an infant aged 9 months (+/- 2 months) was 

interred with another infant burial 823, aged 6 months (+/- 2 months) at the time of death. These 
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individuals also were interred with four shell pendants. Burial 822 had widespread periostitis, 

ranging from mild to moderate in severity. This child also had a scalp infection, porotic 

hyperostosis, endocranial lesions, and mild cribra orbitalia, all of which are not common for a 

child of this age. Burial 823 was not a healthy child either, with periostitis on the humeri, radii, 

ulnae, tibiae, fibulae, and the left ilium – all displaying moderate severity with new woven bone 

repair. 

These children were clearly unhealthy; however, all other subadults with shell pendants 

do not show signs of active pathology, or any pathology whatsoever. Nevertheless, these children 

all died at a very young age, and may have succumbed quickly to some disease before it could be 

seen osteologically. There are other sick children, however, who do not have any shell pendants 

in association with their graves. For example, Burial 969 aged 4 years (+/- 9 months) at the time 

of death, was a very ill child. He or she suffered from active, severe porotic hyperostosis 

covering the cranium as well as severe periostitis throughout the body, including on the 

mandible, hands, arms, and legs. This individual was so sickly that he or she showed signs of 

post-cranial developmental delays. If shell pendants are given as protective elements for 

vulnerable populations, it is curious why some sick children received them while others did not. 

Interestingly, shell pendants have been found in exclusive association with young 

children at another southeastern site, Coweeta Creek, located in southwestern North Carolina 

(Rodning 2011). Shell pendants (as well as clay pots and glass beads) are only found with young 

subadults at this late prehistoric/protohistoric site (Rodning 2011:159). This, combined with 

what was found in both time periods at Perry, suggests that the association between shell 

pendants and young children could be indicative of a broader regional pattern that merits further 

investigation.  
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Archaeo-Biographies 

Burial 92 

 This individual interment is immediately set apart from the rest by the sheer quantity and 

type of goods associated with the burial. Burial 92 was that of a male, aged 30-39, who was 

interred with 32 artifacts of twelve different types: nine lithic PP/Ks, one bone/antler PP/K, five 

bifaces, two bone flakers, six bone drifts, one bone punch, three bone awls, one metate, one 

modified bone, one abrader, one modified antler, and one bone wrench. As noted in the results 

section, during excavation this burial was noted for its “rather complete set of tools for working 

flint by percussion fracture” (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:71). It is likely that this individual 

achieved a rank of prestige in his community, as indicated by his age (not too young, not very 

old), the quantity of grave goods associated with his interment, and his sex. Though he is not 

very tall, about 5’6”, and not necessarily predisposed to a position of power, he still fits most of 

the criteria for this position (Carr 1995:Table 6.1). He is associated with the most PP/Ks at the 

site, as well as the most awls found with a singly buried male. He is one of two males to have a 

bone drift (of which he has several), as well as the only bone wrench, and the only metate. Most 

of the artifacts he is interred with have a continuous distribution and can be found with others 

buried at the site: lithic PP/Ks, bone/antler PP/Ks, awls, and flakers. Due to the types and 

quantities of items interred with him, this individual’s rank of achieved prestige may have been 

that of a “master” flintknapper in the community, renowned for his ability in flint percussion. 

Achieving this rank and skill would have taken time, adding to its prestigious nature. 
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Burial 178 

Pigments were used in prehistory for a variety of purposes, including pottery decoration, 

face and body painting, and tattooing (Swanton 1946). Swanton (1946:532-536) details how 

Native American women of various tribes tattooed their faces and bodies with intricate patterns 

or depictions of beasts. Men, too, were tattooed. Early accounts chronicled by Swanton detail the 

various designs tattooed on Creek and Cherokee men, from flowers and animals to celestial 

bodies. Pope (1792; as cited in Swanton 1946:533) indicates that tattooing started early for 

young children of both sexes of the Creek Nation. He recounts how a four-year-old boy was 

tattooed and then declared himself a warrior. Discussing the Natchez, Swanton quotes an 

anonymous source written in 1752 that states tattooing of the body was a right of only warriors 

who have killed an enemy. Face tattoos, however, were allowed and the majority of the Natchez 

population had them (Swanton 1946:535). Further, these tattoos were not seen as purely 

ornaments, but functioned as a mark of honor, distinguishing individuals after “brave deeds” 

(Dumont 1753; as cited in Swanton 1946:535). Finally, quoting Du Pratz, Swanton (1946:535) 

notes that the Natchez youths were often tattooed on the nose, but nowhere else until they had 

performed an act of bravery. What’s more, after killing an enemy and returning with their scalp, 

the individual may add tattoos to themselves reflecting their accomplishments. 

Others have noted the significance of tattooing. In his discussion of elite midden deposits 

at Moundville, Knight (2004:310) notes that both body painting and tattooing were likely a way 

that individuals in the past marked social or ritual status. Examination of Mississippi Valley 

headpots, too, have helped archaeologists discern how individuals adorned themselves with 

piercings, paint, and tattoos. These pots show where people tattooed themselves, as well as the 

designs that they used (Jolly III 1975). 
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Only one burial was associated with a bone needle, and only three individuals were found 

with any type of pigment, all three being found with hematite. Burial 178, a male aged between 

40 and 50 years, was found with a nodule of hematite, a reddish pigment made of iron oxide, as 

well as a bone needle made from a sharpened fish spine. It is possible that this individual was a 

tattooist for the community at Perry. Others have noted that sharpened fish spines were likely 

used for tattooing (Knight 2010:169) and this, combined with the nodule of hematite, signal that 

tattooing may have been a rite this individual performed. As what we see in burial are the 

residues of past practice, there is little else that could be deduced from finding a combination of 

these items, particularly since we know that tattooing was an important part of life for tribes in 

the Southeast. As such, if this individual was indeed a tattooist, he likely had an elevated social 

status. Tattooists among the Native Americans were ritual specialists, who curated and used 

tattoo bundles. Often these bundles were passed on to the next generation, though ethnographers 

have noted instances of tattoo bundles being buried with the tattooist (Deter-Wolf 2013:68). 

While this argument would be more concrete if the individual had been buried with artifacts built 

to re-sharpen or repair these tools, the presence of a sharpened fish spine and a hematite nodule 

in the same burial do suggest items used in tattooing. Particularly since burial 178 has the only 

bone needle present at the site, and that hematite is only noted in two other graves. It also should 

be noted here that burial 178 is a multiple burial; however, this interment lies on top of the others 

in the grave (burial 179 and 180), and the excavators indicate that the items mentioned above, as 

well as some others, seem to be associated with this individual specifically, and not the other 

interments.  
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Burial 378 

 As discussed previously, this individual was the oldest person interred within structure 2, 

aged 50 years or older. This female is also associated with the most grave goods; specifically, the 

only shell pin found at the site, three lithic PP/Ks, a bone awl, and two adzes. She is one of only 

two females to be interred with an adze, the other being in her forties and not in association with 

any structure. Interment within the boundaries of structure 2 was likely an honor in and of itself, 

with the further burial offerings only adding to this individual’s honor during mortuary ritual. As 

this woman was interred within the structure, the oldest individual within the structure, and the 

female with the highest amount of goods, it is very possible that she was the matriarch of this kin 

group. It also appears as though this was a leadership role that was ascribed rather than achieved. 

Ascribed leadership roles are typically found with mature to elderly adults, found with the 

appropriate sex for that role (a matriarch would necessarily have to be female), and their 

associated symbols of these roles are infrequent to rare in addition to being qualitatively different 

(Carr 1995:Table 6.1). Pins, either bone or shell, would have been used to either fasten clothes or 

be worn in the hair as a type of adornment. Bone pins, while not frequent (n=11), are found 

throughout the site in association with men, women, and children. The only shell pin, however, is 

found with burial 378. Made of marine shell, this pin would have been costlier to procure and 

manufacture than bone pins which could be obtained locally. Further, as discussed above, being 

interred within the structure was likely itself a symbol of importance as well as an honor given to 

few. Unfortunately, this skeleton was highly fragmented, and there was not enough dental or 

cranial material to perform biodistance analysis, so we cannot be sure of her genetic relationship 

to others in the kin group. However, based on her position in the structure, her age, and her 
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unique grave accoutrements, and the close relationships of others within and around the 

structure, it is highly likely this individual served as matriarch of this kin group.  

 

Burials 384, 385, 386 

 This is the interment of three infants: two aged 9 months (+/- 2 months) at death, burials 

384 and 385, and the other aged 6 months (+/- 2 months), burial 386. This was a very “rich” 

interment. These individuals were found with hundreds of shell beads, a bone bead, fish bones, 

two lithic PP/Ks, a celt, an adze, a bear canine, shell ear plugs, an unmodified rock, bone awls, 

an abrader, a hammerstone, a bone fid, a small pot, a jar, bone tools, and the site’s only copper 

ornament, though it was fragmentary upon excavation. A large portion of these artifacts were 

placed in a cache at the feet of burials 384 and 385 (Figure 6.5). Two of these children were also 

very sickly. Burial 384 had severe cribra orbitalia in both eye orbits, with buildup and 

remodeling, as well as severe periostitis/osteomyelitis (which would involve swelling and 

suppuration) on the left and right humerus, radius, ulna, tibia, fibula, left femur, metacarpals, 

metatarsals, and phalanges. Burial 385 had severe periostitis on all of the long bones present 

except for the right femur, as well as moderate cribra orbitalia in both eye orbits.  
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Figure 6. 5 Burials 384-386 with cache of goods at the feet of burials 384 and 385. 
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During osteological analysis, it was noted that this individual was in “very poor health for the 

entirety of life.” Burial 386 was not as well preserved as the other two individuals, but its bones 

did not show signs of infection.  

 As these are very young children, it is clear they did not earn or achieve these items or 

wealth on their own. As noted above, this rich interment may be due to the (sets of) parents or 

families of these children. These infants did not hold separate identities from their maternal 

households, and it is possible that these grave goods reflect the status (or combined statuses) of 

their parents. These infants would have been heavily associated with their mothers and the 

maternal household, as they would still be breastfeeding and constantly at her side.  

It may have been appropriate to bestow the identity of the mother onto a child who was 

still so strongly connected, both physically and in general proximity, to the mother. 

Alternatively, this society may have placed a high value on young children, and seen fit to give 

them rich interments. It is also possible that their severe ailments may have called for more 

elaborate goods to help them in the afterlife. Goods were often interred with individuals to help 

them on their journey, and ones so young and so sick may have required more help than most. 

 

Burial 436A 

 Burial 436A was an important individual at Perry, and likely had achieved a high status 

as a leader in this community. Individuals holding positions of achieved leadership are 

distinguished through their age (neither young nor very old), sex, physical predispositions (tall, 

robust), infrequently seen burial goods, different quantities of burial goods, and symbols for 

multiple roles (Carr 1995:Table 6.1), and burial 436A meets many of these criteria. This 35-45-

year-old male was interred with 13 goods of 12 different types, tied for the highest amount of 
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types with burial 92A. All of the artifacts seem to be carefully placed close to and on top of the 

person’s body. His grave accoutrements include the only antler atlatl hook found at the site, as 

well as the only beaver tooth chisel. Further, he is one of only two individuals to be found with 

unmodified bird bones (specifically, the lower legs, feet, and talons), the other being a woman 

aged to be 50 or older. He is the only singly buried individual with a stone gorget, though it is 

unknown if this gorget bore any motif. The slate gorget interred with this individual was not 

present during the 2017 inventory conducted by O.A.R. While there is a photo available from 

Webb and DeJarnette’s report on the excavation of units 3 and 4 (1948:41), it is unclear if any 

designs are present. While he does not have a massive quantity of any one type of good, the 

rarity of the other goods interred with him, as well as a lack of qualitative differences in the 

goods he has in common with others indicates this is an achieved, rather than ascribed, 

leadership role. The atlatl hook, slate gorget, and beaver incisor chisel could be indicative of 

different leadership roles held by this individual in the community.  

For the most part, the bow had replaced the atlatl in the Eastern Woodlands by the 

Mississippian period. However, the technology was not forgotten and, in fact, still in use along 

the Gulf coast for specialized open water hunting (Blitz and Porth 2013:94). Atlatl hooks would 

have been readily associated with hunting or warfare, and as the atlatl had been replaced by the 

bow and arrow, could have been used to symbolize prowess in one or both of these areas. In 

either case, this prowess would have been achieved earlier in his adult life, as his right knee had 

become necrotic. Subchondral necrosis was present on the distal articulating surface of the right 

femur, the proximal articulating surface of the right tibia, and on the right patella. These 

articulating surfaces were damaged, and osteophytes had developed on the margins of the 

articulating surfaces. Necrosis of the bone is caused by an interruption of blood and oxygen flow 
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to those tissues. Localized trauma can be the cause of such necrosis, or it can be idiopathic in 

nature (Alexiades 2010; Mayo Clinic Staff 2018). As no fractures or breaks were recorded in the 

knee area, a traumatic cause cannot be definitively stated. Regardless, this individual likely 

experienced increased pain when performing activities or after long periods of rest, and may 

have suffered from a limited range in motion caused by pain or swelling (Alexiades 2010). 

Avascular necrosis only worsens if it is untreated and can lead to severe arthritis and bone 

collapse (Mayo Clinic Staff 2018). This man likely favored his leg, which probably limited his 

activities. Nevertheless, it appears that the skills he had prior to this injury were not forgotten, as 

evidenced by the inclusion of the only atlatl hook in the sample. Of course, because this is the 

only atlatl hook present in the sample, we cannot be sure to its exact meaning. 

In addition, this man is interred with the only beaver tool chisel, an item typically used 

for scraping or fine shaping of wooden objects. As other woodworking tools are present at the 

site (celts and adzes), it seems as though this is an intentional, qualitative distinction being made 

for this individual. This indicates he probably held a higher rank among craftsman than those 

with celts or adzes, as Carr (2006) notes that qualitative distinctions are often used to represent 

the different ranks, with rare items typically being used to symbolize the highest ranks.  

While not particularly tall for today’s standards, this individual was relatively tall for the 

population, standing 171.1 cm (5’7”) tall. Further, he was buried in a relatively unique position; 

buried on his back, with his knees bent and lower legs crossed over one another. His left foot is 

drawn near his body, nearly touching his pelvis, and the right foot is located under the left knee. 

What’s more, this individual is the only male buried within the (definite) boundaries of structure 

2, indicating he belongs to this house/kin group. As he had both a rank of achieved leadership, as 

well as a high rank among craftsmen, and was part of a seemingly important family (several 
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burials within structure 2 had rich interments, 92A, 378, and 436A), it is likely he was an 

important leader in the community whose achievements and ranks would have brought even 

more prestige to himself and his family members.  

 

Burial 455 

 This individual was male, aged 20-25 at the time of death. He was interred with 27 

artifacts of twelve types, discussed above. He was the only individual buried within the bounds 

of structure 3, and he was interred at a much greater depth than most Mississippians. While his 

burial pit began at the top of zone B, it extended nearly five feet into the ground into zone E. 

Additionally, this individual was decapitated, and had his lower right arm and hand completely 

removed, likely as a trophy. The first three cervical vertebrae are missing, though the fourth has 

two cut marks on a lateral surface. The distal right humerus shows numerous cut marks as well. 

As there was no cranial material for this burial, biodistance analysis could not be conducted. 

Aside from his traumatic death, this individual appears to have been relatively healthy. A small 

active lesion was found on his left femur, while another active lesion, turning necrotic, was 

found on his right clavicle. The necrotic bone may have caused pain, and could have affected his 

ability to use that arm or shoulder.  

 Based on the artifacts interred with this person, he may have been a craft specialist who 

achieved prestige in this community through this skillset. What truly sets this individual apart in 

terms of artifacts is purely quantitative; none of these goods are particularly rare or unique in this 

cemetery. He was interred with 13 unmodified deer bones, an antler PP/K, three deer antlers, an 

antler flaker, a bone tool (unknown use), a bone fid, a lithic PP/K, an abrader, a bone awl, two 

antler punches, an antler billet, and a fishhook preform. Though he was not physically 
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predisposed to power (one of Carr’s [2006] criteria for achieved prestige), he does display many 

of the other criteria. While a younger adult, he is not the youngest age category of adult nor the 

oldest. He is interred with a great deal of unmodified deer bone, which combined with his other 

grave goods, could be interpreted as blanks for future tools. While others have unmodified 

animal bone, none have anywhere near the quantity that this individual does. Further, the tools 

interred with this individual indicate craftsmanship of traditionally male-use items (antler flakers, 

punches, and billets; fishhooks). It appears, therefore that he held a position of achieved prestige, 

even at a relatively young age. The fact that so much effort went into his grave (the depth, the 

goods), it is not likely that he was a captive. More likely, he was a member of that community in 

high standing, who was the victim of warfare or a raiding party. It is unclear why his burial pit 

was dug so deep; the vast majority of Mississippians were interred in zones A or B. Perhaps this 

extra energy expenditure was an additional grave accoutrement that added to his honor in death.  

 

Burial 818 

 Burial 818 is a male, aged fifty years or older at the time of death. This man was 

relatively healthy, with only mild periostitis on one femur and no visible signs of trauma. He was 

interred on the western half of the cemetery with the only stone pendant in the sample, which 

original excavation notes label as a greenstone gorget. In addition, he was found buried with a 

bone pin, a bone awl, a lithic PP/K, and copper beads. This man likely had an ascribed leadership 

role in the community. He is one of the oldest people buried at the site, and is relatively tall for 

Perry (170.40 cm, or almost 5’6”). He also has rare goods interred with him that are qualitatively 

different than other forms of burial goods seen at the site. Further, these types of goods do not 

have a continuous or pyramidal distribution. Greenstone itself is relatively uncommon at the 
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Perry site, with only a few individuals possessing greenstone celts. No other individuals were 

interred with a stone pendant, much less one made from greenstone. Further, this male had the 

highest number of copper beads in association with any burial at the site (n=55), and copper 

beads themselves were only found with four other individuals. These beads likely functioned as a 

symbol of wealth, based on the quantity, the material, and the ornamental nature of the item. The 

nearest natural copper resources are quite far (Michigan being a likely resource, though smaller 

sources of copper have been found in North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania 

[Branch 2013:18-19]), and transporting them to northern Alabama would have taken a great deal 

of time and energy, adding to their value. It is possible his travels took him to these communities, 

or he may have had connections with other groups for whom copper was more accessible. In 

either case, this quantity of copper beads would have set him apart from others in the 

community. Based on his level of wealth and the quality of the items he possessed, he was 

probably greatly revered in this community. His ascribed leadership position in the community 

may have been not only due to his age and sex, but also his connection to other communities. 

 

Burial 853 

 These are the remains of a 25-35-year-old female. She was interred with a subadult, 

(burial 854), aged 10-12 years at death. She was associated with a single biface; however, 

excavators noted the disturbed nature of the burial so it is possible she was interred with other 

non-perishable goods. This female was incredibly ill at the time of death. She showed multiple 

signs of treponemal infection, with multiple lesions found on the frontal, left and right parietals, 

occipital, maxilla (near the right nasal), and right zygomatic. She also had moderate to severe 

periostitis throughout her body, some of which was associated with newly healed fractures. Her 
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right humerus had a comminuted fracture (meaning the bone was broken into more than two 

pieces) that healed improperly as two separate pieces. This fracture also damaged the connecting 

scapula, probably damaging the rotator cuff musculature. The right tibia had a better healed 

fracture, though the bone had severe periostitis and osteomyelitis as a result of this injury. The 

left fibula also showed signs of a healed fracture. This fibula as well as the left tibia had severe 

periostitis exhibiting newly remodeled bone. The woman’s right terminal foot phalange (“big 

toe”) showed signs of avulsion, where the tendons/ligaments/muscle rip away from the bone. Her 

lumbar vertebrae also showed signed of severe to mild arthritis. These were not the only 

misfortunes she encountered in life. She had a healed sharp force trauma wound on the back of 

her skull, a healed sabrage cut mark on the back of her skull, and unhealed scalping cut marks on 

the frontal and right parietal. This individual suffered quite a bit during her life.  

Skeletal involvement due to treponemal infection only appears during the tertiary (and 

final) stage of the disease (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998:154-171), indicating she had 

the infection for years before her death. However, as this is a highly communicable disease, it is 

certain that she was not the only one in the community to have it. Her cranial injuries suggest she 

may have survived a raid or warfare before her death, as the sharp force trauma and at least one 

sabrage were well healed. She may have sustained the long bone fractures during this time as 

well. Alternatively, these injuries may have been some form of punishment, or could be 

indicative of domestic violence, though her injuries did not appear to be recidivist.  

Her final injuries, which did not heal, indicate that she met a violent end. It is likely that 

her many injuries and her advanced state of infection made her an easy target for raiders. Her leg 

injuries would have made it difficult for her to move quickly, and she probably would not have 

been able to use her right arm effectively to defend herself. Because the child is interred with 
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her, it is highly likely that it died in this event as well. Not enough dental material was available 

to conduct biodistance analysis on the subadult, so it is unclear if there is a genetic relationship 

between the two. However, 853 is closely related to several other individuals in the cemetery, 

and she is likely not an outsider. Though she suffered greatly in life and in death, she appears to 

have been given a typical burial for individuals in that community. 

 

Burial 948A  

 This female was aged to be over fifty when she died. She was interred with burial 949A, 

but it appears as though 949A was intrusive and the excavators’ notes indicated that the majority 

of artifacts (all but one) were associated with the original burial, 948A. She was interred with 

bird and deer bones, an abrader, a preform, two lithic PP/Ks, an adze, a bone awl, a bone billet, 

and a terrapin shell rattle. She had severe arthritis on her lumbar and sacral vertebrae, porotic 

hyperostosis on the occipital and both parietals, moderate periostitis on the femora and tibiae, as 

well as osteoporosis on both femurs and tibae, and osteochondritis dissecans on the right 

navicular as well as on both primary foot phalanges. 

This female is interred with a large number of artifacts, many of which are stone. She 

may have been a flintknapper, based on the preform, PP/Ks, adze, and billet interred with her. 

However, if this is the case, she does not appear to have been particularly lauded for this role, as 

others are interred with far more stone artifacts and tool-making implements. More intriguing 

than her association with stone implements is her association with a terrapin shell rattle. There 

are not many rattles in this sample, with only three Mississippian individuals having rattles or 

potential rattles. It is likely very significant that she was interred with one of these rare artifacts. 

She was not particularly ill, as arthritis and osteoporosis are not rare for people of her age or sex. 
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Periostitis and porotic hyperostosis are found among all age and sex groups at the Perry site, and 

while not as common, osteochondritis dissecans also was seen throughout the sample. It is not 

likely that this rattle was interred with her for healing properties, at least based on what we can 

see skeletally. She may have been involved in ceremonial dances, in which rattles were 

commonly used. Musical instruments were an essential aspect of shamanic practice, with the 

rattle being one of the most important instruments used in eastern North America” (Emerson 

2003:141). While shamans were able to access different worlds, forms, and genders (Emerson 

2003:145), it is likely that the connotation of rattles in burial is different for men and women. 

Women would wear rattles during religious dances involving both sexes, and when women 

danced alone, the female leader would wear the rattles around her ankles (Gahagan 1981:182). In 

the Southeast specifically, Chickasaw, Cherokee, Creek, and Yuchi women would wear leggings 

composed of six to ten rattles, which were fastened together, for ceremonies and dances 

(Gillreath-Brown and Peres 2017:111). If she was a ritual participant in this manner, the arthritis 

may have impacted her ability to take part in dances later in her life. However, as she was 

interred with this rattle, she may have still held a position of ritual importance, possibly as a 

dancer, within the community.  

 

Burial 982 

 This individual was a 30-39 year old male, interred in the eastern half of the cemetery 

with a mix of 32 preforms, bifaces, and adzes (no distinctions are made in the original excavation 

notes or the 2017 inventory indicating the exact number of each artifact type), a fishhook, and 

ceramic sherds. At nearly 5’8”, he was relatively tall for this population, giving him a 

predisposition to positions of authority or power. The quantity of burial accoutrements, his age, 
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height, and sex, and the continuous distribution of these types of artifacts seem to indicate that 

this person also had a position of achieved prestige (Carr 1995:Table 6.1), likely a skilled 

craftsman. Based on the number of preforms, bifaces, and adzes found with this individual, it is 

probable that he was particularly skilled in the creation of bifaces and other lithic tools, as well 

as possibly woodworking. While bifaces, adzes, and preforms are found with relative frequency 

(twenty-four individuals are interred with bifaces, nineteen with adzes, and sixteen with 

preforms), no other individual has them in these quantities. 

 This individual also was decapitated, as evidenced by both the lack of a skull and a deep 

cut mark on the fourth cervical vertebra. The majority of his lower body is missing as well, 

though excavators note this probably occurred accidently during the opening of trench 150. He 

also suffered from degenerative joint disease on the lumbar. Though he suffered in death, the 

community buried him with care; a large pottery sherd was placed of the left hand and the 

preforms, bifaces, and adzes were arranged in a snaking pattern on top of the right arm and along 

the right side of the body. Despite his beheading, he was still given a proper burial indicating his 

role (likely a highly skilled craftsman) within society, indicating that in some cases manner of 

death is trumped by social position. (See Table 6.6 for a review of archaeo-biographies.) 
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Table 6. 6	Review of Mississippian Archaeo-Biographies 
Burial Sex Age Burial Goods/Burial Features Trauma/Illness Overall Assessment 
92 M 30-39 Lithic PP/Ks, bone/antler PP/K, 

bifaces, bone flakers, bone drifts, 
bone punch, bone awls, metate, 
modified bone, abrader, 
modified antler, bone wrench 

N/A Achieved prestige; Likely 
“master” flintknapper 

178 M 40-50 Hematite nodule, bone needle 
from sharpened fish spine 

N/A Possible tattooist 

378 F 50+ Shell pin, lithic PP/Ks, bone awl, 
adzes; Buried within Structure 2 

N/A Ascribed leadership role; 
probably kin group matriarch 

384, 
385, 
386 

I - 9 months (+/-  2 
mos),  
- 9 months (+/- 2 
mos), 
- 6 months (+/- 2 
mos) 

Shell beads (large quantities), 
bone bead, fish bones, lithic 
PP/Ks, celt, adze, bear canine, 
shell ear plugs, unmodified rock, 
bone awl, abrader, hammerstone, 
bone fid, small pot, jar, bone 
tools, copper ornament 

Cribra orbitalia,  
severe periostitis, 
osteomyelitis; very ill 

Infants, likely associated with 
identity of the maternal 
household; goods may have 
been given to help the sick 
children in the afterlife 

436A M 35-45 Atlatl hook, beaver tooth chisel, 
unmodified bird bones, stone 
gorget, hammerstone, lithic 
PP/Ks, bone/antler PP/K, antler, 
bone pin, antler flaker, bone 
tool; Only male buried within 
structure 2 

Necrosis of the right knee Achieved leadership role; 
possible high-ranking 
craftsman; possible 
recognition of hunting or 
warfare achievements or 
prowess  

455 M 20-25 Deer bones, antlers, antler flaker, 
bone tools, bone fid, fishhook 
preform, abrader, antler punch, 
lithic PP/K, antler billet, 
bone/antler PP/K; Extremely 
deep burial ( ~ 5 feet) 

Decapitated, lower right 
arm and hand removed 
(likely trophy); active 
lesion on left femur and 
right clavicle 

Achieved prestige; Probable 
craft specialist; Likely warfare 
or raiding victim 
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818 M  50+ Stone pendant (greenstone), 
bone pin, bone awl, lithic PP/K, 
copper beads (n=55) 

Mild periostitis on femur Ascribed leadership role 

853 F 25-35 Biface Incredibly ill: treponemal 
infection, moderate to 
severe periostitis, newly 
healed fractures (one 
comminuted fracture), 
damage to rotator cuff, 
osteomyelitis, avulsion, 
arthritis, healed sharp force 
trauma, healed cut mark, 
unhealed scalping cut 
marks  

Victim of raiding/warfare; 
long-term severe illness 
(treponemal infection) made 
her easy target for enemies. 
Multiple fractures may have 
been sustained during raids or 
possibly through domestic 
violence. 

948A F 50+ Bird bones, deer bones, abrader, 
preform, lithic PP/Ks, adze, bone 
awl, bone billet, terrapin shell 
rattle 

Severe arthritis, porotic 
hyperostosis, osteoporosis, 
osteochondritis dissecans 

Possible ritual dancer 

982 M 30-39 32 preforms, bifaces, adzes; 
fishhook, sherds 

Decapitated; degenerative 
joint disease 

Achieved prestige, likely 
skilled craftsman 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 

 

 This study was multi-scalar in approach. Social status, social organization, and wealth 

differentials had to be reconstructed and understood across both the Archaic and the 

Mississippian at the Perry site before identity could be understood. Identity was studied at the 

population, group, and individual levels. At the individual level, this study sought to study the 

relationships between the different aspects of a person’s identity, and create archaeo-biographies 

of individuals from the Perry site. To do this, the various facets of an individuals’ identity, such 

as age, sex, health, and status, were examined to try and understand the social roles of those 

individuals as well as learn about the community at the site. 

 

Hypothesis 1: 

Using biodistance analysis, it was hypothesized that close genetic relationships would 

impact burial placement more strongly in the Mississippian than in the Archaic, as evidenced 

through clusters of closely related individuals. Because Mississippian groups were more 

sedentary than those in the Archaic, it was thought that there would be more opportunity to 

preserve and demonstrate close family relationships in death and burial. Aside from the burial 

associations with structures 1 and 2 during the Mississippian period, this hypothesis was not 

confirmed. In general, close kinship did not seem to be a prioritizing factor in burial placement 

for either the Archaic or Mississippian populations. Though there are exceptions, other 

community characteristics appear to have been more important to burial organization.   
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 Among the Archaic, no clear social divisions are evident in burial patterning. All age 

groups, sexes, artifacts, pathologies, and traumas are found throughout the cemetery. However, 

there is a large clustering of Archaic individuals in the center of the cemetery. While there are 

many Archaic people not interred in this area, this does seem to be a central burial location used 

by this group. While shell beads are found throughout the cemetery, this central area does 

contain all the individuals who had a high amount of shell beads, and consequently, wealth. 

These wealthy individuals, however, are not buried particularly close to one another, and many 

others in the area do not have similar displays of wealth. Nonetheless, they are all interred in the 

center rather than on the peripheries. This may have been an important location, and being buried 

here may have not been available to everyone. Unfortunately, without similar occurrences of 

other goods or burial types, this is speculative; but it does seem that those with more shell wealth 

made a point to be included in this area.  

 Mississippian burial organization is much more clearly ordered. The current research 

found that Mississippian individuals were largely interred on the east and west halves of the site, 

corresponding to a larger dual social structure in place at the site. A bilateral division of the 

cemetery (into east and west halves with an Archaic component in the center), as well as a 

bilateral division of burial forms and artifact types were present. The third archaeological 

correlate outlined by Marcoux (2010) also was present, in that artifacts representative of 

differential (though Marcoux says “high”) status on the basis of achievement were present.  

 The only confirmed instance of close genetic relationships affecting burial proximity was 

in the Mississippian, specifically in the case of structures 1 and 2, which were likely temporary 

domestic structures based on the size of each building. Numerous individuals within and around 
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these structures showed close genetic ties, and with one exception, were only adult females and 

subadults.  

This research illustrates that women were able to wield great power in the Mississippian 

period. Women had authority in society, though most of it was focused and controlled through 

the domestic sphere. As such, burial within the domicile would be as high an honor for a female 

as burial in a public house would be for a male, which was often the seat of their power in 

society. Burial in these structures was likely a high honor and bestowed even more prestige on 

these women in death. The oldest of these women is also the most richly interred female at the 

site. It is likely that, due to her place within the structure, her unique and rich burial, and the 

number of related individuals surrounding the structure, she served as matriarch of this group, a 

highly respected and important position in society. 

 Efforts also were made to try and understand residential patterning using biodistance; 

unfortunately, however, both the Archaic and the Mississippian populations are too 

homogeneous to produce any meaningful results in this regard. In both populations, the results of 

biodistance analysis estimated that the entire population was highly related, making it difficult to 

ascertain if one sex was more typically distinct and distant than the other. While still genetically 

very close, there were outliers – but in both populations, these included both males and females. 

For the Mississippian population, it can probably safely be assumed that this community was 

matrilineal and matrilocal, based on a comparison with ethnohistoric accounts as well as the 

almost exclusively female interments found within the structures. However, making this 

assumption as far back as the Archaic is difficult to do with any degree of certainty, so it is 

unfortunate that this could not be deduced for this temporal population.  
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Hypothesis 2: 

It was further hypothesized that the different aspects of a person’s identity would 

influence how an individual is buried, whether these differences are due to any single aspect of a 

person’s archaeo-biography, or a combination of these. To investigate this, the individual aspects 

of a archaeo-biography were all assessed separately, and later combined, to determine if they had 

any impacts on burial or not. In both the Archaic and the Mississippian, distinctions seen in life 

were reflected in mortuary ritual, which is seen most clearly through the individual archaeo-

biographies outlined in the discussion chapter.  

 

Archaic 

 Among the Archaic population at the Perry site, age played a role in the types of goods 

interred with an individual. Very young children, aged around 2 years at death or younger were 

interred with shell ornaments and shell pendants. Aside from one shell pendant with an adult, 

shell ornaments and pendants are only found with this age category. It is possible that these were 

given to these children as a form of protection, as they represent a very young and very 

vulnerable population. Further, young children aged five and below were interred with more 

goods and more types of goods than older children from ages six to around twelve years. As the 

majority of the goods associated with younger children were ornamental in nature and likely a 

form of wealth, it is probable that these were gifts from parents and other family members at 

death. Because older children were more a part of the community younger children, and were not 

as tied to the natal household, they may have not been gifted as much of the household wealth as 

younger children. By age twelve to age fifteen years, utilitarian goods are found again, which 

likely indicates a shift in their place in society from childhood roles to more adult ones. As no 
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real developmental differences occur between the ages of five and six, it is likely the transition 

we are seeing relates to a change in how the children are perceived; a change in the social age of 

these children. By this time, they were likely fully weaned and could begin to learn their roles in 

society from their parents, older siblings, and others around them. Older children, from ages six 

to twelve, were in society but not yet adults, and were viewed differently than those older, who 

were given adult tasks, and younger, who were associated with the natal household.  

 The effects of genetic relationships on health were examined, and it was found that 

slightly over a quarter of the individuals who suffered stressful events in childhood had close 

relatives who also suffered stressful events, and these stressors were marked by enamel 

hypoplasias. Certain families were affected by physiological stress more than others. Whether 

this stress was due to malnutrition or illness cannot be determined, but it does appear that certain 

closely related groups were more susceptible to these factors than others. The Archaic population 

appears more resilient overall to stressful events, as the majority of individuals with enamel 

hypoplasias reached adulthood, unlike those in the Mississippian. This may be due to the 

generally more stable subsistence model practiced by hunter-gatherers.  

 Statuses in the Archaic do not appear to be standardized or ascriptive, and the majority of 

status differences seen in the mortuary context appear to be wealth-based differences. While 

wealth-based social differences likely were seen and felt among the population, they do not 

appear to have translated into any type of leadership position in any occupation. The richest 

burial, in fact, was interred with only wealth items. If he did hold any other leadership roles in 

the community, they were not elaborated on in a way that we see archaeologically. The few 

leadership roles we do see are based on achievement and skill, elevating these individuals in their 

particular fields of expertise. Both males and females could achieve leadership roles in this 
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community, based on their own personal skillsets. It does not appear that one’s genetic 

relationships influenced social roles, however. No artifacts were found in association with 

particular genetic groups, indicating that individuals qualified for certain positions were not 

denied them based on their genetic family ties.  

  

Mississippian 

Among the Mississippians at the Perry site, the different aspects of identity influenced 

burial as well. Similar to what was seen in the Archaic, the majority of shell pendants interred 

with children aged four and younger. These too likely functioned as some sort of protective 

measure for a vulnerable population. The sickest two of these children were interred with the 

highest number of shell pendants. Other sick children, however, were not offered this same 

protection. It could be that these pendants were costly and could not be obtained by all parents to 

inter with their children, whether they were ill or not; as such, they may also function as a wealth 

item that was often given to members of a vulnerable population.  

 Determining the social ages for the Mississippian population was an aim as well, and 

similar, yet more pronounced, distinctions seen among the Archaic were found among the later 

population. Around age four or five, there is a distinct change that occurs regarding how children 

are interred, specifically concerning grave goods. Prior to this age, children are interred with a 

variety of goods and types, while those older children were much more limited in what could be 

interred with them. I believe this stems from the young child’s association with the mother and 

the natal household. As their identities are so strongly tied to that of their parents, it appears that 

they are temporarily ascribed their parents’ identities until they can forge their own. After this 

age, children are separated by sex to learn their social roles in the community, symbolizing their 
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official entrance into society apart from their parents. As the child begins to participate in society 

as an individual, rather than as an extension of the mother or father, these temporary ascriptions 

are erased. This is further corroborated by adult status in this community. Virtually all of the 

ranks and statuses encountered are based on achievement and personal skill, rather than being 

hereditarily based; it would make little sense for children to be interpreted as having permanent, 

ascriptive rank based on grave goods when this is not reflected in the adult population. Further, if 

permanent, ascriptive rank was in use in this community, we would expect to see it in all 

subadult age groups, which we do not. Therefore, it appears that temporary ascription of 

identities, including status, are given to children before they can make their own identity or place 

in society. Other social age distinctions appear to occur around age 12, when some subadults are 

given more adult roles in the community, and age fifteen, when it appears that people of this age 

have completed the transition to adulthood and are interred with grave goods found exclusively 

with adults. 

 Statuses largely were achieved in the Mississippian, which was unexpected. While some 

were ascriptive in nature, such as the matriarch found in structure 2, the vast majority were 

achievement based. Biodistance was used to determine if artifacts that likely represented 

different social roles were allotted to specific genetically related groups. Though a couple of 

associations were found, these are likely a coincidence rather than something proscribed by 

society; and, if they are societally determined, they are the exception rather than the rule. While 

both males and females had achieved different roles and statuses within society, males appeared 

to have had a larger number of these social roles open to them, principally due to their more 

public role. All Mississippian individuals with a high number of funerary goods, as well as the 

highest amount of types, were all adult males (except for one infant) aged from 20 to 49 years 
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old. I believe this is because males could achieve more in the public realm than could females, 

giving them greater access to goods and statuses. While females could gain power in other ways, 

the majority of that power through the domestic sphere, these roles were not as heavily 

represented in burial by grave goods as those in the public realm.  

 Health in the Mississippian period was affected to a greater degree by one’s genetic ties 

than was seen in the Archaic. Forty percent of individuals with an enamel hypoplasia, caused by 

some form of metabolic or physiological stress, were closely related to another individual (or 

often, multiple individuals), also with enamel hypoplasias. Individuals with hypoplasias who 

were related to other hypoplastic individuals were 26% more likely to die at an early age than 

individuals who had hypoplasias but were not related to others with these stress markers. Clearly, 

the biological relationships present at Perry influenced health outcomes, though it is not clear 

why.  

 

Hypothesis 3: 

 The final hypothesis set forth at the beginning of this research was that there would be a 

notable difference in how grave goods were distributed between the Archaic and the 

Mississippian. Specifically, it was hypothesized that more goods would be found with older 

males in the Archaic due to Archaic societies being more achievement based, while grave goods 

in the Mississippian would be interred based on ascription with all age and sex groups, as these 

groups are typically more institutionally stratified. These hypotheses were not borne out by the 

data.  

 The hypothesis regarding the Archaic was not confirmed. Males and females were able to 

achieve roles and statuses within this community, and the oldest individuals at the site, aged fifty 
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and over, did not have the most goods or the most types of goods. While males in general had 

different and more types of goods associated with them, this may be because of their more public 

roles. The males were more likely to have been in charge of trade, and were likely travelling 

further than females, which could have come with more status opportunities than women had 

access to. Access to trade likely also explains the wealth disparities seen between men and 

women.  

 Among the Mississippian people at the Perry site, permanent, ascriptive statuses were not 

typically found. The majority of adults achieved their positions using particular skillsets acquired 

during life, as evidenced by their burial inclusions. This North Alabama group has a more 

heterarchical nature than was originally assumed, as there were many routes to gain and hold 

power. Adults achieved power through craftsmanship, being great warriors, and through ritual 

roles. Women could hold power and wield influence through the domestic sphere and family life. 

Ascription for children was found to be temporary. The ascription of status and identity found 

with young children does not continue throughout life, as evidenced by the change in burial seen 

around age six. This is bolstered by what was found among the adult population: the majority of 

social roles available to adults were achieved, rather than ascribed. Further, biodistance analysis 

was conducted to determine if hereditary roles were in place at Perry. If they were, they were not 

elaborated in burial. Much like the Archaic, though, males do appear to have had more social 

roles and access to more of these roles than females. This is again likely because of their more 

public role in the community. While the females held power through the home, males held power 

in public places, public affairs, and interactions with other groups.  

 It should be mentioned here that the Mississippian population likely diverged from 

expectations not because this site is particularly anomalous, but because Southeastern 
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archaeology has been entrenched in the chiefdom model for far too long. This model was based 

on Polynesian societies (see Service 1962 and Fried 1967), and is not particularly applicable to 

Southeastern groups. While some hierarchical differences were indeed present during the 

Mississippian and protohistoric periods (such as among the Natchez), not every society fits 

neatly into a hierarchical model. Rather, heterarchical models appear to fit these societies much 

better, and should be considered when analyzing sites in the Southeast. 

 

Successes, Limitations, and Concluding Remarks 

 Archaeo-biographies and the techniques used in this study have shown that investigations 

of life in the past at the individual level is not only possible, but can have great success. The 

parsing out of individual aspects of identity, and stitching these same separate elements back 

together into a coherent, individual whole, has shown that individual people in the archaeological 

record can be understood in fine grain detail, by using a detail oriented, comprehensive 

methodology. However, it must be pointed out that, while successful for a number of individuals, 

archaeo-biographies are inherently limited in that they are most effective and provide the clearest 

picture of life in the past at the individual level when there is a lot of data to draw from. If an 

individual is highly fragmented, it is quite difficult to obtain any osteological data of significance 

for a detail driven, individually based analysis. If excavation was sloppy or the notes, records, 

and diagrams are missing, significant information regarding burial context is lost, and impedes 

the effectiveness of this technique. Regardless, this technique is incredibly useful and should be 

utilized when possible. 

The study as a whole was limited in a number of ways. First, and perhaps most 

significantly, the excavations of the Perry site stopped prematurely due to World War II. If 
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excavations had continued, more data would have been collected and perhaps more structures 

would have been found. The interpretation of the site must be taken on what was excavated, 

however it is regrettable that excavations could not continue after the war was over. Another 

limitation regarding the excavation is the lack of a complete set of field notes. Though many 

remain, some sections of the site lack any original profile drawings, plan views (aside from those 

belonging to the individual burials), and notes about context. This limited certain aspects of the 

research, namely in ascertaining the temporal association of many interments. Another large 

limitation to this research is that subadults without adult dentition were not included in 

biodistance analysis due to discrepancies when comparing deciduous and adult dentition. This 

meant that genetic relationships present between those individuals and others could not be 

assessed. What’s more, if individuals did not have enough data to be included in the biodistance 

analysis, their genetic input was also unknown. This is unfortunate as both of these groups surely 

had some genetic relations in the community, and it would shed even more light on the 

community if we had this information. Further, certain avenues of research that opened during 

the study could not be fully investigated due to time constraints because of repatriation and 

reburial due to NAGPRA. It is unclear, for example, why males in the Archaic have more 

hypoplasias than females. There is simply a lot of data and not enough time.  

 Despite this, a significant amount of research was conducted and much was learned about 

this population. Social change is evident from the Archaic to the Mississippian at the Perry site. 

While the Archaic people were more egalitarian, the Mississippian people utilized a dual social 

structure to organize their society. In both temporal groups, social roles largely were achieved, 

and hereditary power structures typically were not involved. Identity played a central role in 

creating the interments at the Perry site, for both the Archaic and Mississippian populations. By 
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examining the various aspects of identity and how they intersect, a fuller picture of life for these 

individuals was achieved. Identity was not static, and its parts cannot be examined in isolation. 

Only by examining the full archaeo-biography of a person can we understand how all the aspects 

of identity intersect and create what we find archaeologically.  
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Appendix B: Syntax for computation of  

Gower’s Coefficient using the DAISY function in the statistical program R. 

In the R console dropdown menu, click “Packages” then “Install Packages”. 
 
Choose the USA mirror in the next window.  
 
Next dropdown menu, install Rcmdr.  
 
Repeat these steps and install package “Cluster.” This will be used to perform Gower’s 
Coefficient. 
 
# Set working data 
# setwd("C:/Name of Desktop or Flash Drive/ Folder") 
 
>setwd("/Users/ANS/Documents/R data files") 
 
# to read the .csv file 
#file_ <-read.csv("filename.csv") 
 
>Archaic<-read.csv("/Users/ANS/Documents/R data 
files/dissdata_CULLED2ARCHAIC.csv",header=TRUE) 
 
# Below lets R know that Burial Number IDs are not included in calculations.  
>Archaic$burial<-NULL 
 
# str shows data structure 
# str(file_) 
>str(Archaic) 
 
# head shows first few lines of data 
# head(file_) 
>head(Archaic) 
 
# summary of data 
# summary(file_) 
>summary(Archaic) 
 
#The below command sets the variables as factors 
>Archaic<-data.frame(lapply(Archaic,as.factor), stringsAsFactors=TRUE) 
 
#The below commands should be entered one at a time. These commands create ordered factors 
to be used as ordinal variables.  
> Archaic[,2]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,2]) 
> Archaic[,3]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,3]) 
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> Archaic[,4]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,4]) 
> Archaic[,5]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,5]) 
> Archaic[,6]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,6]) 
> Archaic[,7]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,7]) 
> Archaic[,8]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,8]) 
> Archaic[,9]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,9]) 
> Archaic[,10]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,10]) 
> Archaic[,11]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,11]) 
> Archaic[,12]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,12]) 
> Archaic[,13]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,13]) 
> Archaic[,14]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,14]) 
> Archaic[,15]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,15]) 
> Archaic[,16]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,16]) 
> Archaic[,17]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,17]) 
> Archaic[,18]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,18]) 
> Archaic[,19]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,19]) 
> Archaic[,20]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,20]) 
> Archaic[,21]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,21]) 
> Archaic[,22]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,22]) 
> Archaic[,23]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,23]) 
> Archaic[,24]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,24]) 
> Archaic[,25]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,25]) 
> Archaic[,26]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,26]) 
> Archaic[,27]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,27]) 
> Archaic[,28]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,28]) 
> Archaic[,29]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,29]) 
> Archaic[,30]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,30]) 
> Archaic[,31]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,31]) 
> Archaic[,32]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,32]) 
> Archaic[,33]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,33]) 
> Archaic[,34]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,34]) 
> Archaic[,35]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,35]) 
> Archaic[,36]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,36]) 
> Archaic[,37]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,37]) 
> Archaic[,38]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,38]) 
> Archaic[,39]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,39]) 
> Archaic[,40]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,40]) 
> Archaic[,41]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,41]) 
> Archaic[,42]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,42]) 
> Archaic[,43]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,43]) 
> Archaic[,44]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,44]) 
> Archaic[,45]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,45]) 
> Archaic[,46]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,46]) 
> Archaic[,47]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,47]) 
> Archaic[,48]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,48]) 
> Archaic[,49]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,49]) 
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> Archaic[,50]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,50]) 
> Archaic[,51]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,51]) 
> Archaic[,52]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,52]) 
> Archaic[,53]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,53]) 
> Archaic[,54]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,54]) 
> Archaic[,55]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,55]) 
> Archaic[,56]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,56]) 
> Archaic[,57]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,57]) 
> Archaic[,58]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,58]) 
> Archaic[,59]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,59]) 
> Archaic[,60]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,60]) 
> Archaic[,61]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,61]) 
> Archaic[,62]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,62]) 
> Archaic[,63]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,63]) 
> Archaic[,64]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,64]) 
> Archaic[,65]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,65]) 
> Archaic[,66]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,66]) 
> Archaic[,67]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,67]) 
> Archaic[,68]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,68]) 
> Archaic[,69]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,69]) 
> Archaic[,70]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,70]) 
> Archaic[,71]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,71]) 
> Archaic[,72]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,72]) 
> Archaic[,73]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,73]) 
> Archaic[,74]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,74]) 
> Archaic[,75]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,75]) 
> Archaic[,76]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,76]) 
> Archaic[,77]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,77]) 
> Archaic[,78]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,78]) 
> Archaic[,79]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,79]) 
> Archaic[,80]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,80]) 
> Archaic[,81]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,81]) 
> Archaic[,82]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,82]) 
> Archaic[,83]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,83]) 
> Archaic[,84]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,84]) 
> Archaic[,85]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,85]) 
> Archaic[,86]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,86]) 
> Archaic[,87]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,87]) 
> Archaic[,88]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,88]) 
> Archaic[,89]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,89]) 
> Archaic[,90]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,90]) 
> Archaic[,91]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,91]) 
> Archaic[,92]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,92]) 
> Archaic[,93]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,93]) 
> Archaic[,94]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,94]) 
> Archaic[,95]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,95]) 
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> Archaic[,96]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,96]) 
> Archaic[,97]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,97]) 
> Archaic[,98]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,98]) 
> Archaic[,99]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,99]) 
> Archaic[,100]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,100]) 
> Archaic[,101]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,101]) 
> Archaic[,102]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,102]) 
> Archaic[,103]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,103]) 
> Archaic[,104]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,104]) 
> Archaic[,105]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,105]) 
> Archaic[,106]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,106]) 
> Archaic[,107]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,107]) 
> Archaic[,108]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,108]) 
> Archaic[,109]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,109]) 
> Archaic[,110]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,110]) 
> Archaic[,111]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,111]) 
> Archaic[,112]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,112]) 
> Archaic[,113]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,113]) 
> Archaic[,114]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,114]) 
> Archaic[,115]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,115]) 
> Archaic[,116]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,116]) 
> Archaic[,117]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,117]) 
> Archaic[,118]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,118]) 
> Archaic[,119]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,119]) 
> Archaic[,120]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,120]) 
> Archaic[,121]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,121]) 
> Archaic[,122]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,122]) 
> Archaic[,123]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,123]) 
> Archaic[,124]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,124]) 
> Archaic[,125]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,125]) 
> Archaic[,126]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,126]) 
> Archaic[,127]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,127]) 
> Archaic[,128]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,128]) 
> Archaic[,129]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,129]) 
> Archaic[,130]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,130]) 
> Archaic[,131]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,131]) 
> Archaic[,132]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,132]) 
> Archaic[,133]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,133]) 
> Archaic[,134]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,134]) 
> Archaic[,135]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,135]) 
> Archaic[,136]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,136]) 
> Archaic[,137]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,137]) 
> Archaic[,138]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,138]) 
> Archaic[,139]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,139]) 
> Archaic[,140]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,140]) 
> Archaic[,141]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,141]) 
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> Archaic[,142]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,142]) 
> Archaic[,143]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,143]) 
> Archaic[,144]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,144]) 
> Archaic[,145]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,145]) 
> Archaic[,146]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,146]) 
> Archaic[,147]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,147]) 
> Archaic[,148]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,148]) 
> Archaic[,149]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,149]) 
> Archaic[,150]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,150]) 
> Archaic[,151]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,151]) 
> Archaic[,152]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,152]) 
> Archaic[,153]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,153]) 
> Archaic[,154]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,154]) 
> Archaic[,155]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,155]) 
> Archaic[,156]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,156]) 
> Archaic[,157]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,157]) 
> Archaic[,158]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,158]) 
> Archaic[,159]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,159]) 
> Archaic[,160]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,160]) 
> Archaic[,161]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,161]) 
> Archaic[,162]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,162]) 
> Archaic[,163]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,163]) 
> Archaic[,164]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,164]) 
> Archaic[,165]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,165]) 
> Archaic[,166]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,166]) 
> Archaic[,167]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,167]) 
> Archaic[,168]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,168]) 
> Archaic[,169]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,169]) 
> Archaic[,170]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,170]) 
> Archaic[,171]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,171]) 
> Archaic[,172]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,172]) 
> Archaic[,173]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,173]) 
> Archaic[,174]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,174]) 
> Archaic[,175]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,175]) 
> Archaic[,176]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,176]) 
> Archaic[,177]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,177]) 
> Archaic[,178]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,178]) 
> Archaic[,179]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,179]) 
> Archaic[,180]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,180]) 
> Archaic[,181]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,181]) 
> Archaic[,182]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,182]) 
> Archaic[,183]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,183]) 
> Archaic[,184]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,184]) 
> Archaic[,185]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,185]) 
> Archaic[,186]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,186]) 
> Archaic[,187]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,187]) 
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> Archaic[,188]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,188]) 
> Archaic[,189]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,189]) 
> Archaic[,190]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,190]) 
> Archaic[,191]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,191]) 
> Archaic[,192]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,192]) 
> Archaic[,193]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,193]) 
> Archaic[,194]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,194]) 
> Archaic[,195]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,195]) 
> Archaic[,196]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,196]) 
> Archaic[,197]<-as.ordered(Archaic[,197]) 
 
library(cluster) 
 
#If there are variables in the data that are too rare to be included in the analysis, make them null 
> Archaic$URPM1_pmd<-NULL 
> Archaic$ULPM1_pmd<-NULL 
> Archaic$URPM2_pmd<-NULL 
> Archaic$URPM2_ab<-NULL 
> Archaic$ULPM2_pmd<-NULL 
> Archaic$LLPM2_ab<-NULL 
> Archaic$LRPM2_ab<-NULL 
 
#The below command allows you to identify which variables are binary asymmetric. These must 
be listed by the column number. 
> GOWER<-daisy(Archaic,metric="gower",stand=FALSE,type=list(asymm=198:206)) 
 
#Compute GOWER 
> GOWER 
>summary (GOWER) 
 
#The below command produces a matrix of the results 
> MATRIX<-as.matrix(GOWER) 
> summary(MATRIX) 
 
#A dissimilarity matrix will be produced and can be saved as a .csv file which can be viewed 
with Excel.  
> write.csv(Archaic, file="/Users/ANS/Documents/R data files/ArchaicMatrix.csv") 
> str(Archaic) 
 
#The below command clusters the cases using AGNES 
> AGNES<-agnes(GOWER, diss=TRUE, method="average") 
> AGNES 
 
#Finally, plot AGNES using the below command 
> plot(AGNES) 
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#Hit <Return> to see next plot  
#Hit <Return> to see next plot  
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Appendix C: Syntax for kNN imputation in the statistical package R.  

 
# Set working data 
# setwd("C:/Name of Desktop or Flash Drive/ Folder") 
 
>setwd("Documents/DissertationStuff/MetricData") 
 
 
# to read the .csv file 
#file_ <-read.csv("filename.csv") 
 
>MissMetrics<-read.csv("MissMetrics70percent.csv") 
 
# Below lets R know that Burial Number IDs are not included in calculations.  
>MissMetrics$Burial<-NULL 
 
# str shows data structure 
# str(file_) 
>str(MissMetrics) 
 
# head shows first few lines of data 
# head(file_) 
>head(MissMetrics) 
 
# summary of data 
# summary(file_) 
>summary(MissMetrics) 
 
#Install package VIM 
>library(VIM) 
 
# run KNN  
# filename <-kNN(dataset, variable=c(“var 1”, “var 2”, …),dist_var=c(“var 1”, “var 2”, …), k=5, 
imp_suffix=”_imp”) 
 
>MissMetricsIMP_DIST <- kNN(MissMetrics, variable=c("ULI1MD", "ULI1BL", "ULI2MD", 
"ULI2BL", "ULCMD", "ULCBL", "ULPM1MD", "ULPM1BL", "ULPM2MD", "ULPM2BL", 
"ULM1MD", "ULM1BL", "ULM2MD", "ULM2BL", "ULM3MD", "ULM3BL", "LLI1MD", 
"LLI1BL", "LLI2MD", "LLI2BL", "LLCMD", "LLCBL", "LLPM1MD", "LLPM1BL", 
"LLPM2MD", "LLPM2BL", "LLM1MD", "LLM1BL", "LLM2MD", "LLM2BL", "LLM3MD", 
"LLM3BL"),dist_var=c ("ULI1MD", "ULI1BL", "ULI2MD", "ULI2BL", "ULCMD", 
"ULCBL", "ULPM1MD", "ULPM1BL", "ULPM2MD", "ULPM2BL", "ULM1MD", 
"ULM1BL", "ULM2MD", "ULM2BL", "ULM3MD", "ULM3BL", "LLI1MD", "LLI1BL", 
"LLI2MD", "LLI2BL", "LLCMD", "LLCBL", "LLPM1MD", "LLPM1BL", "LLPM2MD", 
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"LLPM2BL", "LLM1MD", "LLM1BL", "LLM2MD", "LLM2BL", "LLM3MD", 
"LLM3BL"),k=5, imp_suffix="_imp") 
 
 
# Next remove Imputed created variables (labeled either true/false); unclutters data 
#filename <- subset (filename, select = 1st_variable_wanted:last_variable_wanted) 
>MissMetricsIMP_DIST <- subset (MissMetricsIMP_DIST, select = ULI1MD:LLM3BL) 
 
#write .csv file 
>write.csv(MissMetricsIMP_DIST, "MissMetricsIMP_DIST.csv") 
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Appendix D: AGNES dendrograms for Archaic and Mississippian populations at the Perry site. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Archaic Dendrogram 
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Mississippian Dendrogram 
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Appendix E: Sherratt Diagram of the Archaic Period Burials from the Perry Site 
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Appendix F: Sherratt Diagram for Mississippian Burials at the Perry site (1LU25). 
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